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Enoteca Pinchiorri. A legendary wine list and culinary destination. 

Zachys. The top wine auction house in the world. 

When we made the decision to launch our European auction, we knew that it had to be with an event that would 
go down as one of the great sales of all time. Two organizations, outstanding in their respective fields, and rec-
ognized the world over have come together to bring you Enoteca Pinchiorri: The Legendary Cellar. 

Since the end of the ‘70s, Enoteca Pinchiorri has been known as one of the world’s greatest wine and culinary 
destinations. Not only has the restaurant been a Michelin Three-Star since 1993, but from its inception, it has 
been focused on Giorgio Pinchiorri’s love of wine, a passion that began in the early ‘60s. Giorgio speaks about 
his “madness” for wine as if it were something tangible, something that took hold of him and physically com-
pelled him to frequent the Florentine bookstores, scouring the racks for wine books, and to travel to Chianti, 
absorbing every last thing he could from the winemakers themselves. 

What began as intellectual pursuit fifty years ago has resulted in the unparalleled provenance and selection of 
the wines in this auction. From day one, Giorgio Pinchiorri has taken an active role in building his cellar, tasting 
with his team of sommeliers, and forging relationships in the world’s greatest wine regions. This offering includes 
Coche-Dury, Rouget, Dujac, Ramonet, Leflaive, Jayer, Liger-Belair, DRC, the First Growths, Pétrus back to the 
1920s, Le Pin, Yquem back to the 1920s, Masseto, Ornellaia, Krug, Chave, an amazing collection of Italian 
brandy (Grappa, but not quite) in beautiful hand-blown Murano glass, and many, many more gems.  Giorgio 
spent weeks in Burgundy every year, forging a relationship with Henri Jayer so significant that when the master 
winemaker wanted to visit his exalted winemaking colleagues in Piedmont, Giorgio acted as his personal guide. 
Since 1971, Giorgio has bought what he calls “my Châteaux” en primeur in every vintage, including 2019. 
Since the 1975 vintage, Giorgio has bought 100% of Italian wines producer-direct, and 75% of non-Italian wines 
producer-direct. The other 25% are from serious Italian distributors, and all bought on release. Giorgio continues 
to buy this way today.

Scrolling through the wines in this offering is like peeking through a window into the mind of a master curator. 
From legends, to less-known gems, to vintages bold and subtle, each bottle in this collection was originally pur-
chased as a piece of a greater whole. To take home a bottle from this collection is to buy a piece of wine world 
history. To open a bottle of wine from this offering, hopefully alongside some Tuscan fare, will be transporting. 

As Giorgio said, “before putting these wines in boxes and watching them leave, I kissed each of them, and cried 
with my eyes, and with my heart.”

We couldn’t have said it better ourselves.

Sincerely,

Christy Erickson 
Head of Europe, Paris

Enoteca Pinchiorri: The Cellar
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“My interest in wine began with a black and white TV broadcast, ages ago, in 
Florence before the great flood of the Arno on November 4, 1966. The show 
was about art, food and wine and there was an actress, quite famous at the time, 
named Ave Ninchi, and a journalist who later became a point of reference for all 
wine lovers, Luigi Veronelli. Beside them, a sommelier was serving wine from a 
carafe, and had a thick and long chain on his chest with a metal cup, a tastevin, 
attached at the bottom. At that point I knew nothing about the figure of the som-
melier, nor of the pendant he wore around his neck. At first, I fell in love with the 
idea of the sommelier, then came the great passion, a madness really, for wine. I 
wandered through the Florentine bookstores looking for books that spoke of that 
magic nectar, wine, and could explain to me all that there was to know. 

In the beginning, there was Enoteca Nazionale, founded on October 10, 1972. 
Enoteca Nazionale sold to-go bottles of wine and offered tastings combined 
with a selection of Italian cheeses. Towards the end of 1978, I bought out my 
partners and became the sole owner. In 1979 Annie Féolde and I created a real 
restaurant. Initially we had a simple kitchen; then, once we obtained additional 
rooms, we decided we wanted a much more demanding cuisine.  By 1980 we 
earned the “Sole” in the Luigi Veronelli Restaurant Guide, along with 20 other 
top Italian restaurants. In 1981 we entered the Michelin guide and in 1982 we 
obtained the first star. In 1983, Michelin awarded us the second star, and we 
entered Relais & Châteaux and Tradition et Qualité (which is now called Les 
Grandes Tables du Monde). Also in 1983, the Wine Spectator Grand Award was 
created in America and in 1984 Enoteca Pinchiorri was the first restaurant in 
Europe to receive it. Since then, this recognition has been reconfirmed every 
year. The third Michelin star was awarded to our restaurant in 1992 and, since 
2004, it has been reconfirmed every year, including in 2020.” 

–GIORGIO PINCHIORRI
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“ Before putting my wines in the Zachys boxes and watching them leave, I kissed 
each of these bottles and cried, with both my eyes and with my heart.” 

–GIORGIO PINCHIORRI
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BORDEAUX

Château ausone

For a long time Ausone had a reputation as an erratic performer, but more recently has begun to achieve its potential consistently. 
In 1989 Clive Coates wrote presciently in Grand Vins, “I dare say it will not be long before Ausone fetches the same prices as 
Pétrus.”

There are two main areas of vineyards in St Emilion, the valley and the slopes. Ausone is in a prime spot on the slopes, a steep plot 
of 7.3 hectares on a mixture of clay soil and some sandy gravel with a  limestone base and subsoil. It is planted with almost fifty 
percent each of Merlot and Cabernet Franc, plus a few Cabernet Sauvignon vines. Like many of the châteaux on the St Emilion 
slopes, Ausone’s cellars are dug right into the side of the hill. In fact, so much of the hill has been excavated that a couple of years 
ago a whole acre of the Belair vineyard collapsed.

The wines have a three to four week maceration following fermentation before going into 100 percent new oak barrels for 
malolactic fermentation and around eighteen to twenty-four months of maturation. The annual production of 2000 cases is then 
fined with egg whites and bottled without filtration.

Château Ausone 2000
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classé (a)
Lot 2: one lightly bin-soiled label, three lightly scuffed 
labels
"...there is poise here that lingers in the mouth with a bril-
liant mineral-driven finish...97." NM 3/18.

1 1 magnum (1.5L) £950-1200
2 3 bottles £1500-2400

Château Ausone 2005
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classé (a)
"Still youthful, but oh, so promising, this wine should be 
set aside for another decade and drunk over the following 
50-75 years...100." WA 6/15.

3 2 bottles £1100-1600

Château Ausone 2008
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classé (a)
"Everything is incredibly pure, and the cascade of blue 
and black fruits interwoven with notions of crushed 
rocks, flowers, and forest floor is as provocative as it is 
grand...96-100." WA 4/09.

4 2 magnums (1.5L) £1300-2000

Château Ausone 2009
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classé (a)
Lot 5: original wood case banded prior to inspection

5 1 imperial (6L) £4400-6500
6 2 magnums (1.5L) £2000-3000

Château Ausone 2010
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classé (a)
Lot 7: original wood case

7 1 imperial (6L) £4400-6500
8 1 magnum (1.5L) £1100-1600
9 3 bottles £1200-1800

Château Ausone 2015
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classé (a)
original wood case banded prior to inspection
"A mind bender of a wine with pure fruit and so much fine 
tannins and mineral character. It's hyper tight and super 
polished. The palate starts off slowly and ends with a bang. 
Amazing endless finish. What an energy...100." JS 4/16.

10 6 bottles £2800-4000

Château Ausone 2016
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classé (a)
original wood case banded prior to inspection
"...a quiet intensity of flavors that grow in the mouth to 
unveil layer after layer of black and red berries intertwined 
with beautiful savory notions framed by firm yet velvety 
tannins, finishing with epic length and amazing ener-
gy...99." WA 11/18.

11 6 bottles £2200-3000
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Château Cheval Blanc 1982
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classé (a)
six bottom neck, one lightly torn capsule, one lightly 
depressed cork
"Sweet notes of red and black fruits intermixed with lico-
rice, spice box, and incense jump from the glass. On the 
palate, the wine is full-bodied, layered, very rich, and 
seems to develop interesting nuances the more it sits in 
the glass...96." WA 12/02.

12 6 bottles £2800-4000

Château Cheval Blanc 2000
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classé (a)
original wood case
"A broad wine with compelling purity, a layered texture, 
and sweet tannin, with hints of coffee and earth in the 
background...99." WA 7/10.

13 1 imperial (6L) £6000-8000

Château Cheval Blanc 2009
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classé (a)
Lot 14: original wood case
"Medium to full-bodied, the palate is an exercise in 
elegance with very classy, super fine-grained tannins, 
beautiful freshness and layer upon layer of mineral-laced 
blue and black fruits, finishing long and perfumed...100." 
WA 3/19.

14 3 magnums (1.5L) £2600-3800
15 3 bottles £1200-1800

Château Cheval Blanc 2010
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classé (a)
"It's full-bodied, with fabulous layers of ultra-fine tannins 
and milk chocolate, raspberries, and a phenomenal finish. 
Truly one of the greatest Chevals ever...100." JS 2/13.

16 1 magnum (1.5L) £1100-1600
17 3 bottles £1500-2400

Château Cheval Blanc 2016
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classé (a)

18 6 bottles £2400-3600

Château Cheval BlanC

Cheval Blanc has a relatively short history compared with the other top-rank châteaux of Bordeaux. As recently as the 1830s it 
was still a part of Figeac. A portion of that estate was sold to the Ducasse family, then owners of L’Evangile, and by twenty years 
later, when a Ducasse married a Fourcard-Loussac, the property was already some thirty-one hectares in size. The estate remained 
with the Fourcard-Loussac family until part of it was sold to Bernard Arnault and his company, LVMH, in 1998. Today, along with 
Château d'Yquem, it is fully owned by Arnault and managed by the dynamic Pierre Lurton.

Cheval Blanc, across the road from Pomerol, has distinctive soil makeup: about twenty percent sand, forty percent clay and forty 
percent gravel. In the gravelly and sandy areas the roots have to work hard to stay alive and often reach depths of seven to eight 
meters, compared with two to three meters in the clay areas.

Today the roughly thirty-seven hectares of vineyards are planted with sixty percent Cabernet Franc and forty percent Merlot. Yields 
are typically thirty-five hl/ha, and the annual production of 6500 to 7000 cases is bottled after eighteen to twenty-four months in 
new oak.
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Lots 5, 24, 62, 98, 126 & 163
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Sitting pretty as one of Bordeaux’s finest wineries, Château Haut-Brion 

continues to deliver to us today just as it did to Thomas Jefferson back in 

1787. While historical records show that grape vines were planted in the area 

as early as 1426, Haut-Brion was officially born in 1533. As such, Haut-Brion is 

the oldest, continuously working winery in Bordeaux. Its age served it well as 

it ranked among the first growths in the historic 1855 Bordeaux classification, 

a ranking it has since maintained. Today, the producer is owned by the Dillon 

family, who purchased the estate in 1935 and has worked hard to maintain its 

legacy. Indeed, Zachys held an auction of all wines from the Dillon portfolio 

in 2017.

The terroir of Château Haut-Brion is one aspect that sets it apart from its 

peers. The vines are planted on slopes with deep gravel deposits on the 

surface above sandy clay subsoils. The mineral content of the soil is of note, 

as there is a wide variety present; this complex minerality ultimately makes 

it into the wine. As it stands, Merlot comprises the majority of the plantings 

on the 48-hectare parcel. While other first growth Bordeaux producers have 

Cabernet Sauvignon lead, Haut-Brion has Merlot take the lead instead. 

Cabernet Sauvignon thus plays a supporting role with Cabernet Franc and 

Petit Verdot, which creates a rounder, softer expression compared to the 

other first growths. In addition to their flagship red Bordeaux blend, Château 

Haut-Brion also makes a white blend (albeit on a much smaller scale), 

Château Haut-Brion Blanc, consisting of almost equal parts Semillon and 

Sauvignon Blanc.

When it comes to making the wine, Château Haut-Brion uses special double-

skinned stainless-steel vats for fermentation. The wine is blended after 

fermentation, as opposed to after maturation, so as to get the precise estate 

character of the wine before adding any oak influence on it. Maturation 

takes place in new, French oak barrels for about two years before bottling 

and commercial release. Haut-Brion blanc is made in much the same way, 

only the wine spends only about a year and a half in oak. All in all, the estate 

produces about 8,000-10,000 cases of their star red wine per year, and that 

number has been trending downward as the estate focuses on more specific 

selection of their grapes. Meanwhile, the estate’s main white offering has 

always been a miniscule production by comparison, turning out only 600 

cases or so annually.
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Lot 20
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Château Haut-Brion 1959
Pessac Léognan, Premier Cru Classé
5cm, bin-soiled, lightly scuffed and wine-stained label, 
lightly depressed cork, cut capsule reveals fully branded 
cork
"Layered and sweet on the palate, with fabulous depth and 
breathtaking complexity, the 1959 boasts superb polish, a 
long, seamless finish and tremendous harmony...100." WA 
12/14.

19 1 bottle £1100-1600

Château Haut-Brion 1989
Pessac Léognan, Premier Cru Classé
four 1.5cm or bettter, three lightly marked labels, three 
lightly bin-soiled labels, one torn label
"The finish is so effortless and yet it changes constantly 
in the glass, revealing new facets...It is an awe-inspiring 
Haut-Brion...100." NM 6/18.

20 4 bottles £5500-8000

Château Haut-Brion 2000
Pessac Léognan, Premier Cru Classé
original wood case
bin-soiled label
"...a deep, layered, sumptuously textured, full-bodied 
Château Haut-Brion, but one with extraordinary complex-
ity...99." WA 6/10.

21 1 imperial (6L) £4000-6000

Château Haut-Brion 2005
Pessac Léognan, Premier Cru Classé
"One of my wines of the night, the 2005 Haut-Brion is 
stratospheric. Remarkably vivid and nuanced...a compel-
ling mélange of dark flavors laced with the savory/mineral 
notes that are so typical of Haut-Brion...100." AG 11/15.

22 2 magnums (1.5L) £1600-2400
23 3 bottles £1300-1900

Château Haut-Brion 2009
Pessac Léognan, Premier Cru Classé
Lot 24: original wood case
Lot 25: one 3-pack original wood case
"Full-bodied, taut and tightly wound in the mouth, the 
palate delivers mouth-coating black fruit and mineral lay-
ers with a very firm frame of ripe, grainy tannins, finishing 
long and earthy. This needs time!...100." WA 3/19.

24 1 imperial (6L) £4000-6000
25 4 magnums (1.5L) £3600-5500
26 3 bottles £1200-1800

Château Haut-Brion 2010
Pessac Léognan, Premier Cru Classé

27 3 magnums (1.5L) £2600-3800
28 6 bottles £2400-3600

Château Haut-Brion 2015
Pessac Léognan, Premier Cru Classé
"This impeccably poised, exquisitely perfumed 2015 Haut-
Brion possesses the most alluring yet seemingly effortless 
beauty...100." WA 2/18.

29 6 bottles £1800-2800

Château Haut-Brion 2016
Pessac Léognan, Premier Cru Classé
"Haut-Brion is often a thrilling wine, but it is rarely this 
finessed in its youth. Gravel, cure meat, tobacco and cedar 
are some of the many nuances that develop with air, but it 
is an extraordinary sense of harmony that really stands out. 
What a wine!...100." AG 1/19.

30 6 bottles £2200-3000

“ I started buying the various Châteaux (Bordeaux wines) with the 1971 
vintage and since then I have never stopped ordering what I call "my 
Châteaux" en primeur. I have already purchased the 2019 millésime.” 

–GIORGIO PINCHIORRI
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In the historic 1855 Bordeaux classification Château Lafite was listed 

as the #1 first growth! That auspicious title came from a history of 

quality winemaking with price tag to match; not much has changed. 

Much like its first growth contemporaries, Château Lafite Rothschild 

is historic, and has an extensive winemaking history. Its winemaking 

reputation began in the late 1680s with the Ségur family’s expert 

cultivation in the vineyards. At that time, the Château was still named 

after its original owner Gombaud de Lafite; it wasn’t until 1868 when 

the estate was sold to James Rothschild that its name changed to its 

current label of Lafite Rothschild. Since its purchase, the Château 

has remained in the hands of the Rothschild family. 2018 saw the 

anniversary of 150 years of Rothschild ownership of the estate. In 

2019, the Baron and Sasha de Rothschild partnered with Zachys to 

auction off over $7.8m of Lafite, Carruades, l’Evangile, Duhart-Milon 

and Rieussec from their respective estates. The oldest bottle in the 

offering was 1868 Lafite, and it realized a price of $123,500 for 750ml. 

An imperial of 1959 realized $160,550.

Château Lafite Rothschild consists of 277 acres planted in the 

northern edge of the Pauillac appellation with the traditional varietals 

of Bordeaux’s red blends. Here, Cabernet Sauvignon takes center 

stage with 70% of the vineyard’s plantings; Merlot plays a supporting 

role in the production, constituting another 25% of the plantings. The 

remaining vineland is split between Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot. 

Despite the planting’s percentage, Cabernet Sauvignon often makes 

up 80-95% of the final blend of their flagship grand vin (depending on 

the vintage). The vineyard also produces a secondary label, Carruades 

de Lafite, which has more Merlot in the blend; usually that percentage 

is between 30% and 50%. Both wines are oaked for a bit under two 

years before bottling. The total production of the estate’s grand vin 

ranges from year to year, but usually falls between 15,000 and 20,000 

cases; the estate’s second label is produced in comparable quantities.
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Lot 31
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Château Lafite Rothschild 1918
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
upper shoulder, wine-stained and lightly deteriorated label, 
corroded capsule, lightly depressed cork

31 1 bottle £1400-2200

Château Lafite Rothschild 1947
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
just below top shoulder, bin-soiled and damp-stained 
label, lightly corroded capsule, sticker on bottle states 
"Rebouchage fait par le Maitre de Chai du Château en 
1985"
"Combining richness and charm...its appearance mel-
lowing as well as was its bouquet. Still fairly sweet, soft, 
drinking well...HHHH." MB.

32 1 bottle £1000-1500

Château Lafite Rothschild 1953
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
upper shoulder, lightly nicked and heavily bin-soiled label, 
corroded and short capsule reveals vintage branded cork
"It possesses that extraordinary Lafite fragrance of miner-
als, lead pencil, cedar, and spice. It is velvety-textured, 
wonderfully round, and sweet, but so well-delineated and 
balanced...100." WA 10/94.

33 1 magnum (1.5L) £3200-4800

Château Lafite Rothschild 1957
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
mid shoulder, lightly torn and heavily bin-soiled label, oxi-
dized capsule, protruding cork

34 1 magnum (1.5L) £950-1400

Château Lafite Rothschild 1961
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
upper mid shoulder, lightly marked and damp-stained 
label, corroded capsule partially reveals cork
"...many 5-star notes - gentle, spicy, silky tannins, a certain 
delicacy and always great length...It had the sweetness of 
fully ripe grapes and alcohol, a mouthfilling flavour, very 
good tannins and acidity. Complete...HHHHH." MB 5/99.

35 1 bottle £650-1000

Château Lafite Rothschild 1982
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
three top shoulder, three just below top shoulder, one 
lightly marked label, three lightly bin-soiled labels, one 
lightly scuffed label, two lightly oxidized capsules, three 
lightly corroded capsules, one lightly depressed cork, four 
with signs of old seepage
"Still backward with a deep ruby/plum color revealing 
only a touch of lightening at the edge, the wine offers up 
an extraordinary nose of caramelized herbs, smoke, cedar, 
pen ink, black currants, and earth. The gorgeous aromat-
ics are followed by a full-bodied, plump, rich, fleshy 
wine...97+." WA 6/09.

36 6 bottles £7500-12000

Château Lafite Rothschild 1986
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
Lot 37: bottom neck, tissue paper adhered to lightly torn 
and water-stained label, lightly oxidized capsule, signs of 
old seepage
Lot 38: six bottom neck or better, six bin-soiled labels, 
three lightly scuffed labels, six lightly corroded capsules
"...beautifully defined, still full of energy...It must rank as 
one of the finest wines from the estate...98." WA 12/16.

37 1 magnum (1.5L) £1200-1800
38 6 bottles £3600-5500

Château Lafite Rothschild 1996
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
Lot 39: one lightly damp-stained label
"The palate is very well balanced with crisp blackberry 
and boysenberry fruit, spicier than I recollect, a crescendo 
of flavors so that it seems understated at first but fans out 
with a sense of confidence towards the finish...98." WA 
10/16.

39 2 magnums (1.5L) £2400-3600
40 3 bottles £1700-2600
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Château Lafite Rothschild 2000
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
Lot 42: includes original wood case
"Youthful in color, the bouquet remains pure and well 
defined, with trademark black fruit, graphite and cedar, 
though this particular example exhibited a touch more 
blue fruit...97." NM 7/18.

41 1 magnum (1.5L) £1600-2400
42 9 bottles £7000-10000

Château Lafite Rothschild 2005
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
"The palate is medium-bodied and beautifully balanced, 
to wit, a sophisticated Pauillac that priorities elegance and 
poise over intensity of fruit...96." WA 7/16.

43 2 magnums (1.5L) £2000-3000
44 6 bottles £3000-4600

Château Lafite Rothschild 2006
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
"It is a Château Lafite Rothschild that may spring a few 
surprises down the line, one of those wines that keeps 
drawing you back...95." WA 5/16.

45 3 bottles £1200-1800

Château Lafite Rothschild 2009
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
Lots 46 & 47: original wood case
"...bursts from the glass with red and black currant pre-
serves, warm plums, mulberries and kirsch scents plus 
suggestions of sweaty leather, cigar box and menthol...97." 
WA 3/19.

46 1 imperial (6L) £4400-6500
47 3 magnums (1.5L) £3000-4200
48 6 bottles £2800-4000

Château Lafite Rothschild 2010
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
Lot 49: original wood case banded prior to inspection
Lot 50: one 6-pack original wood case banded prior to 
inspection
"The palate is medium-bodied with slightly grainy tannins, 
conveying a sense of symmetry and focus that is second to 
none...95+." NM 7/18.

49 3 magnums (1.5L) £2400-3600
50 9 bottles £4200-6000

Château Lafite Rothschild 2015
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
"Boasting spectacular finesse and packed with nuances, 
clearly, given some of the challenges here in 2015, this is 
a masterpiece of diligence in the vineyards, careful selec-
tion and very clever craftingâ€”bravo!...96+." WA 2/18.

51 6 bottles £2200-3000

Château Lafite Rothschild 2016
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
original wood case banded prior to inspection

52 6 bottles £2200-3400
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Few producers have such a longstanding record of consistent excellence as 

the famed Château Latour. Nestled in the southeastern corner of its Pauillac 

appellation, Château Latour has been producing quality wine since the 16th 

century. Before then though the area had been occupied since the early 

1300s with a garrison guarding the local estuary. As part of the fortifications, 

a tower was built which came to be known as La Tour en Saint-Maubert 

and over time lent its name to the estate surrounding it. Unfortunately, the 

estate’s namesake tower no longer exists, but its legacy endures as branding 

for the estate’s wines.

Château Latour has been a first growth producer since its recognition in 

the historic 1855 Bordeaux classification. The estate sits on a practically 

unchanged, 90-hectare plot, with 78 of those hectares planted to vine. 

Latour’s red blends are Cabernet Sauvignon focused, and as such the 

Cabernet Sauvignon vines occupy about 75% of the vineyard. The 

secondary plantings are mostly Merlot vines, which take up another 23% 

or so of the vineyard; the rest of the vineland is given to Cabernet Franc 

and Petit Verdot plantings. As one might expect, this is roughly the varietal 

percentage in the Château’s blends, especially in their more recent vintages 

as Cabernet Sauvignon is scaled down and Merlot scaled up.

 All in all, the estate produces three wines; all reds, all blends: their grand 

vin Château Latour, their second label “Les Forts de Latour,” and their third 

label "Le Pauillac de Latour". The best and oldest vines are located closest 

to the Château itself, many of which are over 100 years old; these aged vines 

are used to make Latour’s grand vin. The younger vines on the property are 

used to make Latour’s secondary and tertiary labels. The production levels 

of each label vary from vintage to vintage. Usually though, the estate will 

produce ~11,000 cases annually of their grand vin with comparable levels 

for their other bottlings. Like many of their first growth contemporaries, 

Château Latour has been scaling down their production levels as they 

implement stricter requirements for their grand vin fruit.
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Château Latour 1947
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
mid shoulder, bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label, lightly 
oxidized and short capsule reveals fully branded cork
"it offers a nose of smoked herbs, caramel, and sweet 
roasted fruit. The palate impression of sweet fruit and 
abundant glycerin make it a delicious, alluring Château 
Latour...92." WA 6/00.

53 1 bottle £1100-1600

Château Latour 1953
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
mid shoulder, bin-soiled and lightly wrinkled label, lightly 
corroded and short capsule reveals Château branded cork
"Unusually elegant, even delicate, for Château Latour, but 
beautiful nonetheless, with supple, refined flavors of sweet 
cherries, raisins, tobacco, spices and minerals...90." WS 
12/97.

54 1 bottle £480-700

Château Latour 1971
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
just below top shoulder, lightly scuffed and lightly damp-
stained label, lightly depressed cork
"Rich, but structured, with moderate tannin, this medium-
bodied, elegant yet complex wine possesses a sweet 
mid-palate in addition to a long, concentrated finish with 
abundant tannin...94." WA 6/00.

55 1 bottle £240-380

Château Latour 1975
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
upper shoulder, heavily damp-stained label, lightly torn 
and corroded capsule
"Medium bodied and crisp in the mouth with a medium 
level of velvety tannins...long spicy finish...93." WA 11/11.

56 1 magnum (1.5L) £480-750

Château Latour 1982
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
Lot 57: bottom neck, nicked and wine-stained label, oxi-
dized capsule, lightly depressed cork
Lot 58: two bottom neck, two very top shoulder, three 
lightly depressed corks
"Full-bodied, rich and spicy with bags of fruit and tons of 
savory fireworks, it finishes with epic persistence...100." 
WA 2/19.

57 1 magnum (1.5L) £2200-3200
58 4 bottles £3600-5500

Château Latour 1990
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
two bottom neck, one lightly marked label
"This is one of my favorite wines ever. Full-bodied, with 
layers of silky fruit and masses of currant, mineral and 
berry character. Amazing. It's a wine with perfect struc-
ture, perfect strength. It's 1961 Château Latour in modern 
clothes...100." WS 2/05.

59 2 bottles £1000-1500

Château Latour 2005
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
Lot 60: one lightly marked label, one lightly scuffed label
"The tannins have a perfect polish to their density, and the 
finish is very intense, with wonderful fruit and truffle char-
acter. This turns almost decadent, with tremendous energy 
and a constantly changing profile...100." JS 2/11.

60 2 magnums (1.5L) £1800-2600
61 2 bottles £900-1300

Château Latour 2009
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
original wood case
"An elixir of momentous proportions...It hits the palate 
with a thundering concoction of thick, juicy blue and 
black fruits, lead pencil shavings and a chalky minerality. 
Full-bodied, but very fresh with a finish that lasts over a 
minute, this is one of the most remarkable young wines I 
have ever tasted...100." WA 2/12.

62 1 imperial (6L) £6000-8000
63 1 magnum (1.5L) £1200-1800

Château Latour 2010
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
Lot 64: original wood case
"Full-bodied, concentrated and oh-so-decadent in the 
mouth, it has a firm, grainy texture and lovely freshness 
carrying the rich, opulent fruit to an epically long fin-
ish...100." WA 3/20.

64 1 imperial (6L) £7500-9500
65 1 magnum (1.5L) £1400-2000
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Château Margaux 1928
Château Margaux, Premier Cru Classé
into neck, bin-soiled, lightly scuffed and damp-stained 
label, cut capsule reveals rebouchée in 1983
"...deeply coloured; sweet, singed, cedary, fragrant bou-
quet; 'sweet, tanned and tannic'...iron fist in velvet glove...
mouthfilling powerhouse...HHHHH." MB 11/00.

66 1 bottle £650-1000

Château Margaux 1929
Château Margaux, Premier Cru Classé
very top shoulder, bin-soiled, lightly faded and lightly 
scuffed label, cut capsule reveals rebouchée in 1982
"...characteristically fragrant and bursting with charm...
delicious bouquet, Château Margaux's crystallised violets; 
sweet, very rich, fragrant...HHHHH."  MB 11/00.

67 1 bottle £1200-1800

Château Margaux 1961
Château Margaux, Premier Cru Classé
one upper shoulder, one upper mid shoulder, two scuffed 
and two heavily bin-soiled labels, one nicked label, two 
oxidized capsules, one lightly torn capsule
"An intense bouquet filled with the scents of ripe plums, 
flowers, toasted walnuts, and oak is divine. This expansive 
wine is silky, rich, very generously flavored, long, and full 
bodied on the palate...93." RP 1998.

68 2 magnums (1.5L) £6500-10000

Château Margaux 1982
Château Margaux, Premier Cru Classé
Lot 69: bottom neck, bin-soiled, water-stained and wrin-
kled label, corroded capsule, signs of old seepage
Lot 70: six very top shoulder, two lightly marked labels
"The palate is medium-bodied, fresh and mineral-laden, 
that suggestion of candied orange peel on the entry segue-
ing into layers of pure red and black fruit. There is always 
something effortless about this Château Margaux and the 
pixelation on the finish is up there with the very best...97." 
NM 10/16.

69 1 magnum (1.5L) £1000-1500
70 6 bottles £2400-3600

Château Margaux

Perhaps the grandest of the Bordeaux châteaux, Château Margaux is the epitome of style and refinement. At Château Margaux one 
has truly arrived at the heart and soul of Bordeaux, the world’s most renowned wine region.

For centuries before the French Revolution, the château was owned by the Lestonnac family. The revolution, though, saw the estate’s 
owners beheaded, and when the heirs were unable to pay the costs of running the château, Margaux was put up for auction.

The successful bidder, the Marquis de la Colonilla, demolished the old château, and in 1802 work began on the grand château 
we know today. The Château was sold several times until it was acquired by the Ginestets, longtime shareholders who finally 
became sole owners in 1949, with the purchase financed by the sale of their St Emilion property, Clos Fortet. However, First 
Growth châteaux are expensive to run, and to finance the operations of the estate, the owner sold off the vineyards of Dufort 
Vivens in the 1960s and transferred Cos d’Estournel to his sister in 1971. Even those moves, though, were not enough, and collapse 
of the Bordeaux market in the early 1970s forced Ginestet to sell the château in 1976 to Greek supermarket magnate Andre 
Mentzelopoulos. A serious oenophile, he was also a major shareholder in the French wine firm, Nicolas.
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Château Margaux 2000
Château Margaux, Premier Cru Classé
Lot 71: original wood case
"Medium-bodied, with layers of concentration, stunning 
blue, red, and black fruits intermixed with spring flow-
ers...100." WA 6/10.

71 1 imperial (6L) £4800-7500
72 2 magnums (1.5L) £2000-3000

Château Margaux 2005
Château Margaux, Premier Cru Classé
"No matter how you look at it, the 2005 Château Margaux 
is pure magic...99." AG 11/15.

73 2 magnums (1.5L) £1600-2400
74 2 bottles £800-1200

Château Margaux 2009
Château Margaux, Premier Cru Classé
"Medium to full-bodied, it has a firm, grainy frame with 
lovely freshness lifting the perfumed fruit to a very long, 
mineral-laced finish...98." WA 3/19.

75 4 magnums (1.5L) £4000-6000

Château Margaux 2010
Château Margaux, Premier Cru Classé
Lot 77: one lightly marked label
"A mouthwatering tobacco leaf note leads the way, quickly 
followed by steeped black currant and fig fruit, with dark 
tar and ganache on the back end. Roasted alder and juni-
per hints hang in the background. Extremely backward, 
with a firm, tannic structure, this is girded for the long 
haul. Judging from the finely beaded acidity and lilting 
echo of lilac that peeks in now, this should acquire sensa-
tional aromatics and incredible grace with age...98." WS 
3/13.

76 1 magnum (1.5L) £800-1200
77 4 bottles £1500-2200

Château Margaux 2016
Château Margaux, Premier Cru Classé
"Full-bodied, yet reserved, extremely tight and well-formed 
with super polished tannins that go on for minutes. A solid 
and typical Château Margaux with all the personality and 
beauty in strength...99." JS 2/19.

78 6 bottles £2000-3000

“ I always try to keep in mind that wine bottles, if not opened,  
cannot be tasted and appreciated.” 

–GIORGIO PINCHIORRI
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The 1855 classification of Bordeaux’s left bank wines has endured as a 

more or less respectable benchmark of quality since its creation over 

150 years ago. Since then, only one producer has managed to upgrade 

itself from the rank of second growth to first growth: Château Mouton 

Rothschild.

The story of the estate in its current iteration began with Nathaniel 

de Rothschild’s purchase of Brane Mouton in 1853. The name of the 

estate was changed following its purchase and an extensive series of 

much-needed renovations were carried out. While the property was 

already highly-rated, it wasn’t deemed to be of first-growth status by the 

committee’s classification in 1855. Baron Phillippe Rothschild thought 

otherwise, however, when he took over the property in the early 1920s; 

he made it his mission to earn the Château its rightful status as a first 

growth and succeeded in 1973.

Château Mouton Rothschild sits in Bordeaux’s Pauillac appellation near 

its northern border. The property totals 222 acres and is planted primarily 

with Cabernet Sauvignon as per usual for the area. The rest of the estate’s 

vineland is planted to mostly Merlot with small parcels of Cabernet Franc 

and Petit Verdot, again as per usual for the area. Despite the vineland 

allotments, the composition of the final blend can vary rather drastically. 

Cabernet Sauvignon always composes most of the bottle, but the smaller 

blending pieces of Petit Verdot and Cabernet Franc may be miniscule or 

nonexistent depending on the vintage. Mouton Rothschild is considered 

the most powerful of the first growths, owing to its high percentage of 

Cabernet Sauvignon and low amounts of its usual blend-mates. Both 

of the estate’s red wines, the grand vin and the Le Petit Mouton, are 

aged in new French oak barrels for about two years after fermentation. 

The estate also has 4.5 hectares of white varietals used to make their 

white Bordeaux blend: Aile d’Argent Blanc, which is a combination of 

Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon, and Muscadelle.

In total, Mouton Rothschild produces around 20,000 cases per year 

of their grand vin per vintage. Like many of their esteemed Bordeaux 

contemporaries, the estate has been focusing on stricter selection of 

the fruit that they use for the flagship wines; shrinking production levels 

while increasing quality. 
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Château Mouton Rothschild 1934
Pauillac, Deuxième Cru Classé
upper mid shoulder, bin-soiled and marked label, lightly 
protruding cork, corroded and short capsule reveals vin-
tage branded cork

79 1 bottle £800-1200

Château Mouton Rothschild 1941
Pauillac, Deuxième Cru Classé
upper shoulder, short capsule reveals vintage branded cork

80 1 bottle £800-1200

Château Mouton Rothschild 1945
Pauillac, Deuxième Cru Classé
upper mid shoulder, bin-soiled and damp-stained label, 
lightly protruding cork, oxidized and short capsule reveals 
fully branded cork, Réserve du Château
"An extraordinarily dense, opulent, and rich wine, with 
layers of creamy fruit...The wine finishes with a 60+ sec-
ond display of ripe fruit, extract, and sweet tannin.  This 
remarkably youthful wine (only light amber at the edge) is 
mindboggling!...100." WA 2/96.

81 1 bottle £5500-8000

Château Mouton Rothschild 1946
Pauillac, Deuxième Cru Classé
upper mid shoulder, bin-soiled and water-stained label, 
lightly corroded capsule

82 1 bottle £1500-2400

Château Mouton Rothschild 1947
Pauillac, Deuxième Cru Classé
mid shoulder, lightly marked and lightly bin-soiled label, 
protruding cork, corroded and short capsule reveals vin-
tage branded cork
"...A 'wonderful vintage' wine, ecstatic notes through the 
1970s remarking on its magnificent fragrance, concentra-
tion, depth, fabulous flavour and lovely aftertaste...at the 
Sveaas dinner in Oslo, an alomst caricatured Mouton 
spiciness on the nose, with a very sweet, exotic flavour 
and aftertaste. Most recently, another recorked Nicolas 
bottle with exquisite bouquet. It was a glorious mouthful...
at best at least HHHHH. This is one of the great '47s." MB 
3/01.

83 1 bottle £1800-2600

Château Mouton Rothschild 1948
Pauillac, Deuxième Cru Classé
into neck, lightly marked label, lightly depressed cork
"...still deep, attractive; lovely Mouton aroma, rich, scent-
ed, roses; medium weight, assertive...HHHH." MB 3/89.

84 1 bottle £900-1300

Château Mouton Rothschild 1949
Pauillac, Deuxième Cru Classé
mid shoulder, bin-soiled and nicked label, protruding cork, 
oxidized and short capsule reveals vintage branded cork
"...possesses superb concentration and a remarkably long 
finish. It appears to be fully mature, yet the balance, 
length, and tannin level...a formidable Mouton...94." WA 
10/97.

85 1 bottle £1500-2400

Château Mouton Rothschild 1950
Pauillac, Deuxième Cru Classé
upper shoulder, lightly bin-soiled label, lightly oxidized and 
short capsule reveals vintage branded cork

86 1 bottle £800-1200

Château Mouton Rothschild 1953
Pauillac, Deuxième Cru Classé
mid shoulder, lightly bin-soiled and scuffed label, oxidized 
and short capsule reveals vintage branded cork

87 1 bottle £800-1300

Château Mouton Rothschild 1959
Pauillac, Deuxième Cru Classé
upper shoulder, lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label, 
oxidized and short capsule reveals vintage branded cork
"...one of the greatest Moutons...Astonishingly young and 
unevolved...100." RP 1998.

88 1 bottle £1600-2400

Château Mouton Rothschild 1982
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
two very top shoulder, three top shoulder, one just below 
top shoulder, five bin-soiled and scuffed labels, five lightly 
corroded capsules, one torn capsule
"The palate remains a blockbuster—full-bodied, rich, opu-
lently accented and unquestionably hedonic, possessing 
a mid-palate that is jam-packed with notions of red and 
black fruit preserves. The satiny texture/ripeness of tannins 
is simply incredible!...100." WA 10/19.

89 5 bottles £2800-4000

Château Mouton Rothschild 1985
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
bottom neck, bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label, lightly 
corroded capsule
"...glorious...all the exotic Mouton fragrance; soft, flavoury, 
crisp...HHHHH."  MB.

90 1 magnum (1.5L) £600-800
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Château Mouton Rothschild 1986
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
one bottom neck, one very top shoulder, two just below 
top shoulder, two lightly nicked labels, one lightly protrud-
ing cork
"It has a powerful and intense bouquet as always...It seems 
to unfurl in the glass, like a motor revving its engine. The 
palate is beautifully balanced with its trademark firm tan-
nic structure, a Mouton-Rothschild with backbone and 
masculinity...100." WA 12/16.

91 4 bottles £2000-3000

Château Mouton Rothschild 1988
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
bottom neck, lightly scuffed and damp-stained label
"...classic in quality. It's rich and fruity, with loads of cur-
rant, tobacco, smoke and new wood on the nose and 
palate. Full-bodied, with silky tannins and an elegant fin-
ish...94." WS 11/98.

92 1 magnum (1.5L) £480-750

Château Mouton Rothschild 1990
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
into neck, lightly marked and lightly scuffed label
"Black red. Coffee, cigar box and chocolate aromas. Full-
bodied, yet harmonious, with a lovely, silky texture. A 
caressing and rich wine...97." WS 6/01.

93 1 magnum (1.5L) £1000-1500

Château Mouton Rothschild 2000
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
Lot 95: includes original wood case
"A rich, tannic, earthy style, with loads of creme de cassis 
and floral notes...a full-bodied wine with plenty of coffee, 
earth, chocolatey notes...96+." WA 6/10.

94 1 magnum (1.5L) £2400-3800
95 9 bottles £10000-15000

Château Mouton Rothschild 2005
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
"It shows superb tannin backbone and polish. Tight and 
youthful. Just starting to open. Currant and berry under-
tones with lead pencil are impressive...98." JS 10/15.

96 1 magnum (1.5L) £800-1200

Château Mouton Rothschild 2006
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
"...stunning aromatics...Built like a skyscraper with multi-
ple dimensions...super-concentrated, beautiful blend...96." 
WA 12/14.

97 3 magnums (1.5L) £1800-2600

Château Mouton Rothschild 2009
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
lightly nicked label
Lot 98: original wood case
"...high but sweet, velvety tannins, massive body, and 
fabulous purity as well as length. This could turn out to be 
a candidate for perfection...99." WA 12/14.

98 1 imperial (6L) £3800-6000
99 3 magnums (1.5L) £2400-3600

Château Mouton Rothschild 2010
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
Lot 100: original wood case
"Full body, with super velvety tannins. The purity of fruit is 
breathtaking. It goes on for minutes...100." JS 2/13.

100 1 imperial (6L) £4000-6000
101 1 magnum (1.5L) £800-1200
102 3 bottles £1000-1500

Château Mouton Rothschild 2015
Pauillac, Premier Cru Classé
"Possessing striking natural beauty framed by impeccable 
crafting, this 2015 is a total diva and well worth attention. 
Give it a good 7-8 years in bottle, at least, and drink it 
over the next 30+ years...98." WA 2/18.

103 3 bottles £950-1400
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Pétrus

Pétrus today is a little over eleven hectares, including five hectares purchased in 1969 from neighboring Château Gazin. The 
vineyards have clay topsoil and gravelly subsoil, allowing good initial water retention but excellent longer term drainage. The vines 
are old, around forty to fifty years, planted with ninety percent Merlot and five percent Cabernet Franc. To increase concentration 
the vines are pruned extensively and a green harvest is performed. At harvest time, nearly two hundred workers pick the grapes at 
their peak of balance and ripeness. Sometimes up to four passes are needed but if pressed, as in 1982, the entire harvest can be 
completed in just one day.

The grapes are partially destemmed and after a fairly lengthy maceration period, sometimes almost a month, the wine spends 
twenty months in new oak before being fined (but not filtered) and bottled. Pétrus is a classic example of careful vineyard 
management and winemaking yet the result leaves evidence of something even greater. These methods combine with exquisite 
terroir for Merlot to create something that is, in good vintages, not only earth-shatteringly tasty, but distinctive, lending the name 
Pétrus majesty because of its quality but also its inimitability.
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Pétrus 1924
Pomerol
bottom neck, bin-soiled and damp-stained label, lightly 
depressed cork, lightly corroded and cut capsule reveals 
rebouchée in 1985

104 1 bottle £2400-4000

Pétrus 1926
Pomerol
bottom neck, bin-soiled and lightly faded label, lightly 
protruding cork, lightly corroded and cut capsule reveals 
rebouchée in 1986
"Glorious...fabuously deep, rich and intense...opulent on 
the nose, ripe mulberry, figs, concentrated musk...sweet, 
full-bodied, with spicy tea-like taste, hefty, great length, 
still tannic...HHHHH." MB 6/87.

105 1 bottle £2400-4000

Pétrus 1930
Pomerol
into neck, lightly nicked and lightly wine-stained label, 
lightly protruding cork, cut capsule reveals rebouchée in 
1995

106 1 bottle £1100-1600

Pétrus 1945
Pomerol
upper mid shoulder, lightly bin-soiled, lightly nicked and 
lightly damp-stained label, protruding cork, corroded cap-
sule
"...the nose offers aromas of black fruits, licorice, truffles, 
and smoked meat. Massively-constituted, with formidably 
high tannin and extract levels...98." WA 10/94.

107 1 bottle £4400-6500

Pétrus 1953
Pomerol
bottom neck, bin-soiled and damp-stained label, corroded 
capsule, signs of old seepage
"At its best, the bouquet has been noted as cedar, fennel, 
coffee and chocolate...HHHH." MB.

108 1 bottle £1500-2400

Pétrus 1961
Pomerol
Lot 109: upper mid shoulder, lightly bin-soiled and lightly 
scuffed label, corroded capsule, lightly depressed cork
Lot 110: two just below top shoulder, one upper shoulder, 
two upper mid shoulder, one mid shoulder, six lightly bin-
soiled labels, one lightly nicked label, four lightly scuffed 
labels, six oxidized capsules, four depressed corks, four 
with signs of old seepage
"It has a wonderful, slightly grainy texture and it felt a little 
savory/cedar-like on the intense, sweet, luxuriant finish, 
perhaps those handful of Cabernet Franc vines influencing 
the persistent aftertaste with just a faint tang of bell pep-
per? It is a formidable Pomerol...100." WA 10/16.

109 1 magnum (1.5L) £16000-24000
110 6 bottles £30000-44000

Pétrus 1969
Pomerol
very top shoulder, bin-soiled and nicked label, lightly torn 
and lightly corroded capsule, lightly depressed cork

111 1 bottle £800-1300

Pétrus 1970
Pomerol
one bottom neck, one very top shoulder, one top shoulder, 
one lightly bin-soiled label, two lightly torn labels, two 
lightly oxidized capsules, one lightly torn capsule, one 
lightly depressed cork
"It is unctuously textured and very full-bodied, with 
extraordinary sweetness and glycerin, and a layered, vis-
cous finish...99." WA 12/02.

112 3 bottles £3600-5500

Pétrus 1971
Pomerol
very top shoulder, lightly bin-soiled and lightly nicked 
label, oxidized capsule, lightly protruding cork
"There is plenty of sappiness here, very harmonious and 
there is an easy-going swagger towards the finish...95." 
NM 9/18.

113 1 bottle £1100-1600
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Pétrus 1975
Pomerol
mid shoulder, bin-soiled and wine-stained label, corroded 
capsule, signs of old seepage
"...reveals a youthful, rustic, brutally powerful style...
Extremely full-bodied, ferociously tannic, but awesomely 
concentrated...98." WA 2/96.

114 1 magnum (1.5L) £3000-4000

Pétrus 1978
Pomerol
upper mid shoulder, bin-soiled and lightly torn label, lightly 
protruding cork, corroded capsule
"...modest in terms of intensity, autumnal and a little leafy, 
a light marine influence developing with time and a hint 
of wild mint. The palate is medium-bodied with light tan-
nin, balanced...There is harmony here, and a sense of 
honesty..." WA 7/16.

115 1 bottle £800-1200

Pétrus 1979
Pomerol
one bottom neck, one very top shoulder, one bin-soiled 
label, two lightly marked labels, one torn capsule, one 
lightly corroded capsule
"...firm backbone of silky tannins and sweet black olive, 
vanilla and berry aromas and flavors." WS 2/91.

116 2 bottles £1600-2400

Pétrus 1982
Pomerol
six bottom neck or better, two lightly depressed corks
"Full-bodied, silky, firm and fresh. Long. A beauty. One of 
the best bottles I have ever had...96." WS 6/01.

117 6 bottles £12000-17000

Pétrus 1989
Pomerol
three bottom neck or better, one lightly damp-stained 
label, one lightly depressed cork
"Fermented grape juice in its myriad of forms, does not get 
better than the 1989 Pétrus when it is in full flight...100." 
NM 9/18.

118 3 bottles £6500-10000

Pétrus 1990
Pomerol
three bottom neck or better
"It has a sensual and heartwarming bouquet of mulberry, 
raspberry, autumn leaves, wild heather and a touch of 
roasted chestnut...97." NM 9/18.

119 3 bottles £6500-10000

Pétrus 1995
Pomerol
into neck, lightly marked label
"Unquestionably one of the vintage's superstars...On the 
palate, it possesses teeth-staining extract levels, massive 
body, and rich, sweet black fruits buttressed by powerful, 
noticeable tannin...96." WA 2/98.

120 1 bottle £1200-1800

Pétrus 1998
Pomerol
Lot 121: one lightly bin-soiled label
Lot 122: one lightly nicked label
"Exceptionally pure, super-concentrated, and extremely 
full-bodied, with admirable underlying acidity as well as 
sweet tannin, it reveals a superb mid-palate in addition 
to the luxurious richness for which this great property is 
known...98." WA 4/01.

121 2 magnums (1.5L) £8000-12000
122 3 bottles £4800-7500
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Lots 68 & 109
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Lot 110
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Pétrus 2001
Pomerol
lightly scuffed label, lightly depressed cork
"It has developed a truly exquisite bouquet that is both 
svelte and sensual without any sense of being overbearing. 
It is almost unaware of its beauty...97." NM 9/18.

123 1 bottle £1200-1600

Pétrus 2005
Pomerol
three lightly scuffed labels
"Nevertheless, it is super-rich, extracted, beautifully bal-
anced and pure. Forget it for another 10-15 years, and 
drink it over the following half-century. This may well be 
among the longest-lived wines of 2005...100." WA 6/15.

124 3 bottles £6000-9000

Pétrus 2008
Pomerol
"...boasts a dark purple color as well as a sweet perfume of 
mocha, caramel, black cherries, black currants, earth and 
forest floor. Deep, unctuously textured, full-bodied and 
pure...97." WA 5/11.

125 2 bottles £2800-4000

Pétrus 2009
Pomerol
Lot 126: original wood case banded prior to inspection
Lot 127: original wood case
"An opulent Pétrus very much in the stylistic family of 
the 1990...A wine of great intensity, a multidimensional 
mouthfeel and full-bodied, stunning concentration, the 
2009 Pétrus is everything one would expect of it...100." 
WA 2/12.

126 1 imperial (6L) £16000-24000
127 1 magnum (1.5L) £4000-6000

Pétrus 2010
Pomerol
one 2-pack original wood case banded prior to inspection
"Stunningly rich, full-bodied and more tannic and classic 
than the 2009, this is an awesome Pétrus, but probably 
needs to be forgotten for 8-10 years...100." WA 2/13.

128 1 magnum (1.5L) £4000-6500
129 4 bottles £7500-12000

Pétrus 2015
Pomerol
"Medium to full-bodied, it fills the palate with generous, 
exuberant, wonderfully layered red, black and perfumed 
blue fruits contrasted beautifully by very ripe, very fine-
grained and very firm tannins plus an ethereal line of 
seamless acid, finishing long and minerally...100." WA 
2/18.

130 2 bottles £3800-6000

Pétrus 2016
Pomerol
"I haven't tasted something like this for a long time. The 
tannins are exquisitely fine-grained, the finish mind-
binding. It's the combination of violets and dark fruit 
that's just so enticing. Just crushed grapes and crystal-clear 
purity...99-100." JS 4/17.

131 3 bottles £6000-9500
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Château Angélus 2000
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classé (a)
lightly scuffed label
"Slightly reserved in the nose. Full-bodied, with loads of 
layered, velvety tannins. Big, yet refined and beautiful. 
Long and caressing...95." WS 2007.

132 1 magnum (1.5L) £600-900

Château Bellevue Mondotte 2005
St Emilion
"The flamboyant aromatics are followed by a wine of great 
distinction, huge richness, massive body, good acidity, and 
high tannin...96-100." WA 5/07.

133 3 bottles £460-650

Château Cos d'Estournel 2010
St Estèphe, Deuxième Cru Classé
"This wine exhibits beautifully pure notes of creme de 
cassis, blueberry liqueur, pen ink, graphite and hints of 
toast and vanillin. The wine is full and rich, and although 
aged in 80% new oak, the wood is a subtle background 
component...97." WA 3/13.

134 1 magnum (1.5L) £240-380

Duclot Assortment Case 2000
Bordeaux
16-pack original wood assortment case
Parcel: lots 135 & 136

• Château Haut-Brion  (4)

• Château Latour  (4)

• Château Margaux  (4)

• Pétrus  (4)
135 16 bottles £17000-24000
136 16 bottles 

Duclot Magnum Assortment Case 2000
Bordeaux
8-pack original wood assortment case

• Château Haut-Brion  magnum (2)

• Château Latour  magnum (2)

• Château Margaux  magnum (2)

• Pétrus  magnum (2)
137 8 magnums (1.5L) £16000-24000

Château Gruaud-Larose 1928
St Julien, Deuxième Cru Classé
upper shoulder, damp-stained and torn label, lightly pro-
truding cork, lightly corroded capsule
"The 1928 Gruaud-Larose is an amazingly intact wine as 
it approaches 70 years of age. It exhibits a huge, earthy, 
sweet, truffle, cedar, and spicy-scented nose, huge body, 
noticeably high tannin, and stunning concentration. A 
slight austerity creeps in at the finish. The dark garnet 
color with only light amber is remarkable given the wine's 
age...97." WA 10/94.

138 1 bottle £750-1200

Château La Clusière 2000
St Emilion, Grand Cru Classé
Lot 139: lightly marked label
Lot 140: two lightly bin-soiled labels
"Aromas of creme de cassis, blueberry liqueur, charcoal, 
licorice, and graphite are followed by a stunningly rich, 
full-bodied, elegant, pure, gentle giant of a wine...100." 
WA 6/10.

139 1 magnum (1.5L) £800-1200
140 5 bottles £1700-2600

Château La Conseillante 1982
Pomerol
one bottom neck, one very top shoulder, two scuffed and 
heavily bin-soiled labels, two lightly corroded capsules
"...it is an outstanding effort revealing plenty of black cur-
rant, kirsch, smoke, herb, and incense characteristics, a 
full-bodied, voluptuous texture, and melted tannins...94." 
WA 6/09.

141 2 bottles £400-650

La Fleur Pétrus 2005
Pomerol
lightly bin-soiled and lightly nicked label
"...a classic, traditionally styled Bordeaux exhibiting a 
deep ruby color, medium body, and a sweet perfume of 
licorice and kirsch...elegance, freshness, and high but 
sweet tannin...93." WA 4/08.

142 1 bottle £120-180
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Since we obtained the second and then the third 
Michelin star and we entered Relais & Châteaux 
and Tradition et Qualité, the entire world, or 
at least those who matter, has visited Enoteca 
Pinchiorri at least once. The most famous in 
all fields, from sport to politics, leaders of state, 
queens and princesses, ambassadors and Nobel 
laureates. Only Putin, Trump and His Holiness 
Pope Francis are missing.” 

–GIORGIO PINCHIORRI

““
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Although the histories of Château Haut-Brion and La Mission are entwined, 

both have always been separate entities, sharing a common family name. It 

is only since 1983 that they have shared the same proprietor when it was 

taken over by the owners of Haut-Brion…

On November 2nd 1983, the present owners acquired La Mission after 

the owner Francis Dewavrin was unable to resolve internal family disputes 

over the way the property was managed and it marks a convergence of 

histories between Château Haut-Brion and La Mission, though only in the 

sense that they share the same owner: Clarence Dillon. He enlisted Jean-

Bernard Delmas as Château-manager and there followed a period that has 

consolidated La Mission’s position as one of the greatest estates, hovering 

just outside the First Growths.

Their commitment to innovation and improvements has been a catalyst for 

many estates in the Graves region to improve their wines, particularly with 

respect of clonal selection research. In 1987 the old chai was renovated, 

a new state-of-the-art cuvier was installed and a new bottling line was 

implemented in 1996. It must be emphasized that the estates are treated 

as separate entities, even though at some point the vines of both run side-

by-side. In 2003 Jean-Bernard retired and handed the reins over to his son, 

Jean-Philippe Delmas.

The Wines

Certainly since the arrival of Jean-Bernard Delmas the style of wine 

has improved: the wine is more pure and the volatile acidity has been 

eradicated. At its best (the 1966, 1975, 1998) La Mission is a massive, tannic 

behemoth that has more in common with Château Latour than Château 

Haut-Brion. It is a powerful, sturdy wine with firm tannins and admirable 

longevity.

This is definitely one of the most intriguing wines in Bordeaux: the appeal 

of La Mission is that it seems to avoid the vagaries of wine-making trends 

and wears its heart on its sleeve. This is a classic wine in every sense of the 

word and it can make a seamless match with food. A poor La Mission is still 

a better wine than most; a good La Mission is a great wine and a great La 

Mission can be a religious experience. I have met few wine-critics who do 

not hold this estate in high esteem: it is a wine for true wine-lovers.

Neal Martin, “The Wine Advocate”, November 2006 
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Château La Mission Haut-Brion 1975
Pessac Léognan, Cru Classé
very top shoulder, bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label, light-
ly torn and corroded capsule, lightly depressed cork
"...indisputably the wine of the vintage...Based on the aro-
matics alone, this offering would merit a perfect score...
very concentrated, dense and remarkably youthful...97." 
WA 8/12.

143 1 bottle £480-750

Château La Mission Haut-Brion 1982
Pessac Léognan, Cru Classé
two bottom neck or better
"Massively rich aromas of tobacco wrapper and of 
Mirabelle. Wow! Long, deep, alcoholic, with a viscous 
texture...Outstanding plus." FH.

144 2 bottles £1300-1900

Château La Mission Haut-Brion 2000
Pessac Léognan, Cru Classé
Lot 145: original wood case
Lot 147: one lightly nicked label
"...pure, deep, sumptuously textured, full-bodied, power-
ful...100." WA 6/10.

145 1 imperial (6L) £3200-4800
146 1 magnum (1.5L) £700-1000
147 6 bottles £1800-2800

Château La Mission Haut-Brion 2005
Pessac Léognan, Cru Classé
"...a long, textured, multi-layered finish that must last 50+ 
seconds. This is a fabulous wine and a great effort from 
this hallowed terroir...100." WA 6/15.

148 4 bottles £1300-2000

Château La Mission Haut-Brion 2009
Pessac Léognan, Cru Classé
"The wine's remarkable concentration offers up an unctu-
ous/viscous texture, a skyscraper-like mouthfeel, sweet, 
sumptuous, nearly over-the-top flavors and massive den-
sity...100." WA 2/12.

149 2 magnums (1.5L) £1300-2000
150 4 bottles £1100-1600

Château La Mission Haut-Brion 2010
Pessac Léognan, Cru Classé
"Classic nose for this estate. Full-bodied, with an amazing 
palate of firm yet polished tannins and a solid palate. So 
dense and gorgeous. It is really stunning...100." JS 2/13.

151 1 magnum (1.5L) £550-750
152 4 bottles £1100-1500

Château La Mission Haut-Brion 2015
Pessac Léognan, Cru Classé
"...decadently fruited and yet wonderfully elegant with 
very ripe, very silky tannins, freshness that sits well in the 
background and an almost electric intensity of vibrant red 
and black fruit flavors, it finishes long and minerally. Just. 
Beautiful...98." WA 2/18.

153 6 bottles £1200-1700

Château La Mission Haut-Brion 2016
Pessac Léognan, Cru Classé

154 6 bottles £1200-1900

Château La Mondotte 2010
St Emilion
Lot 155: original wood case
"Unctuously-textured mulberry, boysenberry and blueberry 
fruit intertwined with notions of espresso roast, toast, 
smoke and graphite. Full-bodied with a skyscraper-like 
mouthfeel, silky tannins and a tremendous finish..96-98+." 
WA 5/11.

155 3 magnums (1.5L) £1000-1500
156 4 bottles £600-900
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Château Lafleur 1975
Pomerol
two bottom neck, two bin-soiled and glue-stained labels, 
one lightly torn label, one lightly corroded capsule, one 
lightly depressed cork
"Massively proportioned with a boat-load of tannin to 
shed, this is a wine for the 21st century. This monumental 
wine may behave like some of the great 1928s...100." WA 
2/96.

157 2 bottles £3200-4800

Château Lafleur 1982
Pomerol
Lot 158: into neck, glue-stained, bin-soiled and lightly 
nicked label, lightly oxidized capsule
Lot 159: four very top shoulder, four bin-soiled, glue-
stained and water-stained labels, four lightly depressed 
corks
"...remarkable opulence, the thickness and richness, yet 
the ability to seem fresh with laser-like precision are all 
things that must be tasted to be believed...100." WA 6/09.

158 1 magnum (1.5L) £6500-10000
159 4 bottles £8000-12000

Château Lafleur 1990
Pomerol
two bottom neck or better, two glue-stained and lightly 
bin-soiled labels, one lightly marked label, one with signs 
of old seepage
"This wine goes from strength to strength...a young, leg-
endary wine...It is an amazing achievement!...97+." WA 
6/09.

160 2 bottles £1600-2400

Château Lafleur 2000
Pomerol
"This had a firm backbone, but that is becoming more 
"flexible" in recent years, and it fans out with consum-
mate ease on a finish that is so long that it makes "War 
and Peace" seem like a short read. This is simply magnifi-
cent...100." WA 6/16.

161 2 bottles £1800-2600

Château Lafleur 2005
Pomerol
"...this amazing wine puts on a display of fireworks in 
terms of its aromatics, with a stunning nose...This is possi-
bly the greatest Château Lafleur of the modern era, rivaling 
the 1982 and 2000...100." WA 6/15.

162 2 bottles £1500-2200

Château Lafleur 2009
Pomerol
Lot 163: original wood case banded prior to inspection
"This wine is all about texture, with phenomenal tannins 
and subtle fruits that just make you think. Evocative. It is 
layered, yet changes all the time. I can't believe it really. 
Speechless. Amazes me...100." JS 2/12.

163 1 imperial (6L) £7000-11000
164 4 magnums (1.5L) £6000-9000
165 2 bottles £1400-2000

Château Lafleur 2016
Pomerol
"This is a young wine that just kicks off at the end with 
fantastic depth of fruit and intensity. Full-bodied, yet very 
tight and closed at first. Compact and powerful. Incredible 
power and structure...99-100." JS 4/17.

166 2 bottles £1100-1600

Château lafleur

Originally part of the Le Gay estate, Lafleur is owned by the Robin family, also owners of Le Gay until 2002. Today Lafleur is 
managed by Jacques Guinaudeau, a cousin of the owners. The vineyard is just 200 meters from Pétrus and although gravelly in 
appearance, the soils do contain a fair amount of clay. The vines here are fairly old, having largely avoided the 1956 frost, and the 
yields are low, just twenty-six hl/ha. The grapes are total destemmed, and the wines spend roughly sixteen to twenty months in fifty 
percent new oak barriques.

This is an extremely rich and heady wine, like liquid velvet, big and muscular when young, but mellowing wonderfully in time. 
Unfortunately for the many fans of Lafleur, production is a meager 1000 to 1200 cases a year.
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le Pin

Le Pin 1979
Pomerol
bottom neck, lightly scuffed and water-stained label, cor-
roded capsule

167 1 bottle £2000-3000

Le Pin 1982
Pomerol
into neck, bin-soiled and wine-stained label, lightly cor-
roded capsule
"Tasted at Pebbles/Zachy’s 1982 dinner in Hong Kong. 
Wow. I mean really...wow...It is an outrageous wine, per-
haps made more decadent, ravishing, voluptuous, lascivi-
ous and downright horny by the fact that it makes both 
Pétrus and Château Lafleur ’82 taste like prudes...The fin-
ish is positively...carnal...98." WA 1/13.

168 1 bottle £6000-9500

Le Pin 1989
Pomerol
top shoulder, lightly glue-stained label, lightly torn and 
lightly corroded capsule
"...reveals a sweet, roasted herb, coconut, and jammy 
black currant-scented nose with plenty of smoky new 
oak...this is a fabulous and fascinating wine, as well as 
one of extraordinary singularity...96." RP 1998.

169 1 bottle £1500-2200

Le Pin 1990
Pomerol
just below top shoulder, lightly marked and lightly scuffed 
label
"...incredible amounts of glycerin as well as velvety tan-
nins. Still tasting like an adolescent, it rocks and rolls 
across the palate in a glorious manner...98." WA 6/09.

170 1 bottle £2400-3400

Le Pin 1998
Pomerol
lightly bin-soiled label
"It's so rich and powerful, with herb, berry and grilled 
meat undertones. Big, opulent and thick, yet balanced. It 
is all there...100." WS 4/08.

171 1 bottle £1900-2800

Le Pin 2000
Pomerol
"...dense ruby/purple color, aggressive new oak, loads of 
coconut, vanilla, and spice box, enormous concentration 
and thickness...96." WA 6/10.

172 1 magnum (1.5L) £4400-6500
173 1 bottle £2200-3200

Le Pin 2005
Pomerol
"Opulent, even voluptuous, and loaded, it boasts an 
expansive, full-bodied palate yet good underlying acidity 
provides definition as well as precision to this blockbust-
er...94-96." WA 5/07.

174 2 bottles £3200-4800

Le Pin 2010
Pomerol
two individual original wood cases banded prior to inspec-
tion
"A sleeping giant, with an immense core...Caressing and 
almost approachable now, but there's so much density and 
definition here that it will be fun to watch this age over the 
next generation...99." WS 2016.

175 2 bottles £4400-6500
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Château L'Eglise Clinet 2000
Pomerol
lightly glue-stained label
"Full-bodied with abundant tannin as well as a multidi-
mensional, thick texture...Gorgeous purity and a natural 
mouthfeel make for a dazzling wine...97+." WA 6/10.

176 1 magnum (1.5L) £400-600

Château L'Eglise Clinet 2005
Pomerol
one lightly nicked label, two lightly scuffed labels
"It has a magnificent nose with bewitching delineation...
This is a benchmark for both Denis Durantou and this 
Pomerol estate...99." WA 7/16.

177 6 bottles £1400-2200

Château L'Eglise Clinet 2009
Pomerol
"Wonderful aromas of crushed blackberries and blueber-
ries and spices. Rose petals. Full body, with soft and vel-
vety tannins and a juicy, fruity finish. Beautiful layers of 
tannins, with hints of acidity...97." JS 2/12.

178 1 magnum (1.5L) £400-600

Château Léoville Las Cases 2010
St Julien, Deuxième Cru Classé
"#21 Wine Enthusiast Top 100 Cellar Selections 2013: A 
hugely powerful wine, full of dark, brooding tannins. It's 
a wine for seriously long-term aging, a sculptural vision of 
classic Bordeaux structure with with classy, ripe blackberry 
fruits...100." WE 05/13.

179 2 magnums (1.5L) £550-800

Château L'Evangile 2000
Pomerol
bin-soiled label
"...complexity of the nose, which offers up hints of subtle 
chocolate, blueberry, blackberry, truffle, barbecue smoke, 
and graphite. Dense, rich, and full-bodied, with an opu-
lence and succulence that are prodigious, the tannins 
are present but extremely sweet, and the wine multi-
dimensional and just emerging as a compellingly complex, 
head-turning beauty...98." WA 6/10.

180 1 magnum (1.5L) £380-600

Château Pape Clément 2005
Pessac Léognan, Cru Classé
"This majestic, multidimensional wines is one of the great, 
great wines of the vintage. It should drink well for at least 
another 25 years...99." WA 6/15.

181 1 bottle £100-140

Château Pavie 2000
St Emilion

• 2000  (2)
two lightly marked labels

• 2000 magnum (2)
182 above 2 bottles &
 2 magnums (1.5L) £1100-1600

Château Pavie 2005
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classé (a)
"...magnificent concentration, a majestic mouthfeel...
Beautifully rich, full and multidimensional, this is a tour de 
force in winemaking...100." WA 8/15.

183 1 bottle £220-320

Château Pavie 2010
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classé (b)
original wood case banded prior to inspection
one lightly nicked label
"This wine is truly profound Bordeaux. Everything is in 
place -- remarkable concentration and a beautiful nose...
Lavishly rich...Consume it over the following 75 or more 
years...100." WA 8/15.

184 6 bottles £1200-1700

Château Pavie 2015
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classé (a)
original wood case banded prior to inspection
"Full body, ultra-fine tannins and a length and intensity 
that is so, so fine. A wine in perfect harmony. Complete. 
Hard not not to drink. Energetic and balanced...100." JS 
2/18.

185 6 bottles £1200-1900

Château Pavie 2016
St Emilion, Premier Grand Cru Classé (a)
original wood case banded prior to inspection

186 6 bottles £1200-1700

Château Pichon-Baron 1989
Pauillac, Deuxième Cru Classé
two into neck, two lightly bin-soiled and lightly nicked 
labels
"Full-bodied and very soft, with round, caressing tannins 
and a deliciously fresh berry, plum aftertaste...98." WS 
5/99.

187 2 bottles £300-440

Château Pichon Longueville Comtesse de Lalande 1918
Pauillac, Deuxième Cru Classé
just below top shoulder, lightly scuffed and bin-soiled 
label, lightly protruding cork, lightly oxidized and short 
capsule reveals vintage branded cork

188 1 bottle £650-950
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Château Trotanoy
Pomerol

• 1998  (1)
lightly scuffed and lightly damp-stained label, lightly 
depressed cork

• 2003  (6)
three lightly marked labels

• 2010  (3)
189 10 bottles £950-1400

Château Trotanoy 2009
Pomerol
"An absolutely prodigious wine, the dense purple 2009 
Trotanoy exudes extraordinary notes of minerals, forest 
floor, sweet black currants and black cherry jam along 
with floral notes and graphite. Very full-bodied, with silky 
tannins, fabulous opulence and palate presence...98+." 
WA 2/12.

190 2 magnums (1.5L) £650-1000

Château Valandraud
St Emilion

• 2000  (4)
one lightly marked label

• 2010  (4)
191 8 bottles £800-1200

Château Haut-Brion Blanc 2015
Pessac Léognan, Cru Classé
"The is a creamy and enticing Haut-Brion Blanc showing 
cream, cooked-apple, lemon and mineral aromas and 
flavors. Full-bodied, layered and soft with silky tannins. A 
long and bright aftertaste. Energetic and focused...97." JS 
2/18.

192 3 bottles £1500-2400

Château Haut-Brion Blanc 2016
Pessac Léognan, Cru Classé
two 3-pack original wood cases
"The palate is astutely focused, energetic and quite taut, in 
a restrained style. A thread of fresh acidity holds long and 
seductively smooth into the fresh, cashew and hazelnut-
infused finish. Unwaveringly precise...97." JS 2/19.

193 6 bottles £2400-3600

Château La Mission Haut-Brion Blanc
Pessac Léognan

• 2012  (2)

• 2014  (1)
194 3 bottles £750-1100
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Few wineries enjoy the same long-standing and hallowed reputation as Château 

d’Yquem, which has been considered something special since the middle ages. 

The vineyard has been producing late-harvest wine since at least the late 1500s, 

and in 1855 that history of winemaking showed. In 1855 the Gironde Chamber of 

Commerce, at the behest of French Emperor Napoleon III, had the Wine Brokers’ 

Union develop a classification of all the best wine producers of Bordeaux. One of 

the classifications devised was for the sweet wines of Sauternes and Barsac. The 

best producers either fell into the “First Growth” or “Second Growth” category 

but Château  d’Yquem ranked so highly that it was put at the top of the chart in 

its own category: “Premier Cru Supérieur.”

So what puts this producer in a class of its own? Well, the vineyard is located in 

Bordeaux within the Sauternes district, which sits just to the west of the town 

of Langon. The 290 acres of Semillon (~75%) and Sauvignon Blanc (~25%) vines 

are perched upon the highest hill in the area, which provides the perfect site for 

production of the Château’s famous dessert wine. The warm, dry topsoil littered 

with pebbles and gravel sits atop rich clay subsoils, which retain water for the 

vines. The elevation provides excellent natural drainage in conjunction with the 

coarse topsoil, to eliminate excess moisture, since the development of botrytis 

requires just the right of amount of moisture.

For those who may not know, botyris is short for the fungus strain Botrytis cinerea. 

The fungus is more commonly referred as “Noble Rot” in the winemaking world 

as it plays a key function in the development of sweet wines like those from the 

Sauternes region. The spores in this form develop in environments that alternate 

between moist and dry; too dry a climate - no fungus develops, but too moist 

a climate - the fungus develops into its destructive grey rot form. The fungus 

afflicts the grapes while they’re still on the vine, feeding on the water within 

the grapes. The grapes in turn are desiccated and have their sugars and flavor 

compounds concentrated.

Once individual grapes exhibit the right level of botrytis affliction, they’re 

handpicked by the harvesters and used for the wine. Naturally, the specific 

requirements of the grapes keep the yield low; to put that in perspective, each 

vine yields about one glass of wine, compared to what is normally five bottles! 

Furthermore, if there’s a bad harvest, the grapes are anonymously sold off 

and no wine is made! Assuming all goes well though, the grapes are pressed 

multiple times and the juice put into new French oak barrels. However, each 

barrel only holds wine from a specific parcel of the vineyard, from a specific 

harvesting pass. The wine matures in the barrel for about three years, at which 

point the Sauvignon Blanc and Semillon are blended into the final product. 

While d’Yquem’s winemaking process is lengthy (and particular), the resulting 

wine speaks for itself: a golden, honey-like nectar rich with stonefruit, nuttiness, 

flowers, vanilla and other oak spice aromas.
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Château d'Yquem 1924
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
upper shoulder, lightly scuffed and damp-stained label, 
lightly depressed cork, oxidized and short capsule reveals 
fully branded cork
"Deep golden caramel color, with caramel, spice and pear 
aromas...sweet, offering burnt-orange and caramel flavors, 
finishing silky and light..." WS 12/93.

195 1 bottle £800-1200

Château d'Yquem 1928
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
upper mid shoulder, bin-soiled and lightly damp-stained 
label, lightly protruding cork, lightly oxidized and short 
capsule reveals fully branded cork
"Tasted a dozen times. Colour varies from lemon gold to 
rich warm amber...intense bouquet, toasted, creme brulee, 
vanilla and twist of lemon, peach and orange blossom, 
ethereal...rich, assertive...HHHHH." MB.

196 1 bottle £1800-2800

Château d'Yquem 1929
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
upper shoulder, lightly bin-soiled, lightly nicked and lightly 
wrinkled label, lightly oxidized and short capsule reveals 
fully branded cork
"Utterly magnificent. So seductive that it stops you in 
your tracks and forces a sigh. Dark brown in color, but 
amazingly bright and brilliant in aroma. Complex, spicy, 
deep, intense and mouthfilling. Layers of caramel, apricot, 
orange peel and honey combine on the extra-long fin-
ish...100." WS 12/93.

197 1 bottle £1600-2400

Château d'Yquem 1935
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
just below top shoulder, lightly damp-stained label, cor-
roded and short capsule reveals fully branded cork, signs 
of old seepage

198 1 bottle £1300-2000

Château d'Yquem 1936
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
upper shoulder, wine-stained and lightly deteriorated label, 
lightly protruding cork, lightly corroded capsule

199 1 bottle £400-600

Château d'Yquem 1937
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
upper shoulder, bin-soiled and lightly damp-stained label, 
lightly oxidized capsule, "rebouche en 1986" on cork
"It is a legendary wine...The nose gently unfurls in the 
glass...The palate is linear and correct on the entry 
and certainly gives notice of an immensely powerful 
Yquem...96." WA 6/14.

200 1 bottle £1600-2400

Château d'Yquem 1947
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
top shoulder, deteriorated label, protruding cork, corroded 
and short capsule reveals fully branded cork
"A refined Yquem blending wonderful finesse and terrific 
power. From a very good and famous vintage, this '47 is 
rich, ripe and sweet...Offers caramel and tropical notes, 
racy botrytis-spiked acidity and a long, clean finish...97." 
WS 5/99.

201 1 bottle £1200-1600

Château d'Yquem 1950
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
just below top shoulder, lightly faded, lightly scuffed and 
lightly damp-stained label, lightly torn and corroded cap-
sule
"...an outstanding wine from Yquem. Built in an elegant 
style, with fine apricot and dried fruit character, a beauti-
ful, palate-coating texture and a long, elegant finish...93." 
WS 5/99.

202 1 bottle £800-1200

Château d'Yquem 1955
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
very top shoulder, lightly bin-soiled, lightly torn and water-
stained label, lightly protruding cork, corroded capsule, 
signs of old seepage
"...hefty, classic, caramelised nose; sweet, full, complete, 
masked acidity, excellent finish...HHHHH."  MB 9/98.

203 1 bottle £1000-1500

Château d'Yquem 1959
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
into neck, lightly scuffed and damp-stained label, lightly 
corroded capsule, signs of old seepage
"Classic, exciting...Silky, creamy and round...Full-bodied, 
with caramel and butterscotch complexity, it ends on a 
very intense finish...97." WS 5/99.

204 1 bottle £800-1200
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Currently, my favorite dish is the ‘Mora Romagnola piglet on 
the spit, salad of onions cooked under the ashes and potato 
millefeuille.’ The wine pairing I would recommend is a 1986 
Château d'Yquem - served almost frozen!” 

–GIORGIO PINCHIORRI““

Lots 195-198
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Lots 199-204
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Château d'Yquem 1969
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
top shoulder, bin-soiled and water-stained label, corroded 
capsule, signs of old seepage

205 1 bottle £280-400

Château d'Yquem 1980
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
bottom neck, bin-soiled, lightly scuffed and lightly damp-
stained label, lightly corroded capsule
"Medium golden, with a big, opulent, honeyed, oaky, 
flowery, tropical fruit bouquet, this wine is rich and con-
centrated, has very good acidity, a lot of botrytis, and a 
stunning finish. It is a great success...93." RP 1998.

206 1 bottle £140-200

Château d'Yquem 1983
Sauternes

• 1983  (1)
bottom neck, lightly marked, lightly scuffed and lightly 
bin-soiled label, lightly corroded capsule

• 1983 magnum (1)
bottom neck, importer tag adhered to damp-stained and 
heavily bin-soiled label, corroded capsule

207 above 1 bottle &
 1 magnum (1.5L) £600-850

Château d'Yquem 1986
Sauternes

• 1986  (1)
just below top shoulder, bin-soiled label

• 1986 magnum (1)
very top shoulder, bin-soiled label, lightly depressed cork 

208 above 1 bottle &
 1 magnum (1.5L) £550-800

Château d'Yquem 1988
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
one top shoulder, one just below top shoulder, one lightly 
bin-soiled label, two lightly nicked labels, one damp-
stained label, one lightly corroded capsule, one lightly 
depressed cork

209 2 bottles £380-600

Château d'Yquem 2003
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
"...super rich, concentrated and full botrytized expression 
that beautifully does justice to both the vintage and to 
Yquem...96." WA 8/19.

210 2 bottles £260-380

Château d'Yquem 2007
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
"Full and rich, yet not cloying or too dense. It's lively and 
long, finishing with intensity and power...Should be a per-
fect wine...97-100." WS 3/08.

211 5 bottles £800-1200

Château d'Yquem 2009
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
"The 2009 is utterly fabulous and decadent, a star that will 
blaze brightly and undimmed for many years...100." WA 
6/14.

212 1 magnum (1.5L) £480-750
213 9 bottles £1700-2600

Château d'Yquem 2010
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
"The palate is similar to the nose, revealing hidden facets 
with almost each swirl of the glass -- orange blossom, 
limestone, white peach and honeysuckle. This is such a 
precise Château d'Yquem; it is after you have swallowed 
the wine that one comprehends just how brilliant it is...96-
98." WA 5/11.

214 9 bottles £1600-2400

Château d'Yquem 2013
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
"Full body with incredible clarity and balance. Very dense 
and gorgeous. Very sweet. It goes on for minutes. Really 
superb. A monument to the vintage. Breathtaking preci-
sion...98-99." JS 4/14.

215 3 bottles £360-600

Château d'Yquem 2014
Sauternes, Premier Cru Supérieur
"Delivers an amazing mouthfeel that is both creamy and 
intense, with a pretty inner floral brightness that contrasts 
with the fruit...98." WS 3/17.

216 2 bottles £300-440

Château d'Yquem
Sauternes

• 1991  (1)
into neck

• 1997  (1)

• 1998  (1)
217 3 bottles £360-600
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BURGUNDY

Nuits St Georges Aux Murgers Sylvain Cathiard 2012 
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru

"...very good sappy energy to the flavors of dark cherry 
and graphite minerality.  Finishes long and sexy, with a 
distinctly primary character to its sweet fruit and strong 
oak tones...91-93." IWC 1/14.

218 6 bottles £650-1000

Nuits St Georges Aux Thorey Sylvain Cathiard 2013
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"...packed with implosive energy. Dark blue and black 
stone fruits, smoke, spice and new leather come 
through...91-93." AG 4/15.

219 3 bottles £300-440

Romanée-St-Vivant Sylvain Cathiard 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"The texture of the medium-bodied flavors is ultra-fine yet 
there is plenty of power and verve to the lightly mineral-
inflected and remarkably persistent finish...93-96." BH 
1/15.

220 3 bottles £2400-3600

Vosne-Romanée Aux Reignots Sylvain Cathiard 2017
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru

221 3 bottles £850-1200

Vosne-Romanée Les Malconsorts Sylvain Cathiard 2012
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"There is excellent volume, power and muscle...This 
is flat out terrific...A classic Malconsorts of power and 
depth...93-95." BH 1/14.

222 3 bottles £1100-1700

Vosne-Romanée Les Malconsorts Sylvain Cathiard 2013
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"A brooding and ultra-fresh nose...This is a big and 
robust effort...plenty of punch and power on the overtly 
mineral-driven and hugely long finish...Textbook 
Malconsorts...92-94." BH 1/15.

223 6 bottles £1600-2400

Vosne-Romanée Les Malconsorts Sylvain Cathiard 2015
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"Sweet and densely packed, with highly concentrated fla-
vors...this beauty spreads out on the back end to saturate 
the entire mouth with crunchy fruit...96-98." WA 1/17.

224 2 bottles £1000-1500

Bonnes-Mares Bruno Clair 2017
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

225 4 bottles £900-1300

Clos de Tart Domaine du Clos de Tart 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
original wood case

226 6 bottles £1200-1700

Clos de Tart Domaine du Clos de Tart 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
includes original wood case
"It has a very well defined bouquet with cranberry and 
wild strawberry fruit, fine mineral tones and is quite har-
monious with hints of wet limestone...95-97." WA 12/15.

227 5 bottles £1100-1600

“ I have so many unforgettable memories related to "my Burgundian 
vignerons!" In addition to the legendary Henri Jayer, how can I not men-
tion Roumier, Denis Mortet, Mugneret, Cathiard Moliner, the Gros broth-
ers, Comte Georges de Vogüé, Ramonet, Roulot and Madame Leflaive!” 

–GIORGIO PINCHIORRI
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Lot 220



TARTE TATIN AND VANILLA ICE-CREAM 
Puff Pastry
125g Green flour
25g Butter
55g Water
2,2g Salt
100g Butter, in a rectangular pat
Process: mix the first 4 ingredients until you get a smooth dough, spread it to the thickness of about 0.5cm with a 
rectangular shape.
Place the butter pat at centre and fold the dough flaps on top of it, in order to obtain a precise rectangle with butter 
inside. 
Roll out the dough and fold in order to obtain 4 layers; repeat 2 more times every 40 minutes 
(for a total of 3 times).
Roll out the pastry to the thickness of 0.3cm and cut out a circle about 20cm in diameter.

Cream and Vanilla Ice-Cream
333g Milk
33g Cream
10g Inverted sugar
16g Liquid glucose
3 Yolks
50g Sugar
1.5g Carob seeds flour
½ Vanilla bean
Process: heat milk, cream, inverted sugar and glucose; add sugar and carob seeds flour 
previously mixed together.
As soon as the sugars are dissolved, pour on the yolks and vanilla 
in 3 times; bring the 
mix to 84 degrees Celsius, leave to rest for one night, then stir.

Tarte Tatin (x 2 Cakes)
5 Golden apples
130g Sugar
50g Butter
Process: peel the apples, cut them into 4 and remove the core.  
In the meantime, make a dry caramel in
a circular copper pan; dilute with butter and place the apple 
wedges in the shape of a
sunburst. Close with the disk of puff pastry and bake in a venti-
lated oven at 170 degrees Celsius for approx.
35/40 minutes.

Crunchy Apple Tuile:
200g Golden apples
20g Icing sugar
36g Isomalt
Process: cut the apples into regular slices and vacuum seal to-
gether with icing sugar and isomalt; steam cook and as soon as 
they are well cooked, blend them with a mixer to obtain a cream. 
Roll it out very finely into one silpat and dry in a fan oven at 100 
degrees Celsius until complete drying.
Presentation: in a flat plate, place one slice of Tarte Tatin, lay 
around the apple brittle and a quenelle of ice- cream.

From the kitchen of 
ENOTECA PINCHIORRI

GIORGIO’S 
SUGGESTED WINE 

PAIRING: 

CHÂTEAU D'YQUEM
2014 (LOT 216)
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Clos de Tart Domaine du Clos de Tart 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"On the palate, the wine is full-bodied, pure and ample, 
with a deep core of vibrant, searingly intense fruit that 
entirely cloaks its structuring chassis of satiny tannin, con-
cluding with a long and captivatingly floral finish...97." 
WA 1/19.

228 2 bottles £600-900

Meursault Côte de Beaune Rouge Coche-Dury 2017
Côte de Beaune

229 12 bottles £2200-3200

Meursault Rouge Coche-Dury 2015
Côte de Beaune
one lightly marked label, four with signs of old seepage

230 9 bottles £1800-2800

Clos Vougeot JJ Confuron 2017
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
Lot 231: one lightly scuffed label

231 6 magnums (1.5L) £1000-1500
232 12 bottles £1000-1500

Romanée-St-Vivant J J Confuron 1999
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly marked and lightly scuffed label
"The dark ruby-colored 1999 Romanée-St.-Vivant displays 
raspberry, cherry, and blackberry aromas intermingled with 
freshly cut flowers. Medium to full-bodied and extremely 
spicy, this wine is packed with blackberries and black 
cherries. It is refined yet firm and highly structured..." WA 
8/01.

233 1 magnum (1.5L) £800-1200

Romanée-St-Vivant J J Confuron 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...a highly refined mouthfeel with a silky mid-palate yet 
the hugely long and slightly warm finish is borderline 
chewy. There is no doubting the quality of the underlying 
material and the length here is genuinely superb...95." BH 
1/18.

234 6 bottles £1800-2400

Romanée-St-Vivant JJ Confuron 2005
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly marked and lightly damp-stained label
"A classically elegant, pure, expressive and ultra refined 
nose that is positively kaleidoscopic in its breadth with 
wonderfully enticing perfumed black fruit and Asian spice 
notes that can also be found on the classy, fine, mineral-
infused and sweet flavors that are seductively textured, 
long and gorgeously balanced...95." BH 1/08.

235 1 bottle £340-500

Romanée-St-Vivant JJ Confuron 2009
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"As it always is, this is elegant and ethereal as the floral, 
red berry and spice suffused nose merges seamlessly into 
lacy, delicate and quite supple middle weight flavors that 
possess just a hint of minerality on the hugely long and 
palate staining finish...94." BH 1/12.

236 3 bottles £900-1300

Romanée-St-Vivant JJ Confuron 2012
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly scuffed label, one lightly torn label, one pro-
truding cork

237 2 magnums (1.5L) £800-1200

Romanée-St-Vivant JJ Confuron 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
Lot 238: one lightly marked label, two lightly scuffed 
labels, one lightly protruding cork
Lot 239: one lightly scuffed label

238 3 magnums (1.5L) £1200-1800
239 12 bottles £1900-3000

Romanée-St-Vivant JJ Confuron 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
three scuffed labels, one lightly torn label, one protruding 
cork
"...there is plenty of punch to the concentrated, intense, 
balanced and highly complex finish that delivers outstand-
ing length where a hint of bitter cherry appears. This classy 
effort is really lovely and exceptionally stylish...92-95." BH 
1/16.

240 3 magnums (1.5L) £1200-1800

Romanée-St-Vivant JJ Confuron 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

241 2 magnums (1.5L) £900-1300
242 12 bottles £2600-3800

Romanée-St-Vivant JJ Confuron 2017
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

243 6 magnums (1.5L) £3000-4400
244 12 bottles £2600-4000
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Bonnes-Mares Domaine d'Auvenay 2000
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly bin-soiled, lightly scuffed and lightly faded label, 
corroded capsule, lightly depressed cork, 1158 bottles 
produced
"Explosive and dramatic black fruits soar from the glass 
followed by dense yet supple, richand gorgeously textured 
flavors of absolutely incredible depth and length...93." BH 
1/02.

245 1 bottle £2400-3800

Bonnes-Mares Domaine d'Auvenay 2008
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
589 bottles produced

246 1 bottle £2400-3400

Bonnes-Mares Domaine d'Auvenay 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
1191 bottles produced

247 2 bottles £6000-8000

Mazis-Chambertin Domaine d'Auvenay 1998
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label, lightly depressed 
cork, signs of old seepage, 582 bottles produced

248 1 bottle £3200-4800

Mazis-Chambertin Domaine d'Auvenay 2011
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly chipped wax capsule, 659 bottles produced
"The palate is beautifully balanced with an unexpected 
twist of balsamic on the entry before it fans out with 
sweet, slightly Oriental red berry fruit toward the crisp fin-
ish...93." WA 8/13.

249 1 bottle £2400-3400

Mazis-Chambertin Domaine d'Auvenay 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
477 bottles produced

250 2 bottles £4800-7500

DoMaine D'auvenay

Domaine d’Auvenay is the personal domaine of Lalou Bize-Leroy. When we think of Domaine Leroy, we think of tiny quantities 
of some of Burgundy's greatest wines. At Domaine d’Auvenay the quantities are microscopic, the quality just as high. The estate's 
entire holdings are around just four hectares. Even by top end Burgundy standards it is tiny. However since she first established the 
Domaine in 1989 it has gone on to become the stuff of legend among Burgundy collectors and connoisseurs the world over.

These are ultra-rare and the best of the best, no serious cellar is complete without them. 

One will notice that many perfectly stored bottles from Domaine d'Auvenay will have assessment notes of signs of seepage. This is 
due to the fact they are overfilled at the domaine and are not an indication of poor storage conditions. 
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Lots 247 & 248
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Domaine de la Romanée-Conti produces what few would dispute are the world’s most collectible wines. 

Its pre-eminence is such that the cognoscenti refer to it simply as “The Domaine”. If you’re just getting 

into Burgundy, the reverence may seem a bit much, but a look at their vineyard holdings makes their 

supremacy a bit more understandable.

The jewel in the crown is the vineyard of Romanée-Conti itself. This site, initially called the Clos des 

Croux, was originally owned by the Benedictine monks of the abbey of Saint-Vivant de Vergy. The monks 

had received the vineyards from the Duchess of Burgundy Alix de Vergy in 1232. The property was sold 

by the monks in 1584 and renamed La Romanée in the 17th Century. The vineyard passed through several 

owners before being purchased by Louis-François de Bourbon in 1760. His status as the cousin of King 

Louis XV afforded him the title of Prince de Conti, giving rise to the current name of the vineyard.

After the Revolution, Romanée-Conti was sold to raise money for the fledgling Republic, and ended up 

in the hands of Jules Ouvrard, the son of Napoléon’s banker. Upon his death, the heirs sold the vineyard 

to Jacques-Marie Duvault-Blochet, the ancestor of the de Villaine family, who still own the domaine, 

in partnership with the Leroy family. In 1911 Edmond Gaudin de Villaine purchased the winery which 

had originally belonged to the monks of the abbey. He moved the winemaking from Santenay, where 

Duvault-Blochet had been based, to Vosne-Romanée, near the vineyards, and gave the new winery its 

current name.  

Duvault-Blochet amassed impressive vineyard holdings during his lifetime, including prime parcels 

in Romanée-Saint-Vivant, Richebourg, Echézeaux, and Grands-Echézeaux, as well as a plot called Les 

Gaudichots.  Gaudichots adjoined a vineyard called La Tâche, which was owned by Count Liger-Belair.  

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti often sold Gaudichots under the name of La Tâche, much to the irritation 

of Liger-Belair, who unsuccessfully sued them. 

 At the death of the Comtesse Liger-Belair in 1931, La Tâche was sold to the Domaine, and the entire site 

of more than six hectares was then known as La Tâche. Romanée-Conti and La Tâche are both wholly-

owned by Domaine de la Romanée-Conti, and are thus referred to in French as “monopoles”.  These are 

the two most desirable wines from DRC, although the Richebourg, Romanée-Saint-Vivant, Echézeaux, 

and Grands-Echézeaux are all made in the same way.

All of the vineyards are farmed according to biodynamic principals, and yields are kept very low.  The 

hand-picked bunches are fermented whole in open-top wooden fermenters before being aged for 

approximately a year and a half in new casks.  In addition to the parcels that they own, DRC leases (since 

2009) just over two hectares of Corton from the heirs of the Prince de Mérode family. 

While red wines form the bulk of the production at DRC, it would be a mistake to overlook the 

Montrachet.  This white wine is produced from 0.67 hectares of vines in Chassagne-Montrachet.  The 

result is rich and lush, with a luxurious heft on the palate almost recalling the density of their red wines.  

The Domaine is about to move further into white wine production, since they have recently leased 2.8 

hectares of vineyards from Bonneau du Martray and will begin to produce Corton-Charlemagne with the 

2019 vintage.  In total, they own just over 25.5 hectares of vines and lease another five hectares in Corton, 

and every drop is a wine lover's dream.

What does all of this history mean for you, the collector? A bottle of DRC is a vinous experience like no 

other. At Zachys, we often get asked if the wine can justify its price tag. For collectors of DRC, or for those 

who have tasted it, the answer is almost always yes. For those for whom the wine is a bit more aspirational, 

a combination of the wine itself, and the history to which you are connected when you pop a cork, is a 

joint-experience rare in the wine world.
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Corton DoMaine De la roManée-Conti 

Corton Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2010
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru

251 1 bottle £800-1200

Corton Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2012
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru

252 1 bottle £750-1100

Corton Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2014
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
two lightly scuffed labels, one lightly torn label, consecu-
tive bottle numbers

253 2 bottles £1500-2200

eChézeaux DoMaine De la roManée-Conti 

Echézeaux Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly nicked label, consecutive bottle numbers

254 2 bottles £2000-3000

Echézeaux Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

255 1 bottle £950-1500

granDs eChézeaux DoMaine De la roManée-Conti

Grands Echézeaux Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2005
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly marked label, consecutive bottle numbers
"...muscular, robust and powerful big-bodied flavors that 
exude dry extract on the detailed and hugely persistent fin-
ish...96." BH 1/08.

256 2 bottles £2800-4000

Grands Echézeaux Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...plenty of underlying tension as well as lovely precision 
before culminating in a massively long, balanced and har-
monious if youthfully austere finale...95." BH 1/18.

257 1 bottle £1300-1900

la tâChe DoMaine De la roManée-Conti

La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1978
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
5.5cm, bin-soiled and marked label, lightly protruding cork
"The palate is medium-bodied, multi-dimensional and 
conveys presence rather than mass or density, which I sus-
pect it did in its youth...98." NM 5/19.

258 1 bottle £2800-4000

La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1985
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
4.5cm, bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label, lightly protrud-
ing cork, lightly corroded capsule
"A great wine, and an obvious cellar trophy...The very long 
expansive finish was accented by back-of-palate aromas of 
dried plums and apricots. Outstanding." FH.

259 1 bottle £10000-15000

La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1996
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one 1.5cm, one 2cm, one lightly damp-stained label, one 
lightly corroded capsule
"On the palate the wine is deep, full-bodied and complex, 
with lovely focus and balance, ripe, well-integrated tan-
nins, tangy acids and excellent grip on the very, very long, 
vibrant and promising finish...95+." JBG 9/18.

260 2 bottles £4600-7000

La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2000
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
marked label, lightly corroded capsule

261 1 bottle £2200-3200

La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2005
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
Lot 262: lightly marked label
Lot 263: one lightly marked label, one lightly scuffed label, 
consecutive bottle numbers
"...simply magnificent...Deep, powerful and richly tex-
tured, the 2005 simply has it all...it is the wine's pure sen-
suality I find most enticing...striking freshness and purity. 
Can it get better than this?...100." AG 5/16.

262 1 magnum (1.5L) £10000-15000
263 4 bottles £12000-18000
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La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2009
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
two lightly marked labels, one lightly scuffed label
"On the palate, it's full-bodied, ample and richly struc-
tured around fine-grained chalky tannins, with a deep and 
multidimensional core and succulent underlying acids, 
concluding with a long, fragrant finish. This is an utterly 
classic La Tâche...98." WA 12/18.

264 3 bottles £8000-11000

La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2010
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
consecutive bottle numbers
"...ample power and vibrancy, the palate feel is all silk and 
satin...it will be considered one of the all-time great vin-
tages for this incredibly storied wine...98." BH 4/18.

265 2 bottles £5500-8000

La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2012
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...classic La Tâche floral and savory notes are all amped up 
by the richness and overall intensity of the year...97." AG 4/15.

266 1 bottle £2200-3200

La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly marked label, one lightly torn label, consecutive 
bottle numbers
"...very complex and beautifully balanced. Perfect acidity, 
surfeit with tension...crescendos to a pixelated finish that 
has enormous persistence in the mouth. Stunning...96-98." 
WA 12/14.

267 2 bottles £3800-6000

La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly marked label
"The fruit shades from red to more black as it opens, yet 
the aftertaste is extraordinarily long and persistent. There is 
a kind of magic in this La TÃ¢che...96-98." WA 12/15.

268 1 bottle £2200-3200

La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"This is one classy wine that manages to do what only the 
greatest of burgundies can, which is to wow you with its 
power without weight mouth palate impression...98." BH 1/18.

269 1 bottle £2800-4000

La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"The mouthfeel of the imposingly-scaled and power-
ful flavors is again robust yet refined with just as much 
minerality as the Richebourg adding even more lift to the 
almost painfully intense and extravagantly long finish that 
also just goes and goes...98." BH 1/19.

270 1 bottle £2400-3600

riCheBourg DoMaine De la roManée-Conti 

Richebourg Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1999
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label
"The broad-shouldered and impressively scaled medium-
weight-plus flavors are bold and overtly muscular while 
the finish retains a sense of robust power and stunning 
length...99." BH 4/17.

271 1 bottle £2200-3200

Richebourg Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2005
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label
"...robust and extremely rich, full-bodied...detailed and 
hugely long finish where the tannic spine is firm but not 
hard or unduly rigid...it's going to be brilliant...97." BH 
4/15.

272 1 magnum (1.5L) £5500-8000

Richebourg Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2009
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly marked label, one lightly scuffed label, consecu-
tive bottle numbers
"...this chewy, robust and overly muscular effort is 
genuinely sensational and clearly built for the very long 
haul...97." BH 4/15.

273 2 bottles £3200-4800

Richebourg Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2012
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
consecutive bottle numbers
"Well, this is Richebourg after all. But there is an arching 
structure to this wine that is disguised by the silkiness of 
its texture...This is a Richebourg that will make you giddy 
with pleasure...97." WA 2/15.

274 2 bottles £2800-4000
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roManée-Conti DoMaine De la roManée-Conti 

Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1985
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
Lot 275: 6.5cm, lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label, 
lightly oxidized capsule
Lot 276: 4cm, bin-soiled and lightly marked label, cor-
roded capsule, protruding cork, signs of old seepage

275 1 magnum (1.5L) £24000-38000
276 1 bottle £9000-13000

Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1990
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one 2.5cm, one 3.5cm, two lightly scuffed labels, one 
lightly torn capsule, two depressed corks, consecutive 
bottle numbers
"This is a dramatic wine in every sense of the word yet it's 
not at all showy but rather discreet and understated...99." 
BH 1/08.

277 2 bottles £24000-32000

Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1995
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
Lot 278: 2.5cm, lightly damp-stained and marked label
Lot 279: 4cm, lightly scuffed and wine-stained label, lightly 
depressed cork

278 1 bottle £8000-12000
279 1 bottle £8000-12000

Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1996
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly scuffed label
"...subtle aromas...understated, refined, elegant and classy flavors 
of incredible breed and fantastic complexity...96." BH 4/07.

280 2 bottles £20000-30000

Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1999
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
 lightly scuffed and lightly damp-stained label
"And, difficult as it is to believe, I'm beginning to think 
that my score is conservative as the word 'brilliant' hardly 
does this masterpiece justice...99+." BH 4/16.

281 1 bottle £13000-20000

Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2000
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label

282 1 bottle £9000-13000
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Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2009
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly marked label
"Floral notes add lift on the vivid, kaleidoscopic finish. 
Today the Romanée-Conti is all about breathtaking exuber-
ance and richness. This is a breathtaking bottle...98+." WA 
4/12.

283 1 magnum (1.5L) £24000-38000

Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2010
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
original wood case
lightly scuffed label

284 1 bottle £10000-15000

Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2011
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
original wood case
"...an exercise in understatement, poise and controlled 
power with an unrivaled purity of expression. In sum, this 
is Zen-like...96." BH 1/14.

285 1 bottle £9500-14000

Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
original wood case
"The palate is medium-bodied and very harmonious on the 
entry. Filigree tannin frame this wine, perfect acidity lend-
ing freshness and tension, here a gradual build towards a 
delineated, almost edgy finish...97." WA 3/16.

286 1 bottle £9000-13000

Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
original wood case
"...remarkably intense and beautifully well-detailed...stony, 
powerful, focused and explosively long finish that delivers 
sneaky good length...97." BH 1/17.

287 1 bottle £9500-14000

Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
original wood case
"The opulently textured, concentrated and equally mineral-
driven flavors...all wrapped in a finish that lasted for seem-
ingly several days as I had no trouble recalling it over the 
next 48 hours...99+." BH 1/18.

288 1 bottle £12000-16000
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roManée-st-vivant DoMaine De la roManée-Conti

Romanée-St-Vivant Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 1981
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
original wood case
4cm below domaine embossed wax capsule, lightly bin-
soiled and lightly scuffed label, recorked by domaine, 
handwritten sticker states "Nouveau Bouchon Neutre 21 
Mars 2011"

289 1 methusaleh (6L) £5000-7500

Romanée-St-Vivant Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2005
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
2cm, lightly bin-soiled label
"...wonderfully fine and refined linear and firmly structured 
flavors that culminate in a precise, pure and driving finish 
that goes on and on...97." BH 1/08.

290 1 magnum (1.5L) £4400-6500

Romanée-St-Vivant Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2012
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly scuffed label
"A huge finish totally drenched with saline notes is breath-
taking, if not especially typical of RSV...97+." AG 4/15.

291 1 bottle £1100-1600

Romanée-St-Vivant Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
consecutive bottle numbers
"There is tension from start to finish that effortlessly dis-
guises the weight, the penetration on the sustained finish. 
What a wonderful wine from the domaine...95." WA 3/16.

292 2 bottles £2000-3000

Romanée-St-Vivant Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
Lot 293: original wood case
Lot 294: one lightly marked label, consecutive bottle num-
bers
"...the airy, cool and strikingly elegant nose that is com-
posed by notes of both red and dark currant, a wide range 
of floral and spice elements as well as Asian-style tea 
scents. The refined and caressing middle weight flavors 
possess a sleek and cool mouth feel while retaining good 
definition on the firm but well-balanced and sneaky long 
finish...95." BH 1/17.

293 1 magnum (1.5L) £2800-4000
294 2 bottles £2200-3200

Romanée-St-Vivant Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"The equally pure, naturally sweet, precise and beautifully 
detailed medium-bodied flavors maintain their focus from 
the mid-palate to the dazzlingly long and palate staining 
linear finish that just goes on and on...96." BH 1/18.

295 1 bottle £1200-1900

Lot 290
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Charmes-Chambertin Claude Dugat 2005
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...extremely rich and full-bodied flavors that are intense, 
textured and palate staining supported by buried tannins 
and outstanding length...94." BH 1/08.

296 3 bottles £900-1400

Charmes-Chambertin Claude Dugat 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

297 4 bottles £650-1000

Griotte-Chambertin Claude Dugat 1996
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly wine-stained label
"Layer upon layer of perfectly ripened, sweet and jammy 
cherries, candied violets, roses, and blueberries provided a 
levitating experience...98-100." WA 8/98.

298 1 bottle £700-1000

Chambertin Dugat-Py 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
two individual wood cases with damaged lids

299 2 bottles £2200-3200

Charmes-Chambertin Dugat-Py 2005
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly marked label
"An extremely ripe yet remarkably nuanced and highly 
complex nose...rich, full and sweet broad-scaled flavors 
possessing serious amounts of dry extract on the palate 
drenching and hugely long finish imbued with bitter choc-
olate hints...95." BH 1/08.

300 1 bottle £320-480

Charmes-Chambertin Dugat-Py 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

301 3 bottles £650-1000

Charmes-Chambertin Dugat-Py 2017
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

302 4 bottles £1000-1500

Mazis-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes Dugat-Py 1999
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly marked label
"...the dark-colored 1999 Mazis-Chambertin is profound. 
Its licorice, black cherry syrup, and chocolate chip cookie 
dough-scented nose leads to a hugely powerful, medium 
to full-bodied character...94-95." WA 8/01.

303 2 bottles £650-1000

Mazis-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes Dugat-Py 2010
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"The finish is breathtaking for its seamless radiance. In 
2010 the Mazis is all class and elegance...96-98." WA 
2/12.

304 1 bottle £340-500

Mazis-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes Dugat-Py 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

305 3 bottles £750-1100

Mazis-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes Dugat-Py 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

306 3 bottles £850-1300

Mazis-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes Dugat-Py 2017
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

307 3 bottles £850-1400

Charmes-Chambertin Dujac 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

308 4 bottles £750-1200

Clos de la Roche Dujac 2010
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly marked label
"This faultlessly well-balanced but very firm effort will 
require extended cellaring. My sense is that it will be suf-
ficiently civilized to enjoy by 2025 but it you wish to see 
this superb effort at its peak, more patience still will be 
necessary...96." BH 11/17.

309 1 bottle £440-650

Clos de la Roche Dujac 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"There is excellent mid-palate concentration present on 
the muscular and powerful big-bodied flavors that pos-
sess impressive focus and persistence on the hugely long, 
robust and very firmly structured finale...96." BH 1/18.

310 1 bottle £400-600

Clos de la Roche Dujac 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
original carton
"There is terrific intensity to the sleek and beautifully delin-
eated flavors that possess evident power...93." BH 1/19.

311 6 bottles £2200-3000
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Vosne-Romanée Aux Malconsorts Dujac 2016
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
original carton
"...heightened mineralite which is prioritized over the 
fruit...The palate is medium-bodied with fine-grain tan-
nin...It has brilliant delineation and a very complex finish 
that fans out with real confidence...95-97." WA 12/17.

312 6 bottles £1700-2600

Gevrey-Chambertin Clos St Jacques Vieilles Vignes  
Domaine Fourrier 2017
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"...a finely chiseled, precise bouquet with perfumed red 
cherry and crushed strawberry scents loaded with miner-
als. This is one of the most transparent Clos Saint-Jacques 
that I have tasted from Fourrier...93-95." NM 1/19.

313 3 bottles £220-340

Gevrey-Chambertin Clos St Jacques Vieille Vigne 
Domaine Fourrier 2014
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru

314 3 bottles £650-1000

Griotte-Chambertin Vieille Vigne Domaine Fourrier 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"On the palate the wine is full-bodied, focused and still 
very much a puppy, with a sappy core of fruit, brilliant 
transparency, seamless tannins and a very, very long, tangy 
and utterly refined finish...96+." JBG 12/14.

315 2 bottles £600-900

Griotte-Chambertin Vieille Vigne Domaine Fourrier 2017
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"On the palate the wine is deep, full and sappy at the 
core, with excellent soil signature, lovely length and grip, 
fine-grained tannins and outstanding length on the back-
end...94-95." JBG 12/18.

316 2 bottles £600-900

Echézeaux A-F Gros 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

317 3 bottles £240-360

Echézeaux A-F Gros 2017
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

318 12 bottles £1300-1900

Richebourg A-F Gros 2012
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...a very fine bouquet, very expressive with vibrant, shim-
mering red berry fruit, cherry liqueur, boysenberries and 
marmalade...97." WA 10/15.

319 3 bottles £800-1200

Richebourg A-F Gros 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

320 2 bottles £480-700

Richebourg A-F Gros 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

321 2 bottles £440-650

Richebourg A-F Gros 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"Unquestionably a wine that stops you in your tracks...99." 
NM 11/18.

322 6 bottles £2200-3400

Richebourg A-F Gros 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

323 4 bottles £1100-1600

Richebourg A-F Gros 2017
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

324 6 bottles £1400-2200

Clos Vougeot Le Grand Maupertui Anne Gros 2017
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

325 6 bottles £750-1100

Richebourg Anne Gros 2017
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

326 5 bottles £1600-2400
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Henri Jayer still casts a long shadow. This mythic winemaker, who passed away in 2006, remains the 

standard by which all Burgundy winemakers are measured.  Although he’s no longer alive, his wines 

are second only to DRC in terms of collectability. 

Jayer was born in 1922 and studied wine at Dijon University, where legendary winemaker René 

Engel was a professor. His first vintage was 1945 when he began to farm the vines of Madame 

Noirot-Camuzet on a sharecropping basis, retaining half of the wine in exchange for tending the 

vines and making the wine. The Noirot-Camuzet holdings include just over a third of a hectare 

of Richebourg in the portion known as Les Verroilles. She also owned parcels of Vosne-Romanée 

Premier Cru Les Brûlées, Nuits-Saint-Georges Premier Cru Les Murgers and some village-level wine 

in Vosne-Romanée and Nuits-Saint-Georges.  Contrary to current practice, most of the wines were 

sold off in barrel at the time.  1978 was the first vintage Jayer bottled entirely at the domaine.  

In addition to these vineyards, Madame Noirot-Camuzet owned the land adjoining her parcel of 

Richebourg in the site known as Cros Parantoux. When Jayer began, this land was not even planted 

to vines – it was used for growing Jerusalem artichokes. Jayer saw its potential, however, and in 1951 

he started to clear the land. Mme. Noirot-Camuzet eventually agreed to sell him two parcels of the 

vineyard. It was Jayer who petitioned the French authorities to elevate the site to Premier Cru status, 

and over time this became THE emblematic Jayer vineyard. Even today, the Jayer family owns two-

thirds of this small vineyard and Jean-Nicolas Méo holds the balance. When Mme. Noirot-Camuzet 

passed away in 1959, she left her vineyards to her nephew Jean Méo, which he continued to lease to 

Jayer. In 1985, however, Méo's son Jean-Nicolas returned from Paris to take over the family domaine. 

He worked alongside Jayer for three years and began to make the wines himself starting with the 

1987 vintage. Jayer remained as a consultant to him until 2000.  

Along with the Méo-Camuzet wines, Jayer made the wine from his own family’s vineyards, which 

were tended by his brother Lucien. In the '80s, Jayer began to delegate more responsibility to his 

nephew Emmanuel Rouget. In 1985, Rouget bought his own small domaine. Jayer "retired" in 1996, 

although he remained actively involved and bottled a bit of the wine from Cros Parantoux under 

his own name as "Reserve" until 2001. Today Rouget, along with his son Guillaume, directs the Jayer 

family holdings.  Most notable among these is the Echézeaux.  Jayer was a passionate advocate for 

his parcel of old vine Echézeaux in the section of the vineyard known as Les Cruots. The family 

also owns a plot in the section known as Les Treux, but the wine bottled under the Henri Jayer 

label was always exclusively from Les Cruots. The Echézeaux Henri vinified for his brother Georges 

(catalogued as "Henri for Georges" in Zachys auctions) was distinct, as was the production of their 

brother Lucien.  In addition to these wines, there is a small parcel in Vosne-Romanée Beaumonts 

and some village-level Vosne-Romanée.  

In the vineyard, Jayer was passionate about the life of the soil and refused to use synthetic herbicides 

or fertilizers.  Instead, he tilled the soil using a horse as it had always been done. Winemaking was 

also traditional, with a cool maceration of the juice and skins, a gentle, slow fermentation in concrete 

vats, and an extended maturation in new oak casks from the Tronçais forest, a particular favorite 

of Jayer.  The combination of great vineyards planted with old vines along with Jayer's maniacal 

attention to detail and devotion to his craft produced wines that have seldom been equaled. 

Jayer appears infrequently in Zachys auction, and when it does, it carries a hefty price tag. The 

interest in these wines, from a small but passionate group of collectors, is unparalleled. In terms 

of collectability, there’s a major and obvious difference between Jayer and DRC: DRC is still being 

made. When these bottles come up for auction, they are bought, and often go into a cellar or a 

wine glass, never to return to the block. For a taste of true traditionalist Burgundy, it’s essential to 

get your hands on some Jayer.
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“ The first time I heard the name “Henri Jayer” it was thanks to 
the Gros and Roumier families. In those days, I used to spend at 
least one week a year with Annie Féolde in Burgundy. These won-
derful vignerons had the incredible habit of praising their com-
petitors to support them, and so came the fantastic opportunity 
to meet the legendary Henri Jayer and his wife.The memories of 
that first meeting are still alive inside me, and they will be forever. 
The emotion I felt getting to know this sublime vigneron, so edu-
cated, kind and generous, a true king among his wine creations, 
is unforgettable” 

–GIORGIO PINCHIORRI
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Echézeaux Henri Jayer 1990 
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
2cm, lightly bin-soiled, lightly torn and damp-stained label, 
lightly protruding cork, cut capsule reveals fully branded 
cork
“Medium ruby-violet color. Rich aromas of tomato, cher-
ries, and cherry extract. Enormously powerful flavors with 
tannins enveloped by glycerin; viscous, without seeming 
heavy; alcohol dirving a long and expansive finish. A very 
big wine for Jayer...Outstanding plus plus.” FH.

327 1 bottle £4000-6000

Richebourg Henri Jayer 1979
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
5.5cm, scuffed, damp-stained and wine-stained label, 
bin-soiled and wine-stained vintage tag, corroded and cut 
capsule reveals corroded cork
"Sweet, gorgeously perfumed and incredibly detailed and 
fresh red fruit aromas that display absolutely no sous bois 
lead to strikingly elegant and transparent flavors of superb 
richness, cut and delineation plus that utterly seductive 
velvet and silk quality on the knockout finish. This is kalei-
doscopic in its breadth and scope and it's one extremely 
impressive wine...94." BH 1/05.

328 1 magnum (1.5L) £20000-30000

Richebourg Henri Jayer 1982
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
2.5cm, lightly scuffed and damp-stained label, damp-
stained vintage tag, lightly oxidized and cut capsule reveals 
fully branded cork

329 1 magnum (1.5L) £22000-32000

Richebourg Henri Jayer 1983
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
3.5cm, lightly marked, nicked label and lightly bin-soiled 
label, missing vintage tag, lightly corroded and cut capsule 
reveals fully branded cork confirming vintage
"The full-bodied flavors are concentrated, sappy and 
mouth coating with superb richness...92." BH 1/05.

330 1 bottle £9000-13000

Richebourg Henri Jayer 1985
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"I could taste this the next day and the ethereal nose is 
simply haunting and it's frankly difficult to really do justice 
to the sheer breadth of expression...97." BH 1/09.

331 1 bottle £12000-16000

Richebourg Henri Jayer 1986
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
2.5cm, lightly bin-soiled and lightly nicked label, heavily 
bin-soiled and heavily wrinkled vintage tag, lightly oxidized 
capsule, cut capsule reveals fully branded cork
"...the richest and deepest of Jayer's 1986 red burgundies. 
It is a generous, sumptuous wine bursting with flavor and 
character. Every time I taste it I somehow feel I should 
bow my head...94." RP 1990.

332 1 bottle £10000-15000

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Henri Jayer 1982
Côte de Nuits
5.5cm, lightly torn and heavily bin-soiled label, heavily 
bin-soiled vintage tag, corroded and cut capsule reveals 
corroded cork
"This is a very impressive bottle. Good colour. No undue 
age. Rich, mature complex, concentrated nose. A lot of 
depth. Fullish for a 1982, very vigorous. Rich and subtle 
and persistent on the palate. Very fine and elegant. A very 
lovely example. Multi-dimensional...18.5." CC 6/96.

333 1 magnum (1.5L) £20000-30000

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Henri Jayer 1985
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
one 1.5cm, two 2cm, three bin-soiled, damp-stained 
and marked labels, two lightly nicked labels, three lightly 
nicked and bin-soiled vintage tags, one oxidized capsule, 
one lightly depressed cork, two cut capsules reveal fully 
branded corks, direct import to Enoteca Pinchiorri from 
domaine as shown on back labels
"...absolutely knock-out aromatic complexity of earth, 
leather and lot of Vosne spice plus still very fresh, round, 
rich, full flavors that are like silk on the palate...95." BH 
10/05.

334 3 bottles £28000-40000

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Henri Jayer 1989
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
2.5cm, lightly bin-soiled label, lightly damp-stained vintage 
tag, cut capsule reveals fully branded cork
"...an awesome nose of Asian spices, clove and cinnamon 
followed by beautifully rendered rich, powerful but not 
heavy flavors and a long, very complex finish...93." BH 
10/01.

335 1 bottle £4800-7500
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“ Annie and I were in Jayer's cellar, and at one point he left to pick 
up another bottle for us to taste. I got down on my knees to thank 
heaven and all the angels for the luck to know Mr. Jayer and 
his super-precious bottles. It was like being in paradise. It was 
great friendship and mutual respect that bound the Jayer and 
Pinchiorri families. A few years after our first meeting, I person-
ally organized a trip to Italy for Henri, mainly to Piedmont and 
then to Tuscany, so that he had the opportunity to get to know the 
great producers of Alba and upper Chianti. The trip culminated 
with a final dinner at my restaurant, together with other guests 
including Luigi Veronelli and Giannola Nonino.” 

–GIORGIO PINCHIORRI
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Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Henri Jayer 1990
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
Lot 336: 2.5cm, lightly nicked label, lightly depressed cork, 
cut capsule reveals fully branded cork
Lot 337: 2cm, lightly bin-soiled label, cut capsule reveals 
fully branded cork
"This is a famous wine and I was fortunate enough to taste 
it again at Comme Chez Soi in Brussels in March 2001...
Great. Outstanding plus." FH.

336 1 magnum (1.5L) £28000-44000
337 1 bottle £6500-10000

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Henri Jayer 1993
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
2.5cm, cut capsule reveals fully branded cork
"...the concentrated and beautifully vibrant medium weight 
flavors possess both more richness and mid-palate density 
while delivering terrific power and equally good complex-
ity on the beautifully long and seductively textured fin-
ish...96." BH 4/17.

338 1 bottle £6000-9000

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Henri Jayer 1995
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
2.5cm, lightly bin-soiled and nicked label, cut capsule 
reveals fully branded cork
"Deep, rich, expansive fruit offering intriguing notes of 
wonderfully rich Vosne spice and packed flavors display-
ing solid structure and ripeness...92." BH 1/02.

339 1 bottle £4800-7500

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Reserve Henri Jayer 1999
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
two 0.5cm, two lightly nicked labels, one lightly scuffed 
vintage tag, two lightly depressed corks, cut capsules 
reveal fully branded corks, consecutive bottle numbers

340 2 magnums (1.5L) £60000-100000

Vosne-Romanée Les Beaumonts Henri Jayer 1983
Côte de Nuits
4cm, lightly marked, lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed 
label, heavily bin-soiled vintage tag, lightly protruding cork, 
oxidized and cut capsule reveals fully branded cork

341 1 bottle £2200-3200

Vosne-Romanée Les Beaumonts Henri Jayer 1985
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
1.5cm, lightly scuffed, bin-soiled and marked label, bin-
soiled and lightly nicked vintage tag, lightly oxidized and 
loose capsule reveals fully branded cork
"The Les Brûlées is soft, smoky, and exceptionally concen-
trated...91." RP 1990.

342 1 bottle £3000-4400

Vosne-Romanée Les Beaumonts Henri Jayer 1989
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
one 2.5cm, one 3cm, two lightly bin-soiled labels, one 
lightly marked label, one torn label, one damp-stained vin-
tage tag, cut capsules reveal fully branded corks

343 2 bottles £4800-7500

Vosne-Romanée Les Beaumonts Henri Jayer 1993
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
one 2.5cm, one 3cm, one lightly nicked label, one lightly 
scuffed label, one lightly damp-stained label, one lightly 
protruding cork, cut capsules reveal fully branded corks

344 2 bottles £4800-7500
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My life has been dedicated to wine and to our 
restaurant; I have ignored or at least neglected 
everything else. It’s true that I’m passionate-
-almost mad-for wine and wine bottles: for every 
wine and every bottle in this offering!” 

–GIORGIO PINCHIORRI

““
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La Grande Rue Lamarche
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

• 2009  (1)
lightly marked label

• 2010  (1)
345 2 bottles £550-800

Clos des Lambrays Domaine des Lambrays 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

346 3 bottles £300-460

Clos des Lambrays Domaine des Lambrays 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...harmonious in the mouth with a generous dash of black 
pepper on the finish...93-95." NM 12/16.

347 1 magnum (1.5L) £280-400

Clos des Lambrays Domaine des Lambrays 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...the wine is pure, full-bodied and shows off beautiful 
depth at the core...96." JBG 1/18.

348 3 bottles £340-480

Clos des Lambrays Domaine des Lambrays 2017
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

349 3 bottles £360-600

Chambolle-Musigny Les Fremieres Domaine Leroy 2014
Côte de Nuits
consecutive bottle numbers
"The palate is very smooth and silky, almost like a Vosne-
Romanée, furnished with fine tannin and a keen acidic 
thread interwoven through what feels like a dense fin-
ish. It is linear at the moment, but it will fan out once in 
bottle...91-93." NM 12/15.

350 2 bottles £1000-1500

Clos de Vougeot Domaine Leroy 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"The dusty, intense and well-muscled big-bodied flavors 
are shaped by very firm but relatively sophisticated tannins 
on the well-balanced and youthfully austere finale that 
exhibits simply huge length...95." BH 1/17.

351 1 bottle £1400-2200

Corton Renardes Domaine Leroy 1996
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
lightly marked and lightly scuffed label, lightly torn capsule

352 1 bottle £1300-2000

Corton Renardes Domaine Leroy 1999
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
marked and scuffed label, lightly depressed cork
"This gem also possesses a stupendously long, pure, and 
supple finish...97." WA 8/01.

353 1 bottle £1400-2200

Gevrey-Chambertin Les Combottes Domaine Leroy 2013
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
one with signs of old seepage, consecutive bottle numbers
"Correct savoury nose. Tension and life but without quite 
as much undertow as some. Tense and long term. Very 
long...18/20." JR 1/15.

354 2 bottles £1600-2400

Nuits St Georges Aux Lavieres Domaine Leroy 2009
Côte de Nuits
lightly scuffed label, signs of old seepage
"Sweet dark fruit, licorice, menthol, leather and spices are 
nicely woven together in this precise Burgundy. This shows 
lovely precision on the understated finish..92." WA 11/11.

355 1 bottle £650-1000

Pommard Les Vignots Domaine Leroy 2014
Côte de Beaune
one with signs of old seepage

356 2 bottles £900-1300

Richebourg Domaine Leroy 2007
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
ribbed markings in glass
"...offering ripe, juicy fruit, terrific balance and underlying 
elements of licorice and spice. Terrific length...96." WS 
1/15.

357 1 bottle £2600-4000

Savigny Les Beaune Les Narbantons Domaine Leroy 2014
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
consecutive bottle numbers
"The dense but velvety middle weight flavors possess an 
abundance of dry extract that coats the palate and buffers 
the firm tannins on the slightly rustic and austere yet won-
derfully complex finale...92." BH 1/17.

358 2 bottles £1300-2000

Echézeaux Liger-Belair 2017
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"The finer and slightly denser flavors possess solid dry 
extract as well as a velvety, sappy and very seductive 
mouthfeel...94." BH 1/20.

359 3 bottles £3600-6000
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Nuits St Georges Clos des Grandes Vignes  
Liger-Belair 2014
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"...brisk and energetic with a keen thread of acidity, 
leading to a confit-like finish that lingers nicely in the 
mouth...92-94." NM 12/15.

360 2 bottles £480-650

Nuits St Georges Les Cras Liger-Belair 2016
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru

361 2 bottles £1100-1600

Nuits St Georges Les Cras Liger-Belair 2017
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru

362 6 bottles £3200-4800

Vosne-Romanée Liger-Belair 2017
Côte de Nuits

363 6 bottles £1600-2400

Chambolle-Musigny Les Baudes Hubert Lignier 2016
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru

364 5 bottles £320-400

Clos de la Roche Hubert Lignier 2002
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
two bin-soiled labels, three scuffed labels, one damp-
stained label
"...exceptionally good length and perhaps the best acid/
fruit balance of any of these '02s and as there often is with 
this wine, this has that 'wow' factor going for it...94." BH 
1/05.

365 3 bottles £1000-1500

Clos de la Roche Hubert Lignier 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"On the palate, the wine is full-bodied, layered and satiny, 
with unusual suppleness and charm for a young Clos de 
la Roche, but with considerable depth and concentration 
behind its deceptively charming facade. Bright and pre-
cise, it's a fabulous wine with a long and brilliant future 
ahead of it...96." WA 10/18.

366 3 bottles £800-1200

Clos de la Roche Hubert Lignier 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"The palate is medium-bodied with fine grain tannin, won-
derful depth and harmony, laser-like focus toward the fin-
ish that lingers in the mouth...97-99." WA 12/17.

367 3 bottles £800-1200

Clos de Vougeot Méo-Camuzet 2005
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
four lightly bin-soiled labels
"...rich to the point of opulent broad-scaled flavors that 
are strikingly concentrated and oozing with dry extract yet 
retain a fine sense of precision on the explosively long fin-
ish...93." BH 6/08.

368 4 bottles £1100-1500

Clos de Vougeot Méo-Camuzet 2012
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly bin-soiled label
"I like the balance and sense of tension and overall, 
this should also age beautifully yet also be reasonably 
approachable in its youth...94." BH 1/15.

369 3 bottles £360-600

Clos de Vougeot Méo-Camuzet 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

370 6 bottles £900-1300

Corton Clos Rognet Méo-Camuzet 2016
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru

371 5 bottles £550-800

Echézeaux Les Rouges du Bas Méo-Camuzet
Côte de Nuits

• 2005  (1)
lightly marked label

• 2012  (1)
lightly marked label

372 2 bottles £440-700

Richebourg Méo-Camuzet 1996
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
two marked labels, one lightly bin-soiled label, one heavily 
bin-soiled label
"...especially intense and lasts for minutes and though this 
is well structured, everything is in perfect balance. Power 
without weight in a refined, elegant style...93." BH 5/06.

373 2 bottles £2000-3000

Richebourg Méo-Camuzet 1999
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
two bin-soiled labels, one marked label, one lightly nicked 
label, one lightly nicked vintage tag
"Explosive black, sexy, powerful and dense...sweetness and 
perfect balance. This is a real show stopper...94." BH 7/06.

374 2 bottles £3000-4400
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From the kitchen of 
ENOTECA PINCHIORRI

SPAGHETTI ALLA CHITARRA WITH SEAFOOD, SHELLFISH  
AND BOTTARGA BREADCRUMBS 

Ingredients for 4 people:
300g fresh egg pasta (200g 00 flour and 4 eggs cat. 9)
4 peeled red prawns
4 scallops
120g cleaned baby squids
500g shelled mussels
500g shelled clams
100g shelled Coquina clams
200g candied Datterini cherry tomatoes
3 cloves of garlic
chilli pepper powder
1 bunch of parsley
white wine
100g panko
30g grated mullet roe
50g shellfish bisque
50g mussel and clam water, filtered 
20g extra virgin olive oil
salt

Process:
Make the egg pasta and leave it to rest in the fridge for an hour. 
Meanwhile, prepare the different kinds of fish, maintaining them separated. 
Cut the spaghetti with the help of the “guitar” instrument and reserve them in the fridge.
Heat a drizzle of extra virgin olive oil in a pan and brown the prawns and scallops first, then the minced garlic and 
the chilli pepper; finally add the white wine and let evaporate. 
Now add the candied cherry tomatoes, the shellfish bisque and the well filtered mollusc water. 
Cook the spaghetti in boiling salted water for about 5 minutes, then drain and put them in the sauce, add the mussels, 
clams, Coquina clams and squids. Stir the pasta well and add a spoonful of chopped parsley and a drizzle of extra 
virgin olive oil. With the help of a tongs, arrange the spaghetti on a large plate and garnish with the panko previously 
sautéed with oil and salt and mixed with the grated mullet bottarga.

GIORGIO’S 
SUGGESTED WINE 

PAIRING: 

CHAMBOLLE-
MUSIGNY LES FUEES

JF MUGNIER 2017
(LOT 401)
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Richebourg Méo-Camuzet 2002
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly marked label

375 1 bottle £1300-2000

Richebourg Méo-Camuzet 2005
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly marked label
"...lovely, invigorating fresh...long, mouth-watering, if not 
particularly layered finish. The sense of extract and fine 
tannins are obvious...94-95." WA 4/07.

376 1 bottle £1400-2000

Richebourg Méo-Camuzet 2009
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"The big-bodied, concentrated, intense and superbly pow-
erful flavors are underpinned by very firm tannins that 
are rugged and robust though not rustic, all wrapped in a 
youthfully austere finish with plenty of underlying tension 
as you can really sense the energy here...94-97." BH 1/11.

377 1 bottle £1000-1500

Richebourg Méo-Camuzet 2010
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"The stony, intense and strikingly well-detailed broad-
shouldered flavors possess ample amounts of power and 
a sleek muscularity before terminating in a driving and 
explosive finish...95-97." BH 1/12.

378 2 bottles £2400-3600

Richebourg Méo-Camuzet 2012
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly marked label, one lightly scuffed label
"The palate is very structured with firm backbone, very 
masculine, fine acidity with a very tannic, very spicy fin-
ish. This will need a decade in bottle at least. This is truly a 
vin de garde...95-97." WA 12/13.

379 4 bottles £3200-4800

Richebourg Méo-Camuzet 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly scuffed label
"On the palate the wine is pure, full-bodied and stunningly 
elegant out of the blocks, with a sappy core, great soil 
signature and nascent complexity, laser-like focus, ripe, 
suave tannins and a very, very long, elegant and tangy fin-
ish...98." JBG 12/14.

380 2 bottles £1300-2000

Richebourg Méo-Camuzet 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"The superbly intense, powerful, focused and wonderfully 
rich imposingly-scaled flavors terminate in a palate stain-
ing, austere and balanced finish that seems to go on and 
on...94-96." BH 1/16.

381 2 bottles £2000-3000

Richebourg Méo-Camuzet 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"On the palate the wine is pure, full-bodied, young and 
impeccably balanced, with a sappy core, lovely transpar-
ency, refined tannins and a very long, very suave and end-
less finish. Words cannot do this wine justice...98." JBG  
2/17.

382 1 bottle £1000-1500

Richebourg Méo-Camuzet 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...terrific verve and freshness to the big-bodied, tautly 
muscular and impressively concentrated flavors that pos-
sess an almost painful intensity on the very firmly struc-
tured finish that also delivers breathtaking length...94-97." 
BH 1/18.

383 5 bottles £4000-6000

Vosne-Romanée Aux Brûlées Méo-Camuzet
Côte de Nuits

• 2012  (1)
lightly marked label

• 2013  (3)

• 2015  (2)
384 6 bottles £1400-2200

Vosne-Romanée Aux Brûlées Méo-Camuzet 2016
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru

385 5 bottles £1600-2200

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Méo-Camuzet 1996
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
lightly marked, lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label
"This should enjoy a long life as there is excellent balance 
and the essential character here is one of finesse rather 
than power...91." BH 10/06.

386 1 bottle £900-1300

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Méo-Camuzet 1999
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
lightly torn and marked label
"The intense, powerful and sappy medium plus weight 
flavors are shaped by a still solidly firm tannic spine and 
excellent length...95." BH 3/19.

387 1 bottle £1200-1800

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Méo-Camuzet 2002
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
bin-soiled label
"Structured yet beautifully balanced with wonderfully 
depth...The minerality is almost pungent, especially so on 
the stunningly long backend. In short, this is very promis-
ing...91-94." BH 1/04.

388 1 bottle £1200-1900
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Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Méo-Camuzet 2005
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
bin-soiled label

389 1 bottle £1300-1900

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Méo-Camuzet 2009
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"Concentrated, it retains a sense of freshness and really 
sings on the sweet, fruit-filled finish. Polished, yet very 
appealing...93." WS 2/12.

390 1 bottle £1500-2200

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Méo-Camuzet 2012
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"There is superb intensity to the refined, delineated 
and focused medium-bodied flavors that are shaped by 
dense but exceptionally fine tannins that are impeccably 
well-integrated on the energetic and explosively long fin-
ish...96." BH 1/15.

391 1 bottle £800-1200

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Méo-Camuzet 2013
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"...really quite alluring, complex...This is very classy: a 
great Cros Parantoux, terroir shrugging off what the season 
threw in its way...94-96." WA 12/14.

392 3 bottles £2000-3000

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Méo-Camuzet 2015
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"...deep, full-bodied, pure and seamless, with a sappy 
core of fruit, great soil inflection, fine-grained tannins 
and a very, very long, refined and tangy finish. Magical 
juice...98." JBG 2/17.

393 1 bottle £950-1500

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Méo-Camuzet 2016
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"The powerful, concentrated and palate coating medium-
bodied flavors flash plenty of minerality on the hugely 
long and impeccably well-balanced finish...94-96." BH 
1/18.

394 2 bottles £2000-3000

Bonnes-Mares Denis Mortet
Côte de Nuits

• 2014  (1)

• 2015  (1)

• 2016  (1)
395 3 bottles £850-1300

Clos de Vougeot Denis Mortet 2017
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
original carton

396 6 bottles £1200-1900

Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Denis Mortet 2016
Côte de Nuits
one lightly nicked label, two lightly scuffed labels

397 6 bottles £260-380

Gevrey-Chambertin Lavaux St Jacques Denis Mortet 2015
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru

398 6 bottles £650-1000

Gevrey-Chambertin Lavaux St Jacques Denis Mortet 2016
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru

399 6 bottles £600-900

Gevrey-Chambertin Lavaux St Jacques Denis Mortet 2017
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
original carton

400 6 bottles £800-1200

Chambolle-Musigny Les Fuees JF Mugnier 2017
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
one lightly marked label

401 3 bottles £600-950

Musigny JF Mugnier 1999
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly marked label
"...elegant, sexy and beautifully refined medium-weight 
flavors that are underpinned by velvet wrapped tannins 
and stunning persistence...94." BH 7/11.

402 2 bottles £2400-3800

Musigny JF Mugnier 2005
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...harmonious and deep, with a driving tension that forces 
everything into striking relief yet the palate impression is 
pure velvet on the immensely long finish...this is flat out 
brilliant and is a wine that you will definitely want in your 
cellar...99." BH 1/08.

403 1 bottle £1600-2400

Musigny JF Mugnier 2009
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"This is a decidedly powerful, almost extreme style of 
Musigny...An explosive, mineral-drenched finish lingers on 
the palate. The 2009 is flat-out dazzling. Wow...98." WA 
4/12.

404 1 bottle £1400-2000

Musigny JF Mugnier 2010
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...deep, full-bodied, pure and utterly seamless, with great 
depth and intensity hidden behind its supreme facade of 
refined elegance and weightless beauty...Wine simply does 
not get any better than this!...100." JBG 12/11.

405 1 bottle £1500-2400
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Chambertin Clos de Bèze Vieilles Vignes Perrot-Minot
Côte de Nuits

• 2005  (2)

• 2009  (1)

• 2010  (2)
one lightly marked label

406 5 bottles £1300-2000

Chambertin Clos de Bèze Cuvée du Frene Laurent  
Ponsot 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
includes 3-pack original wood case

407 2 magnums (1.5L) £1100-1600

Chambertin Cuvée du Chene Laurent Ponsot 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
includes 3-pack original wood case

408 2 magnums (1.5L) £1100-1600

Chambertin Domaine Ponsot 2005
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
torn label obscuring vintage, cut capsule reveals fully 
branded cork confirming vintage
"...rich, full and tautly muscled flavors oozing with so 
much sap that the firm tannic spine is almost invisible, all 
wrapped in an immensely long finish...93-96." BH 1/07.

409 1 bottle £380-550

Clos de la Roche Vieilles Vignes Domaine Ponsot 2012
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"This is a big wine even by the out-sized standards of a 
great Clos de la Roche yet the balance is faultless. This 
should be great in time...95-97." BH 1/14.

410 3 bottles £850-1200

Clos St Denis Cuvée du Merisier Laurent Ponsot 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
includes 3-pack original wood case

411 2 magnums (1.5L) £1400-2000

Clos Vougeot Cuvée du Cedre Laurent Ponsot 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
includes 3-pack original wood case

412 2 magnums (1.5L) £650-950

Echézeaux Emmanuel Rouget 2005
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"A ripe, expressive and airy nose...beautifully balanced 
big-bodied flavors that are powerful, long and more stylish 
than usual...91-94." BH 1/07.

413 1 bottle £480-700

Echézeaux Emmanuel Rouget 2008
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
two protruding corks
"It deserves at least 4-5 years in bottle to develop almost 
inevitable further complexity and should be worth follow-
ing for at least a dozen years...92-93." WA 6/10.

414 2 magnums (1.5L) £1500-2200

Echézeaux Emmanuel Rouget 2009
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

415 2 bottles £700-1100

Echézeaux Emmanuel Rouget 2012
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...very fleshy on the entry...It is a driven Echézeaux, 
gaining momentum in the mouth, with a razor-sharp fin-
ish and a long, peppery aftertaste. This is one of the best 
Echézeaux of 2012...94-96." WA 1/14.

416 4 bottles £1300-2000

Echézeaux Emmanuel Rouget 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"There is excellent volume to the concentrated and serious 
medium weight plus flavors that possess focused power on 
the tautly muscular, intense and palate coating finish. This 
should be excellent in time...92-94." BH 1/15.

417 2 magnums (1.5L) £1300-1900
418 4 bottles £1200-1800

Echézeaux Emmanuel Rouget 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"There is both excellent volume and concentration to the 
opulent and seductively textured flavors that coat the pal-
ate with dry extract on the markedly firm finish that is very 
much built-to-age...92-95." BH 1/17.

419 6 bottles £2200-3400

Echézeaux Emmanuel Rouget 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...this is at once powerful yet seductive and in particular I 
like the sense of harmony. This should be genuinely great 
in time...92-95." BH 1/18.

420 6 bottles £1900-2800

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget 1993
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
2cm, lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label
"An attractively complex nose of secondary fruit aromas, 
spice, earth and tea is followed by dense and impressively 
rich flavors that finish with a velvety mouth feel and out-
standing persistence...93." BH 4/12.

421 1 bottle £1300-1900
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Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget 1995
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
1cm, lightly nicked, lightly scuffed and lightly damp-
stained label
"Classic Vosne nose with plenty of still quite primary, 
earthy, wonderfully spicy pinot fruit is followed by deep 
rich flavors that are well structured but not hard. This is 
still very young but balanced and dense...92." BH 4/05.

422 1 magnum (1.5L) £2800-4400

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget 2005
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
two lightly depressed corks
"...a further step up in elegance, purity and transparency...
powerful, long and classy...A great wine...95." BH 1/08.

423 2 bottles £2400-3600

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget 2008
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
one lightly marked label, one lightly protruding cork, one 
lightly depressed cork, two with signs of old seepage
"Here is the vibratory, interactive intensity and complex-
ity one derives from the best young wines of its vintage, 
with chalk, stone, salt, and iodine all serving to set-off the 
wine's candied yet acidulated fruit character. This should 
intrigue and delight for a dozen or more years...93-94." 
WA 6/10.

424 2 magnums (1.5L) £3200-4800

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget 2010
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
one lightly nicked label

425 2 bottles £1500-2200

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget 2012
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"The palate is very harmonious, with a cashmere opening. 
The acidity is nicely judged and cuts through the swathe 
of rounded, corpulent red fruit...96-98." WA 1/14.

426 3 bottles £2400-3200

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget 2013
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
Lot 427: lightly damp-stained label
Lot 428: lightly nicked label

427 1 magnum (1.5L) £1600-2400
428 1 bottle £750-1200

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget 2015
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"The super-sleek and beautifully well-delineated medium 
weight flavors are like rolling pebbles around in the 
mouth, all wrapped in a hugely long finish that also dis-
plays just a whisper of warmth...92-95." BH 1/17.

429 4 bottles £4600-7000

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget 2016
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"...impressively concentrated and vibrant middle weight 
flavors that possess cuts-like-a-knife delineation on the 
explosively long and intensely saline finish...93-96." BH 
1/18.

430 3 bottles £3000-4200

Vosne-Romanée Emmanuel Rouget 2015
Côte de Nuits

431 3 bottles £440-650

Vosne-Romanée Les Beaumonts Emmanuel Rouget 2013
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"There is a satiny texture to the intensely mineral-inflected 
medium weight flavors that possess beautiful complexity 
on the balanced, linear and impressively persistent fin-
ish...91-93." BH 1/15.

432 2 bottles £480-750
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Bonnes-Mares Georges Roumier 2007
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

433 1 bottle £700-1000

Bonnes-Mares Georges Roumier 2009
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"On the palate the wine is deep, full-bodied, pure and 
sappy at the core, with ripe tannins, lovely focus and grip 
and a very, very long, opulent and promising finish...96." 
JBG 9/15.

434 2 bottles £2000-3000

Bonnes-Mares Georges Roumier 2012
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"The palate is medium-bodied with fine tannins, dense 
black fruit, quite saline in the mouth but nicely focused 
with a structured, introspective but extraordinarily long 
finish...95." WA 10/15.

435 3 bottles £2400-3200

Bonnes-Mares Georges Roumier 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...a big, indeed even opulent but balanced wine that is 
clearly built for longer-term cellaring...95." BH 1/15.

436 3 bottles £1700-2400

Bonnes-Mares Georges Roumier 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...very well structured, linear and strict...driving acidity 
here maintaining the freshness with superb minerality on 
the finish. Oh yes. Yes. Yes. Yes...95-97." WA 12/15.

437 3 bottles £1700-2600

Bonnes-Mares Georges Roumier 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"This is tightly knit, very linear, incredibly fresh and ten-
sile with immense precision on the finish...This is just 
a brilliant Bonnes-Mares, but you probably knew that 
already...96-98." WA 12/16.

438 4 bottles £3800-5500

Bonnes-Mares Georges Roumier 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"There is a wonderfully refined texture to the stony, chis-
eled and focused broad-shouldered flavors that possess 
a taut muscularity that really comes up on the intensely 
saline and youthfully austere finish that is sneaky long...In 
a word, superb...96." BH 1/19.

439 4 bottles £3600-5500

Chambolle-Musigny Combottes Georges Roumier 2015
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru

440 6 bottles £1500-2200

Chambolle-Musigny Georges Roumier 2016
Côte de Nuits
"Outstanding...there is fine detail to the punchy and 
intensely mineral-inflected medium-bodied flavors that are 
impressively dense on the mouth coating and lengthy fin-
ish." BH 1/18.

441 6 bottles £800-1200

Chambolle-Musigny Les Cras Georges Roumier 2014
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru

442 3 bottles £650-1000

georges rouMier

The domaine was enlarged a number of times since its inception in 1924, with Georges acquiring a bit more Bonnes-Mares 
in 1952, as well as two parcels of Clos Vougeot in the same year. In 1953 the Roumiers also purchased the monopole Premier 
Cru Morey St Denis “Clos de la Bussierre.” In 1968, Jean-Marie’s wife, Odile Ponnelle, purchased a tract of unplanted Corton-
Charlemagne, which was subsequently committed to vine and the first Roumier Corton-Charlemagne was released in the 1974 
vintage. In 1978 the domaine finally purchased the small slice of Musigny that they had been sharecropping since the mid-1920s.

Domaine Georges Roumier is one of my favorite domaines in all of the Côte d’Or. In my personal cellar, by quite some margin, 
I have more Roumier wines than from any other producer. I find them to be extremely reliable for cellaring, and to deliver at 
their apogees all the majestic complexity for which Burgundy is rightly renowned. Out of the blocks they are not the typically 
delicate style of Chambolle, but rather wines that are full and well-structured in their youth. For young Chambolles they are 
atypical, but within the fullness of time, they develop all the silk and perfume for which the wines of this village are so rightly 
cherished. From the superbly crafted Chambolle-Musigny village bottling that I buy in depth in every vintage to the lonely bottle of 
Roumier Musigny, these are among the greatest wines that I have in my cellar, and bottles that I look forward to growing old with 
comfortably.

John Gilman, “View From the Cellar”
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Chambolle-Musigny Les Cras Georges Roumier 2015
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"The equally elegant, pure, sleek and highly energetic 
flavors possess an exquisitely fine mouth feel along with 
bracing minerality while delivering superb length on the 
saline and bitter cherry-inflected finish...91-94." BH 1/17.

443 3 bottles £750-1100

Chambolle-Musigny Les Cras Georges Roumier 2016
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"There is excellent concentration to the succulent yet well-
detailed and intensely mineral-inflected flavors that are 
blessed with plenty of sappy dry extract that also serves 
to buffer the moderately firm core of tannins shaping the 
beautifully persistent finish...93." BH 1/19.

444 6 bottles £1800-2800

Charmes-Chambertin Aux Mazoyeres  
Christophe Roumier 2009
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...rich, vibrant and mouth coating middle weight flavors 
that possess a juicy, even succulent mouth feel and culmi-
nate in a well-delineated finish...93." BH 1/12.

445 3 bottles £700-1000

Morey St Denis Clos de la Bussière  
Georges Roumier 2014
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"...fresh and crisp: supple tannin, lovely balance here and 
freshness, and that mineral seam peaking over the surface 
towards the tensile and poised finish. The is suffused with 
wonderful purity and nervosite. Yum yum!...91-93." WA 
12/15.

446 6 bottles £650-1000

Morey St Denis Clos de la Bussière  
Georges Roumier 2015
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"There is fine richness and plenty of punch to the more 
voluminous and once again solidly concentrated flavors 
that are shaped by surprisingly sleek tannins on the firm, 
highly complex, lengthy and impeccably well-balanced 
finish...91." BH 1/18.

447 6 bottles £850-1200

Morey St Denis Clos de la Bussière  
Georges Roumier 2016
Côte de Nuits, Premier Cru
"...there is superb density here. It feels lively and tensile 
without compromising the backbone one expects from this 
vineyard: layers of black fruit tinged with graphite toward 
the finish...This ranks alongside the stupendous 2015 last 
year...92-94." NM 12/17.

448 6 bottles £700-1100

Musigny Georges Roumier 1990
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
2cm, bin-soiled and lightly marked label, lightly damp 
stained vintage tag, cut capsule reveals fully branded cork, 
signs of old seepage
"This remains a big, bold and robust wine with excellent 
intensity, richness and power and I particularly like the 
mid-palate concentration that buffers the still moderately 
firm tannins on the superbly long and persistent fin-
ish...96." BH 11/10.

449 1 magnum (1.5L) £20000-30000

Ruchottes-Chambertin Christophe Roumier 2012
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...linear, intense and beautifully deep and persistent finish 
that displays its usual youthful austerity. I very much like 
the sense of harmony and balance...94." BH 1/15.

450 2 bottles £600-900

Ruchottes-Chambertin Christophe Roumier 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...excellent intensity and freshness to the sleek middle 
weight flavors...firm, cool and beautifully well-balanced 
finale that delivers very fine persistence...91-94" BH 1/15.

451 3 bottles £850-1200

Ruchottes-Chambertin Christophe Roumier 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"The energetic and marvelously well-detailed big-bodied 
yet elegant flavors brim with both copious dry extract and 
minerality while concluding in a decidedly sleek, driving 
and stunningly long finish...94." BH 1/18.

452 2 bottles £750-1100
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I say, "Rousseau," you say, "Chambertin." 

Few domaines are so closely identified with one appellation.  As superb as Rousseau Chambertin is, 

however, it would be a mistake to overlook the rest of the range, since the wines of Domaine Armand 

Rousseau are lovely from the entry-level Gevrey-Chambertin straight through to the Chambertin and Clos 

de Bèze. 

But let’s start at the top. The first wine we should discuss is Gevrey-Chambertin Clos-Saint-Jacques. 

Although it is premier cru and thus nominally lower in rank than several others in the portfolio, “CSJ” as 

it’s sometimes known stateside, is a phenomenal site.  Rousseau is the largest owner in this clos.  The 

domaine’s holdings consists of a magnificent swath of vines at the southern end of the vineyard that stretch 

from the tree line at the top of the hill down to the road.  It is a superb holding and regularly produces 

wines that would outshine most grands crus.  It receives aging worthy of a grand cru as well, spending 18 

months in 70% new casks (whereas the Clos des Ruchottes sees 25% new casks during maturation).  This 

is a wine capable of aging for 75 years or longer—something few premier crus can boast.

But the absolute pinnacle of the production at Rousseau are the Chambertin and Chambertin-Clos de 

Bèze.  The two vineyards are contiguous, with Clos de Bèze lying just north of Chambertin (and south of 

Mazy-Chambertin).  Some of the holdings in Chambertin date to 1920 and were among the first purchased 

by founder Armand Rousseau.  Armand was born in 1884 and inherited some vineyards in 1902 when he 

turned eighteen.  He worked in his youth as a wine broker, and married in 1909, accumulating a few more 

vines.  At the time, the fruit was sold to négociants, as was common practice.  After the First World War, 

Rousseau continued to accumulate vineyards.  He purchased his first plot of Chambertin in 1920, and by 

1921 had decided to bottle his wines at the domaine. 

Clos de Bèze, however, did not make its appearance in the portfolio until 1961, under the management 

of his son, Charles Rousseau.  Charles's son Eric has continued the expansion in both of these critical 

vineyards: he purchased more Clos de Bèze in 1992, and more Chambertin in 2009.  The current holdings 

of 2.55 hectares in Chambertin make him the largest landowner, while their 1.42 hectares in Clos de Bèze 

are the second largest after Pierre Damoy.  The two vineyards, located in such proximity, are very different. 

However, the winemaking is nearly identical: most of the fruit is destemmed; the extraction is very gentle, 

and the maturation is not exaggerated.  It is only the Chambertin and Clos de Bèze that receive 100% aging 

in new oak casks.    

To proceed with the rest of the wines in the order that they are tasted at the domaine, one would start with 

the Charmes-Chambertin. This wine is produced using fruit from Mazoyères-Chambertin (two-thirds of 

the blend), and from Charmes-Chambertin itself.  In Burgundy, there is the possibility to label grapes from 

Mazoyères with the name of the Charmes vineyard just next door.  Mazy-Chambertin is the next wine in 

the portfolio, produced from fruit from the northernmost vineyard in Gevrey-Chambertin.  The Rousseau 

vines are in the Mazy-Bas section of this vineyard. 

Rousseau also makes a marvelous Clos de la Roche – this vineyard, located in Morey-Saint-Denis, is 

the only one among their holdings not found in Gevrey-Chambertin.  There are three plots here.  Two 

are located in the original Clos de la Roche vineyard. However, the majority is in the climat called Les 

Fremières and integrated into Clos de la Roche in 1936 (although the Rousseau ownership here dates to 

1920).    The next vineyard, located up the slope from Mazy-Chambertin, is also distinctive.  Called the 

Clos des Ruchottes, it is named for the small pebbles that litter the soil.  The domaine purchased the 

vineyard in 1976 as the defunct négociant Maison Thomas-Bassot was being sold to Jean-Claude Boisset.  

The Thomas-Bassot holdings in Ruchottes-Chambertin were sold separately, and this very large parcel was 

split between Dr. Georges Mugneret and Georges Roumier.  Rousseau secured the largest piece, located 

in a section at the top of the vineyard enclosed by a wall, producing an intense, minerally wine.
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Chambertin Armand Rousseau 1985
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
2cm, lightly bin-soiled and lightly nicked label, oxidized 
capsule, lightly depressed cork
"...now medium depth, lovely colour, mature rim; excel-
lent bouquet; magical, highly sensitive fruit, elegant, per-
fect condition. Class act...HHHHH." MB 8/00.

453 1 magnum (1.5L) £13000-20000

Chambertin Armand Rousseau 2007
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly wine-stained label
"...dusty, textured, precise and palate staining big-bodied 
flavors that are exceptionally tight on the linear but hugely 
long finish...94." BH 1/10.

454 1 magnum (1.5L) £3400-5500

Chambertin Armand Rousseau 2009
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...flavors that are rich, powerful, serious and densely con-
centrated, all wrapped in a silky, palate staining, explosive 
and colossally persistent finish...98." BH 1/12.

455 1 magnum (1.5L) £4800-7500

Chambertin Clos de Bèze Armand Rousseau 1995
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
1cm, lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label, lightly 
depressed cork
"...wonderfully concentrated flavors of impressive depth 
and simply incredible balance for such a big, structured, 
powerful wine...94." BH 1/10.

456 1 bottle £1100-1600

Chambertin Clos de Bèze Armand Rousseau 2008
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly scuffed label
"...incredibly complex and refined...balanced, refined and 
mouth coating flavors that possess superb depth and excel-
lent finishing intensity...92-94." BH 1/10.

457 1 bottle £800-1200

Chambertin Clos de Bèze Armand Rousseau 2012
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"I very much like the concentration here as well as the 
vibrancy and this is very, very dry in the best sense of the 
term, indeed it is presently almost crisp yet the very dense 
supporting tannins are clearly quite ripe...97." BH 1/15.

458 2 bottles £1800-2600

Chambertin Clos de Bèze Armand Rousseau 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly marked label
"This breathtakingly fine effort is a simply beautiful combi-
nation of power and grace...95-98." BH 1/15.

459 3 bottles £2400-3600

Chambertin Clos de Bèze Armand Rousseau 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...a seductive bouquet...This is superb...95-97." WA 
12/15.

460 3 bottles £2600-3800

Chambertin Clos de Bèze Armand Rousseau 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...deeper, perhaps even more penetrating bouquet...
impressive structure and precision on the finish. Could a 
Clos-de-Bèze be any better from barrel? Answer: No...98-
100." WA 12/16.

461 2 bottles £2600-3800

Charmes-Chambertin Armand Rousseau 2008
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly scuffed label
"An ultra fresh and very pinot nose...cool, detailed and pli-
ant middle weight flavors that possess good depth..." BH 
1/10.

462 3 bottles £600-850

Charmes-Chambertin Armand Rousseau 2009
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly scuffed label
"...emerges from the glass with lovely radiance and open-
ness in its ripe, juicy fruit...Sweet, textured floral notes 
wrap around the long, polished finish...91-93." WA 5/11.

463 3 bottles £700-1100

Charmes-Chambertin Armand Rousseau 2010
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"The palate is succulent on the entry with a saline touch 
at the front of the tongue. It is quite fleshy with impres-
sive weight with good structure on the spice-tinged finish. 
This is a multi-faceted Charmes-Chambertin with great 
length...93-95." NM 11/12.

464 1 bottle £300-440
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Charmes-Chambertin Armand Rousseau 2012
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"The palate is medium-bodied with crisp, slightly chalky 
tannins, over a layer of effervescent candied fruit -- man-
darin and apricot enriching the finish. This is such a pretty 
thing, surely destined to be irresistible in its youth...94-
96." WA 12/13.

465 3 bottles £850-1300

Charmes-Chambertin Armand Rousseau 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"An explosive, exuberant bouquet makes a strong first 
impression in the 2013 Charmes-Chambertin. Those signa-
tures follow onto the palate, where the Charmes is quite 
opulent. Dark cherries, plums, spices and new leather 
blossom in a decidedly racy, supple Charmes that should 
drink well with minimal cellaring...92-94." AG 11/14.

466 2 bottles £360-550

Charmes-Chambertin Armand Rousseau 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

467 1 bottle £220-320

Charmes-Chambertin Armand Rousseau 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"The palate is medium-bodied with succulent ripe tannin, 
quite structured and perhaps a little Mazis-Chambertin in 
style. It is endowed with plenty of crunchy black and red 
fruit developing towards the finish with a potent spiciness 
that lingers in the mouth...93-95." NM 12/16.

468 2 bottles £550-800

Clos de la Roche Armand Rousseau 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly nicked label

469 3 bottles £600-850

Clos de la Roche Armand Rousseau 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly scuffed label

470 3 bottles £700-1100

Clos de la Roche Armand Rousseau 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru

471 1 bottle £300-440

Clos de la Roche Armand Rousseau 2016
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly nicked label
"The palate is silky smooth on the entry, beautifully 
poised...This is one of the best Clos de la Roche that I 
have tasted from Rousseau in recent years...94-96." WA 
12/15.

472 1 bottle £260-380

Mazy-Chambertin Armand Rousseau 2009
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly marked label
"This elegant, mid-weight Mazis boasts incredible class, 
harmony and finesse in the way it shows the multiple fac-
ets of its personality with time in the glass...91-94." WA 
5/11.

473 2 bottles £480-750

Mazy-Chambertin Armand Rousseau 2012
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly marked label
"The palate is medium-bodied with candied red fruit on 
the opening, luscious red berries laced with orange zest 
and a hint of vanilla. The finish is nigh irresistible -- full 
of vigor and tension with peach on the aftertaste...93-95." 
WA 12/13.

474 2 bottles £400-650

Mazy-Chambertin Armand Rousseau 2013
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"The palate is very well balanced with tensile tannins and 
a keen thread of acidity: vibrant and shimmering in the 
mouth...93-95." NM 12/14.

475 2 bottles £320-480

Mazy-Chambertin Armand Rousseau 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly scuffed label
"...medium-bodied with fine tannin...this will be a very 
fine Mazy-Chambertin...92-94." WA 12/15.

476 2 bottles £400-650

Mazy-Chambertin Armand Rousseau 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
one lightly marked label
"The 2015 Mazy-Chambertin Grand Cru has a delight-
ful bouquet that can only put a grin on your face...This 
is a glorious Mazis-Chambertin that will offer between 
two and three decades of drinking pleasure...94-96." NM 
12/16.

477 4 bottles £1100-1600

Ruchottes-Chambertin Clos des Ruchottes  
Armand Rousseau 2014
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...paradoxically intense but subtle...There is good den-
sity here, but it is the acidity that drives this forward and 
imparts so much tension. This is a Ruchottes that rivets you 
to the spot...94-96." WA 12/15.

478 1 bottle £300-440
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Ruchottes-Chambertin Clos des Ruchottes  
Armand Rousseau 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...quite simply one of the best ever produced...Just the 
energy here seems to fizz with excitement. This is a fabu-
lous Ruchottes-Chambertin with a long and prosperous 
future ahead...96-98." WA 12/16.

479 2 bottles £800-1200

Bonnes-Mares Comte Georges de Vogüé 2017
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"The exceptionally rich and impressively full-bodied fla-
vors evidence a taut muscularity, all wrapped in an overtly 
powerful and lingering finish that is naturally sweet...91-
94." BH 1/19.

480 3 bottles £750-1200

Musigny Vieilles Vignes Comte Georges de Vogüé 1999
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"This is genuinely stunning juice and not to be missed if 
you have the chance...96." BH 7/18.

481 4 bottles £2200-3200

Musigny Vieilles Vignes Comte Georges de Vogüé 2005
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
lightly nicked label
"And the '05 VV has what all truly great burgundies have 
which is that extra dimension of power without weight 
as this carries terrific punch and power yet delivers that 
explosiveness with impeccable class and grace...98." BH 
4/16.

482 1 bottle £600-900

Musigny Vieilles Vignes Comte Georges de Vogüé 2009
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...intense and remarkably powerful imposingly con-
structed flavors that are blessed with buckets of dry extract 
that render the presently rigid tannic spine almost invisible 
on the impeccably and palate staining finish that seems to 
persist without end...96." BH 4/15.

483 1 bottle £440-650

Musigny Vieilles Vignes Comte Georges de Vogüé 2015
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"...intense mineral-driven flavors are blessed with seem-
ingly endless reserves of dry extract that coat the palate on 
the highly seductive finish that delivers fantastically good 
length on the youthfully austere, backward and immacu-
lately well-balanced finale...97." BH 1/18.

484 9 bottles £3400-5000

Musigny Vieilles Vignes Comte Georges de Vogüé 2017
Côte de Nuits, Grand Cru
"An openly exotic nose offers glimpses of black cherry 
liqueur, ginger, Asian-style tea, sandalwood and orange 
peel. The tighter and much more mineral-driven big-bod-
ied flavors also possess evident muscle on the powerful 
and dense yet beautifully refined finish that goes on and 
on...93-96." BH 1/19.

485 2 bottles £650-1000
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The opening of a bottle with port tongs at our restaurant 
is a ritual, punctuated by rhythms, noises and smells, 
which attract not only the attention of the customer and 
his fellow diners, but of the entire room. The Sommelier 
is the actor, but the guests interact with him out of curi-
osity and wonder. After all, what does a guest want? To 
be at the center of attention, to become an actor himself.” 

–GIORGIO PINCHIORRI

““
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Jean-François Coche’s name is now murmured with the same respectful 

awe that is reserved for Henri Jayer. In many ways, he wears a mantle in the 

pantheon of white Burgundy winemakers that Monsieur Jayer wears amongst 

the red winemakers. From three-starred Michelin restaurants to the auction 

floors of New York and London, it is the white wines of Monsieur Coche 

that are the most ardently sought after. For those Burgundy lovers lucky and 

clever enough to secure bottles of Coche-Dury wines, the treasures that they 

are able to lock away in their cellars are a fine hedge against the vagaries of 

growing old. The white Burgundy crown that rests so easily on the head of 

Jean-François Coche is a rather remarkable achievement, when one pauses 

to consider his rather meager vineyard holdings versus the scores of white 

wine-producing domaines whose holdings are chock full of Grand Crus and 

illustrious Premier Crus. 

The two crown jewels amongst the white wines in the Coche cellar are 

the Meursault “Perrières” and the Corton-Charlemagne. The Corton-

Charlemagne’s first release was the 1986 vintage, and it is as fine a bottle of 

Corton Charlie as one can ever hope to find. It is very slow to unfold, and 

in any top vintage requires a minimum of ten years of bottle age to really 

blossom and begin to drink well.

The Coche-Dury Meursault “Perrières” is the other twin titan in the cellar. 

Many Burgundy lovers, often over a glass of inspired Côte d’Or rouge 

or blanc, like to banter about which vineyards are worthy of promotion 

in the appellation controlée system if the French were ever to open up 

the Pandora’s Box or reclassification. Almost universally, the vineyard of 

Meursault “Perrières” is mentioned as clearly worthy of Grand Cru status. If 

one were to choose and example of why this is the case, one could do no 

better than a bottle of Coche-Dury Meursault “Perrières”. This is a complete 

wine that quite easily rivals the quality of the Corton-Charlemagne in 

the cellar. In some vintages the Corton looks to be the better of the two, 

sometimes the Meursault “Perrières”. But in virtually every vintage the 

Meursault “Perrières” is a long-lived wine of uncompromising brilliance, and 

well worth the price of admission. There are not many Bâtard-Montrachets 

or Chevalier-Montrachets that I would trade even up for a bottle of Coche-

Dury Meursault “Perrières”.

John Gilman, “View From the Cellar”, July 2003
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Bourgogne Blanc Coche-Dury 2017
Côte de Beaune
ten lightly depressed corks

486 12 bottles £1600-2400

Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury 1988
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
4.5cm, scuffed label, torn vintage tag, corroded capsule, 
depressed cork

487 1 magnum (1.5L) £5500-8000

Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury 1990
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
1.5cm, scuffed and lightly torn label, lightly corroded cap-
sule, signs of old seepage
"...tremendous depth and purity...perfectly balanced, with 
a huge core of fruit, flawless focus, and plenty of firm 
acidity...98+." JBG 7/03.

488 1 bottle £4000-6000

Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury 1996
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
lightly marked label, lightly depressed cork
"...superb depth, incredible precision...explodes like a gre-
nade on the stupendously long finish...98+." BH 4/15.

489 1 bottle £2800-4400

Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury 2000
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
"Extremely impressive and destined for a long life and this 
has just entered the front end of its prime drinkability...95." 
BH 4/18.

490 1 bottle £2400-3400

Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury 2002
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
two lightly depressed corks
"...a great wine in every respect that to my taste is 
approaching its apogee but has not quite reached it...In 
sum, this is most impressive...96." BH 6/12.

491 2 bottles £4800-7000

Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury 2008
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
one lightly marked label, one with signs of old seepage
"...vibrant and intense...I very much like the wine's explo-
sive energy and overall intensity...96+." AG 9/16.

492 2 bottles £4600-7000

Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury 2009
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
two lightly depressed corks, one with signs of old seepage
"...loaded with personality and sheer class. It possesses 
stunning depth and a refined, kaleidoscopic finish that is 
remarkable...a gorgeous bottle...97." WA 9/11.

493 2 bottles £4600-7000

Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury 2010
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
"In my view this beautifully harmonious and Zen-like effort 
is the best Coche Corton-Charlie since the stunningly good 
1996...99." BH 2/18.

494 4 bottles £14000-20000
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Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury 2012
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
two lightly depressed corks
"...there is excellent power, weight and punch to the big-
bodied, well-muscled and concentrated flavors...The word 
'WOW' definitely came to mind when tasting this!...95." 
BH 6/15.

495 2 bottles £4400-6500

Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury 2013
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
five lightly depressed corks
"...excellent power, weight and punch to the big-bodied, 
well-muscled and concentrated flavors that possess almost 
painful intensity...93-96." BH 6/14.

496 6 bottles £11000-16000

Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury 2014
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
"...the dense and well-muscled broad-shouldered flavors 
are very, very tightly wound while delivering an abun-
dance of minerality on the massively persistent finish. This 
potentially ranks as the wine of the vintage and that is no 
small statement given just how good the best 2014 whites 
are...98." BH 6/17.

497 6 bottles £15000-22000

Meursault Caillerets Coche-Dury 2008
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
"On the palate the wine is deep, full and very elegant, 
with fine mid-palate intensity, bright acids, excellent 
balance and a very long, racy backend. A very classy 
bottle...93+." JBG 11/09.

498 3 bottles £1100-1700

Meursault Caillerets Coche-Dury 2013
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
one lightly nicked label

499 4 bottles £2200-3200

Meursault Caillerets Coche-Dury 2014
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru

500 2 bottles £1200-1800

Meursault Caillerets Coche-Dury 2015
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru

501 2 bottles £1400-2000

Meursault Caillerets Coche-Dury 2016
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
three lightly depressed corks

502 3 bottles £2000-3000

Meursault Caillerets Coche-Dury 2017
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
"There is fine delineation to the more mineral-driven mid-
dle weight flavors that possess excellent mid-palate sap 
that serves to buffer the firm acid spine shaping the saline-
inflected and wonderfully long finish...93." BH 6/20.

503 3 bottles £2000-3000

Meursault Coche-Dury 2012
Côte de Beaune
two lightly depressed corks
"The palate is very well balanced with a fine line of acidity 
and then it fans out in languid fashion with the delicately 
spicy finish. This is sophisticated and refined...91." WA 
6/15.

504 3 bottles £900-1400

Meursault Coche-Dury 2013
Côte de Beaune

505 6 bottles £2000-3000

Meursault Coche-Dury 2016
Côte de Beaune
"The racy, intense and utterly delicious medium-bodied 
flavors possess a subtle minerality that carries over to 
the impressively persistent, firm and well-balanced fina-
le...90." BH 6/19.

506 6 bottles £2200-3000

Meursault Coche-Dury 2017
Côte de Beaune
"The impressively rich medium-bodied flavors possess very 
good volume and evident minerality on the bitter lemon-
inflected finish that is notably more complex as well as 
much more persistent...91." BH 6/20.

507 12 bottles £3800-5500

Meursault Genevrières Coche-Dury 2013
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
"There is terrific intensity to the detailed and vibrant 
medium weight flavors that possess a caressing mouth feel, 
all wrapped in a stony and massively persistent finale that 
displays plenty of salinity...93." BH 6/16.

508 1 bottle £700-1000
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Meursault Genevrières Coche-Dury 2015
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
"The big-bodied and once again super-rich flavors are 
quite generously proportioned...90." BH 6/18.

509 3 bottles £3000-4400

Meursault Genevrières Coche-Dury 2017
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
one lightly depressed cork, one with signs of old seepage
"There is a beguiling sense of underlying tension to the 
delicious and gorgeously textured medium weight flavors 
that possess a relatively tender mid-palate that contrasts 
somewhat with the firm and hugely long finish...94." BH 
6/20.

510 3 bottles £2600-3800

Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury 2005
Côte de Beaune
"...terrific length and mineral spine; really ricochets around 
the retronasal passage...93+." IWC 9/07.

511 6 bottles £4000-6000

Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury 2009
Côte de Beaune
two lightly depressed corks
"A wine of impressive volume, power and fullness but 
rather backward today.  Finishes with lovely balance and 
superb length...94." IWC 9/11.

512 4 bottles £2000-3000

Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury 2010
Côte de Beaune
"There are a richness and creaminess in the Rougeots that 
make it surprisingly sumptuous and ample at this stage. 
At the same time, there is plenty of power waiting to 
emerge...92." WA 8/12.

513 2 bottles £1500-2200

Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury 2012
Côte de Beaune
"This is very Meursault in style with plenty of roasted 
hazelnut character adding breadth to the pretty and well-
layered combination of freshly sliced citrus, apricot, nec-
tarine and white peach aromas...91." BH 6/15.

514 3 bottles £1700-2400

Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury 2013
Côte de Beaune
one lightly nicked label
"...layered combination of smoky and mildly exotic fruit 
scents...fine volume and even better punch on the zesty, 
cool and ultra-pure finale...90." BH 6/16.

515 3 bottles £1200-1800

Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury 2014
Côte de Beaune

516 2 bottles £1300-2000

Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury 2015
Côte de Beaune
"...beautifully long and equally complex finish. In short, 
this is a knockout Meursault villages...92." BH 6/18.

517 2 bottles £1200-1800

Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury 2016
Côte de Beaune

518 2 bottles £1100-1600

Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury 2017
Côte de Beaune
"...flash impressive power on the serious, more tightly 
wound and beautifully long finale. This is an excellent 
Meursault villages...92." BH 6/20.

519 3 bottles £2000-3000
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“ I'm sure that each bottle in this auction will prove to be of excellent, 
special quality; at the same time, each bottle celebrates its producer, 
a winemaker who has put a lot of sweat and effort and love in bring-
ing a great vintage of grapes to the cellar, who has taken care of the 
winemaking, and the bottling” 

–GIORGIO PINCHIORRI
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Meursault Perrières Coche-Dury 1995
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
two 2cm or better, one nicked label, one lightly torn cap-
sule, two lightly depressed corks
"This is impressively harmonious, strikingly long...94." BH 
6/12.

520 2 bottles £3000-4600

Meursault Perrières Coche-Dury 1999
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed labels, lightly 
depressed corks
"This is a dramatic, powerful, concentrated and complete 
wine that is still on the way up though to be sure, the '99 
Perrières has arrived at a point where it could certainly be 
enjoyed now...96." BH 6/12.

521 2 bottles £3600-5500

Meursault Perrières Coche-Dury 2014
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
two lightly depressed corks
"...cool, pure, restrained and gorgeously elegant...sleek 
and markedly...driven flavors are almost painfully intense...
this ranks with the best of them...96." BH 6/17.

522 2 bottles £2600-4000

Puligny-Montrachet Enseignères Coche-Dury 1999
Côte de Beaune
"It has a highly expressive nose of flowers and minerals." 
WA 2/01.

523 2 bottles £1000-1500

Puligny-Montrachet Enseignères Coche-Dury 2014
Côte de Beaune

524 5 bottles £2400-3400

Puligny-Montrachet Enseignères Coche-Dury 2015
Côte de Beaune
one lightly scuffed label
"Aromas of white orchard fruit, grapefruit and floral serve 
as an elegant introduction to the suave and super-rich 
middle weight plus flavors that culminate in a sneaky long, 
bone dry and citrus finale...91." BH 6/18.

525 3 bottles £1700-2400

Puligny-Montrachet Enseignères Coche-Dury 2016
Côte de Beaune

526 3 bottles £1500-2400
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Bâtard-Montrachet Marc Colin 2017
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru

527 3 bottles £800-1200

Montrachet Marc Colin 2012
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru

528 2 bottles £750-1100

Montrachet Marc Colin 2016
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
original wood case

529 1 bottle £400-600

Chevalier-Montrachet Domaine d'Auvenay 2002
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
600 bottles produced
"...appears to be at the peak of its almighty powers...
astonishing delineation and focus...those lucky enough 
to possess a bottle should not hesitate enjoying this awe-
inspiring wine...99." NM 3/18.

530 1 bottle £4400-6500

Chevalier-Montrachet Domaine d'Auvenay 2009
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
600 bottles produced

531 1 bottle £3600-5500

Criots Bâtard-Montrachet Domaine d'Auvenay 1999
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
two lightly marked labels, one lightly nicked label, one 
lightly oxidized capsule, one lightly protruding cork, 292 
bottles produced, consecutive bottle numbers
"It is harmonious, muscular, and has an intense mineral-
laden-core whose flavors are maintained throughout its 
extraordinarily long finish...93." WA 2/01.

532 2 bottles £6500-9000

Criots Bâtard-Montrachet Domaine d'Auvenay 2002
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
300 bottles produced
"Medium-bodied and powerful, it also reveals an extraor-
dinarily long, flavor-packed finish...95." WA 6/04.

533 1 bottle £3600-5500

Meursault Les Narvaux Domaine d'Auvenay 2009
Côte de Beaune
two with signs of old seepage, 2093 bottles produced, 
consecutive bottle numbers

534 2 bottles £1700-2600

Puligny-Montrachet Les Folatières  
Domaine d'Auvenay 2014
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
1477 bottles produced

535 1 bottle £1400-2000

Lot 531
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Montrachet Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2000
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
4cm, lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label, lightly pro-
truding cork, damaged capsule
"...hugely inviting today because of its soft contours and 
open-knit personality...Caressing and feminine...95." AG 
11/15.

536 1 bottle £3600-5000

Montrachet Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 2015
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
original wood case
"The broad-shouldered and impressively dense, bold and 
muscular flavors coat the palate with seemingly buckets 
of dry extract that easily buffers the very firm acid spine 
shaping the surprisingly dry finish...95." BH 6/18.

537 1 bottle £4000-6000

Chassagne-Montrachet Morgeots Trés Vieilles Vignes 
Dugat-Py
Côte de Beaune

• 2015  (1)

• 2016  (5)

• 2017  (3)
538 9 bottles £900-1300

Chablis Les Clos Gerard Duplessis 2017 
Chablis, Grand Cru
one lightly scuffed label

539 6 bottles £240-360

Montrachet Fontaine-Gagnard 2013
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
"...I was genuinely knocked out by the harmony of expres-
sion and balance of elements; indeed I would describe this 
as a 'wow' wine. Note though that this is going to require 
extended cellaring to realize this wine's full potential...95." 
BH 6/15.

540 2 bottles £700-1000

“ The hidden Burgundy gems in this auction are those produced by 
the Domaine J. J. Confuron and in the Yonne region the Chablis by 
Gérard Duplessis.” 

–GIORGIO PINCHIORRI
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Meursault Charmes Comtes Lafon 2015
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru

541 12 bottles £1600-2400

Meursault Genevrières Comtes Lafon 2002
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
one lightly marked label, one lightly scuffed label

542 2 bottles £380-600

Meursault Genevrières Comtes Lafon 2015
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
one lightly scuffed label

543 3 bottles £420-600

Meursault Genevrières Comtes Lafon 2016
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru

544 9 bottles £1200-1700

Meursault Perrières Comtes Lafon 2012
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
"Toasty aromas and flavors of lemon curd (the 'noblest 
aroma' for Chardonnay, I think).  Viscous, yeasty, rich, and 
long.  Outstanding." FH 5/18.

545 2 bottles £400-650

Meursault Perrières Comtes Lafon 2014
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
"This is very complex, very intellectual. The palate is fresh 
and crisp with vibrant acidity, quite saline in the mouth 
with an intense, marine-influenced finish...96." WA 10/17.

546 2 bottles £480-750

CoMtes lafon

Domaine des Comtes Lafon has been in the Lafon family since 1865. Dominique Lafon took over the domaine in 1983. It is 
comprised of approximately fourteen hectares situated in the communes of Volnay, Monthélie, Chassagne-Montrachet, and of 
course, Meursault, where the domaine and its monopole vineyard Clos de la Barre are located. In 1923, Dominique’s great-
grandfather, Jules Lafon, revived the idea of the traditional Burgundian postharvest meal and held the first Paulée de Meursault at 
Domaine des Comtes Lafon. 90 years later, the tradition is still going strong!

All of his vineyards are cultivated biodynamically and he now owns every 1er Cru in Meursault. As part of the fourth generation of 
winemakers in the Lafon family, Dominique and his wines are superstars not only in Burgundy but throughout the world.
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Montrachet Comtes Lafon 2000
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
one lightly bin-soiled label, one lightly torn capsule, two 
lightly depressed corks
"...fascinatingly complex aromas of pear, peach, oriental 
spice, cinnamon, nutmeg, rosemary and a background 
note of dried sage followed by flavors that are concen-
trated and muscular but not showy. This does a slow build 
from the mid-palate to an incredibly intense finish that 
literally lasts for minutes...94-97." BH 7/02.

547 2 bottles £2200-3200

Montrachet Comtes Lafon 2009
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
two individual original wood cases
"The big-bodied, dense and stunningly complex flavors 
are opulent yet focused and precise before culminating in 
a balanced and incredibly persistent finish...94-97." BH 
2/11.

548 2 bottles £2000-3000

Montrachet Comtes Lafon 2010
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
two individual original wood cases
"There is fine concentration to the big, muscular and 
broad-shouldered flavors that coat the palate with dry 
extract still imparts a borderline chewy texture on the 
mineral-driven, powerful and hugely long finish...97." BH 
7/18.

549 2 bottles £2800-4200

Montrachet Comtes Lafon 2012
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
two individual original wood cases
"The palate is fresh and crisp, a little shrillness on the 
entry with a sharp citric thread of acidity, finishing in more 
accomplished fashion than the nose augured with a saline 
aftertaste...98." WA 10/15.

550 2 bottles £2400-3200

Montrachet Comtes Lafon 2013
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
original wood case
"The reserved, intense, round and very powerful big-
bodied flavors possess good if not massive concentration 
and muscle though I very much like the attractively tex-
tured, detailed and explosively persistent finish...93-96." 
BH 6/15.

551 1 bottle £900-1300

Montrachet Comtes Lafon 2015
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
two individual original wood cases
"The 2015 Montrachet is stunning wine...On the pal-
ate the wine is deep, full-bodied and very, very pure on 
the attack, with a great core, stunning energy and a very 
long, laser-like and racy finish. Sheer brilliance!...98." JBG 
11/16.

552 2 bottles £3000-4600
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Puligny-Montrachet Domaine Leflaive 2016
Côte de Beaune

• Les Folatières  (2)

• Les Pucelles  (3)
553 5 bottles £700-1100

Bâtard-Montrachet Domaine Leflaive 1996
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
one 3cm, one 3.5cm, one 4cm, three bin-soiled and 
marked labels, one nicked label, three lightly oxidized 
capsules
"...aromas are ripe, intense and fragrant followed by gor-
geously detailed, powerful, rich and muscular flavors that 
possess outstanding length...92." BH 11/06.

554 3 bottles £1300-1900

Chevalier-Montrachet Domaine Leflaive 1996
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
one 2.5cm, one 4cm, two bin-soiled, lightly marked and 
scuffed labels, one lightly torn capsule
"Great juice and a wine that exudes the enormous poten-
tial the 1996 white Burgundies once showed across the 
board!...96." JBG 9/18.

555 2 bottles £1100-1600

Montrachet Domaine Leflaive 1993
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
2.5cm, lightly cracked wax capsule
"An incredibly fresh nose of intense and extremely expres-
sive white flower and citrus aromas combiine with massive 
yet defined and well focused full-bodied flavors that pos-
ses solid ripeness and terrific underlying seve plus stun-
ning length, balance and overall harmony...98." BH 11/06.

556 1 bottle £4800-7500

Montrachet Domaine Leflaive 1999
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
original wood case
missing capsule reveals fully branded cork
"It offers a gorgeously defined, mineral and spice cake-
scented nose. On the palate, it is medium-bodied, power-
ful, deep, broad, and harmonious. It coats the palate with 
layers of lush and supple white/yellow fruits, spices, and 
cream...91-93." WA 2/01.

557 1 bottle £5500-8000

Montrachet Domaine Leflaive 2009
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
lightly scuffed label
"...the finish doesn't seem to stop as I could still taste 
this an hour later. Speaking of 'wow' wines, this quali-
fies...94-97." BH 7/11.

558 1 bottle £4800-7500

Montrachet Domaine Leflaive 2012
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
original wood case
"The rich, full-bodied, tight and wonderfully concentrated 
big-bodied flavors possess a silky and seductive texture as 
well as superb depth on the immensely long and intense 
finish...94-97." BH 6/14.

559 1 bottle £4400-6500

Montrachet Domaine Leflaive 2013
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
original wood case
"This will age effortlessly for years and the word stunning 
simply does not do justice to this monument in the mak-
ing...95-98." BH 6/15.

560 1 bottle £4800-7500

Puligny-Montrachet Les Pucelles Domaine Leflaive 2002
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
one lightly bin-soiled label
"Medium-bodied, refined, and well-focused...admirably 
well-balanced, fresh, and impressively long...93-95." WA 
2/04.

561 2 bottles £380-600

DoMaine leflaive

Joseph Leflaive was a very astute purchaser of vineyard land during the first two decades of the twentieth century, so that today the 
domaine’s roster of vineyards is the greatest constellation of white Burgundy patrimony in the Côte de Beaune. These include just 
under two full hectares in Chevalier-Montrachet, an equal slice in Bâtard-Montrachet, a bit more than a hectare in Bienvenues-
Bâtard-Montrachet (out of a total of 2.3 hectares), just over three hectares in the beautiful Premier Cru of Pucelles, three-quarters of 
a hectare in Combettes, 1.27 hectares in Folatières, and nearly five hectares in Premier Cru Clavoillon. In 1991, the topping on the 
cake was added when the domaine purchased a very small, .08 hectare slice of Le Montrachet itself.

John Gilman, “View From the Cellar”
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Lots 556-558
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From the kitchen of 
ENOTECA PINCHIORRI

AMBERJACK SCALDED IN OIL, WITH CAPERS, BACON AND LEEKS, 
CRUNCHY OYSTER RAVIOLI AND COD SAUCE

Ingredients for 4 people:
1 amberjack fillet, around 400g
3 large leeks
2 slices of Mora Romagnola pig bacon
40g of desalted capers
20g black cabbage oil (200g blanched black cabbage mixed with 50g grape seed oil)

4 Oyster Ravioli:
4 chopped oysters
5g carrot brunoise
5g cucumber brunoise 
5g fresh spring onion brunoise
200g flour 00
1 whole egg
20g seed oil
5g salt
70g boiling water

Cod Sauce:
300g fresh cod
150g seed oil
100g olive oil
100g cod tripe

Process: 
Clean the leeks and cut them into slices, then let them sweat in olive oil. 
Cut the slices of bacon into strips and brown them. Add the leeks to the bacon, keeping the fat, and let it 
cool. At the end add the well-squeezed capers and season with salt.
Sear the amberjack only on the skin side, bringing it halfway through cooking and let it cool in a blast 
chiller.
Sprinkle the unseared part of the amberjack with the marinade. Vacuum with plenty of oil and marinate 
for 4/5 hours.
Put all the ingredients for the cod sauce in a vacuum bag and cook at 70 degrees Celsius for 1h 30 min-
utes.
Filter and blend the oil with the collagen released from the cod.

Oyster Ravioli: Put the flour with the salt and the egg in a planetary mixer, work it for a few minutes 
then add the seed oil and finally the hot water. Knead for 3/4 minutes and let the dough rest in the 
refrigerator for half an hour.
For the filling, roughly chop the oysters and season with the vegetable brunoise, extra oil and salt.

Presentation:
Drain the amberjack from the marinade, cut it into two pieces and lay them on the plate, then add the 
well-whipped cod sauce at room temperature. 
In a pan, brown the oyster ravioli on both sides with a drizzle of oil and lay it on the amberjack. 
Garnish with leeks, capers, the marinated bacon and decorate with drops of black cabbage oil.

GIORGIO’S 
SUGGESTED WINE  

PAIRING: 

MEURSAULT CLOS DES
BOUCHÈRES DOMAINE 
ROULOT 2012 (LOT 580)
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Corton-Charlemagne Domaine Leroy 2008
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
lightly nicked label, signs of old seepage
"An exotic, ripe and expressive nose...phenomenally rich, 
powerful and almost painfully intense large-scaled flavors 
that possess seemingly endless reserves of palate staining 
dry extract...94." BH 6/12.

562 1 bottle £2400-3400

Bâtard-Montrachet Marc Morey 2012
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru

563 3 bottles £460-700

Chevalier-Montrachet Marc Morey 2009
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
three nicked labels, one lightly damp-stained label

564 3 bottles £400-600

Nuits St Georges Clos de la Marechale Blanc JF Mugnier
Côte de Nuits

• 2014  (3)

• 2016  (6)
banded original wood case

565 9 bottles £480-750

Corton-Charlemagne Domaine Ponsot 2010
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
original wood case
"The flavor profile is one of a rich, concentrated and very 
powerful full-bodied palate impression that benefits sub-
stantially from the presence of a superb level of dry extract 
that buffers well the supporting acidity on the strikingly 
long and explosive finish...92-94." BH 6/12.

566 1 magnum (1.5L) £240-360

Montrachet An Zero Laurent Ponsot 2015
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
Lot 567: original wood case

567 3 magnums (1.5L) £4000-6000
568 5 bottles £3400-5000

Montrachet Domaine Ramonet 1996
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
lightly scuffed and lightly torn label
"The backend displays simply astonishing persistence 
that stains the palate...A genuinely great wine of power, 
finesse, detail and riveting class...98." BH 5/06.

569 1 bottle £1200-1600

Montrachet Domaine Ramonet 2002
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
lightly scuffed label, lightly depressed cork
"...powerful with massive, incredibly intense full-bodied 
flavors of superb depth and breadth and so much dry 
extract that this seems almost chewable...94-97." BH 7/04.

570 1 bottle £1300-2000

Chablis Butteaux Raveneau 2016
Chablis, Premier Cru
one lightly marked label, one chipped wax capsule

571 3 bottles £480-750

Chablis Butteaux Raveneau 2017
Chablis, Premier Cru
original carton

572 12 bottles £2400-3400

Chablis Les Clos Raveneau 2017
Chablis, Grand Cru
"...there is excellent volume and power to the concen-
trated and quite serious flavors that brim with minerality 
on the youthfully austere finish that is much more 
refined...94." BH 10/19.

573 6 bottles £2600-4000

Chablis Montée de Tonnerre Raveneau 2014
Chablis, Premier Cru
original carton
"2014 is potentially a genuinely great vintage for the 
Raveneau Montée de Tonnerre, which as fans of this 
wine will immediately understand, is really saying some-
thing...94." BH 10/16.

574 12 bottles £3200-4800

Chablis Montée de Tonnerre Raveneau 2015
Chablis, Premier Cru
includes original carton
"...the wine is deep, full-bodied and displays excellent 
nervosite, with a rock solid core, fine focus and grip and a 
very long, zesty and complex finish...94." JBG 1/17.

575 9 bottles £2000-3000

Chablis Montée de Tonnerre Raveneau 2017
Chablis, Premier Cru
original carton
Parcel: lots 576 & 577
"The gorgeously textured medium-bodied flavors possess 
much better depth and persistence on the well-balanced 
finale...93." BH 10/19.

576 12 bottles £2600-3800
577 12 bottles 

Chablis Valmur Raveneau 2015
Chablis, Grand Cru
"...with an excellent core of fruit, fine soil signature, bright 
acids and excellent length and grip on the focused fin-
ish...95." JBG 1/17.

578 3 bottles £800-1200

Chablis Valmur Raveneau 2016
Chablis, Premier Cru
includes original carton

579 9 bottles £2000-3000
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Meursault Clos des Bouchères Domaine Roulot 2012
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru

580 3 bottles £750-1200

Meursault Clos des Bouchères Domaine Roulot 2013
Côte de Beaune, Premier Cru
one lightly marked label

581 2 bottles £400-650

Corton-Charlemagne Georges Roumier 2012
Côte de Beaune, Grand Cru
"The palate has a lovely, very phenolic on the opening 
with peach skin and fresh pear notes, fine acidity and 
an elegant charming finish. This is a gorgeous Corton-
Charlemagne...93-95." WA 12/13.

582 4 bottles £1000-1500

RHONE

Châteauneuf-du-Pape Hommage à Jacques Perrin  
Château Beaucastel 2010
Châteauneuf Du Pape
original wood case banded prior to inspection
"Offering lots of liquid minerality, crushed rock, blueberry, 
truffle and cassis, itâ€™s massive and concentrated on 
the palate, with building tannin, good acidity and a firm, 
focused feel that begs for cellaring...98+." WA 2/15.

583 3 bottles £480-750

Châteauneuf-du-Pape Hommage à Jacques Perrin  
Château Beaucastel 2011
Châteauneuf Du Pape
"Downright sexy on the palate, with full-bodied richness 
and a voluptuous, mouth-filling texture, it nevertheless has 
ample tannin and concentration, all of which build nicely 
on the palate...96." WA 2/15.

584 3 bottles £360-600

Châteauneuf-du-Pape Hommage à Jacques Perrin  
Château Beaucastel 2012
Châteauneuf Du Pape
one 3-pack original wood case banded prior to inspection
"Full-bodied, massive and layered on the palate, with awe-
some purity and freshness, it delivers incredible aromat-
ics...99." WA 10/14.

585 5 bottles £750-1100

Châteauneuf-du-Pape Hommage à Jacques Perrin  
Château Beaucastel 2015
Châteauneuf Du Pape
Lot 586: original wood case banded prior to inspection
"...rich, thick and unctuous, with tons of blackberry and 
blueberry fruits, cured meats, pepper and garrigue, it's 
a tour de force and I'm always amazed at the level of 
purity, concentration and depth the Perrin family is able to 
achieve with this wine...97-99." WA 10/16.

586 3 bottles £480-750

Ermitage Le Méal Chapoutier 2016
Hermitage

587 2 bottles £160-240

Ermitage Le Pavillon Chapoutier
Hermitage

• 2010  (2)

• 2015  (3)

• 2016  (3)
588 8 bottles £1200-1700

Ermitage L'Ermite Chapoutier
Hermitage

• 2015  (2)

• 2016  (2)
589 4 bottles £650-950

Ermitage L'Ermite Chapoutier 2010
Hermitage
original wood case banded prior to inspection
"This full-bodied, more austere and tannic effort reveals 
extraordinary weight, palate penetration and purity. It 
represents the concentrated essence of a specific site as 
well as the Syrah grape planted in this magical appella-
tion...100." WA 12/12.

590 1 magnum (1.5L) £300-440

Ermitage L'Ermite Chapoutier 2015
Hermitage
original wooden case banded prior to inspection

591 1 magnum (1.5L) £320-480

Hermitage JL Chave 1988
Hermitage
two 2cm or better, two bin-soiled and lightly torn labels, 
two lightly corroded capsules
"...this opaque, dark ruby/purple-colored wine reveals 
a tightly knit nose of cassis, minerals, and tar. Full-
bodied, with superb concentration...this is a superb 
Hermitage...93." WA 6/96.

592 2 bottles £600-900

Hermitage JL Chave 1990
Hermitage
2cm, lightly torn and heavily bin-soiled label
"Chave’s 1990 Hermitage is simply magnificent from the 
moment it is poured...superbly polished and silky, with 
exceptional balance and an alluring, sensual personality 
that makes it nearly impossible to put the glass down...97." 
AG 4/15.

593 1 bottle £800-1200
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Lots 592 & 593
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Hermitage JL Chave 2003
Hermitage
one lightly scuffed label
"...it hits the palate with a full-bodied, massively concen-
trated profile that has nothing out of place, seamless inte-
gration of its fruit, alcohol and tannin, and an overriding 
elegant, perfectly balanced feel...100." WA 4/14.

594 3 bottles £950-1400

Hermitage JL Chave 2009
Hermitage
four lightly torn capsules
"Anyone who loves Hermitage and has a cold cellar 
should be lining up to get a few bottles of this beau-
ty...100." WA 12/11.

595 4 bottles £1000-1500

Hermitage JL Chave 2011
Hermitage
one lightly scuffed label
"...fabulous concentration, sweet tannin and a seamless 
texture...96+." WA 12/14.

596 2 bottles £240-380

Hermitage JL Chave 2012
Hermitage
"...superb mid-palate depth and a focused, structured fin-
ish. It's a beautiful, classy 2012 that will have 20-25+ 
years of longevity...94-97." WA 12/14.

597 2 bottles £280-400

Hermitage JL Chave 2013
Hermitage
"...will certainly be one of the wines of the vintage...solid 
ripeness in its aromas and flavors, good sweetness in its 
tannin, and a great finish...94-97." WA 12/15.

598 3 bottles £420-600

Hermitage JL Chave 2015
Hermitage
"...what stands out is the wine's immaculate structure 
and balance. It's firm and tannic without being hard or 
unyielding, finishing with fold after fold of velvety rich-
ness...97." WA 10/18.

599 3 bottles £600-950

Hermitage JL Chave 2016
Hermitage
"...it is more elegant, but with a tight tannic structure that 
points to a Hermitage for long ageing...This promises to be 
a truly great Hermitage...100." Decanter 6/19.

600 6 bottles £1000-1500

Hermitage JL Chave 2017
Hermitage

601 6 bottles £900-1300

Côte-Rôtie La Turque Guigal 1985
Côte-Rôtie
two 1.5cm or better, two bin-soiled labels, one lightly pro-
truding cork, two lightly corroded capsules
"Sweet, thick, highly concentrated flavors contain enough 
acidity and soft wood tannin...100." RP 1997.

602 2 bottles £1500-2400

Côte-Rôtie La Turque Guigal 1986
Côte-Rôtie
two 2cm or better, two lightly scuffed, lightly torn labels 
and heavily bin-soiled labels, two lightly corroded cap-
sules, one with signs of old seepage

603 2 bottles £320-480

Châteauneuf-du-Pape Blanc Roussanne Vieilles Vignes 
Château Beaucastel 2013
Châteauneuf Du Pape
"It's unquestionably the greatest white wine coming from 
the Southern Rhône, and while I prefer to drink it in its 
first 4-6 years, it can evolve for decades...97." WA 10/14.

604 6 bottles £320-480

Châteauneuf-du-Pape Blanc Roussanne Vieilles Vignes 
Château Beaucastel 2016
Châteauneuf Du Pape
two 3-pack original wood cases

605 6 bottles £360-550

Ermitage Blanc Chapoutier 2015
Hermitage

• Cuvée de l'Oree  (2)

• L'Ermite  (2)
606 4 bottles £700-1100
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CHAMPAGNE

Krug 1996
Champagne
two lightly scuffed labels
"The 1996 Vintage is explosive and creamy, with just the 
right balance of power, richness and freshness...98." WA 
12/09.

607 2 bottles £550-750

Krug Clos d'Ambonnay 1995
Champagne
two into foil, consecutive bottle numbers
"...intense, concentrated palate issues a razor sharp back-
bone of acid and an incredibly long, layered finish of pra-
line and minerals, making for a vibrant powerhouse...98." 
WA 12/08.

608 2 bottles £2800-4000

Lots 608 & 609
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Lot 612
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Krug Clos d'Ambonnay 2002
Champagne
two individual original wood cases
"Opulent, intense and yet light on its feet, the 2002 has it 
all. Hints of ash, graphite and smoke wrap around a core 
of rich Pinot fruit in a powerful, riveting wine of the high-
est level...98." AG 7/18.

609 2 bottles £2400-3800

Krug Clos du Mesnil 1983
Champagne
one individual original wood case
two into foil, one lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label
"...flowery, with lily of the valley, freesia, and white lilies 
clearly discernible. There is also a complex, creamy side 
filled with toasty aromas, young fruit, and damp wool. The 
taste is long and dry, with massive elegance and feminine 
frivolity...93." RJ 3/96.

610 2 bottles £2400-3600

Krug Clos du Mesnil 1995
Champagne
five individual original wood cases
"Its firm structure is seamlessly integrated into the fine-
grained texture, ending with a mouthwatering finish...98." 
WS 12/05.

611 5 bottles £3000-4400

Krug Clos du Mesnil 1996
Champagne
Lot 612: two coffrets
Lot 613: coffret
"Offers fine depth and complexity...This is laserlike on the 
palate, focusing its citrus, honey and mineral flavors and 
corralling them to a long finish...96." WS 5/07.

612 2 magnums (1.5L) £6500-10000
613 1 bottle £1000-1600

Krug Clos du Mesnil 1998
Champagne
coffret
"Today, the 1998 is rich, powerful and explosive...Layers of 
textured fruit, pastry, spices and crushed rocks jump from 
the glass...97+." AG 5/13.

614 1 bottle £600-900

Krug Clos du Mesnil 2002
Champagne
original wood case
"I have been fortunate to taste every single vintage of Clos 
du Mesnil since the inaugural vintage of 1979, but the 
2002 is the finest I have ever come across in the first blush 
of youth...100." JBG 6/17.

615 1 bottle £750-1100

Krug Clos du Mesnil 2003
Champagne
three individual original wood cases
"Shows a beautiful texture. A thread of salinity winds 
through to the lasting finish...97." WS 12/14.

616 3 bottles £1500-2000

Krug Clos du Mesnil 2004
Champagne
five individual original wood cases
"A soaring, majestic Champagne, the 2004 dazzles from 
the very first taste with its crystalline purity and bright-
ness...The vertical structure and pure, tightly-coiled power 
are the stuff dreams are made of...98+." AG 12/17.

617 5 bottles £2400-3400
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Krug Collection 1979
Champagne
two individual original wood cases
two into foil
"It still has the Montrachet-like elegance, like a young 
1979 Krug. A fantastic masterpiece of absolute world 
class...97." RJ 2/05.

618 2 bottles £2600-4000

Krug Collection 1982
Champagne
two coffrets
two into foil, one deTâched vintage tag
"The 1982 Brut Collection is breathtakingly beautiful. 
Smoke, pastry and caramel are some of the nuances that 
emerge from a sublime Champagne that recalls a fine, 
aged Grand Cru Burgundy in its complexity and level of 
depth. Very vinous, with a delicate, almost imperceptible 
mousse, the 1982 Collection is a graceful, layered wine of 
the highest level...96." WA 12/09.

619 2 bottles £1500-2200

Krug Collection 1985
Champagne
two coffrets
two into foil
"Animated and fresh, this is exotic on the nose and pal-
ate...Refined in texture and persistent on the long, truffle-
laced finish...97." WS 12/14.

620 2 bottles £750-1100

Krug Collection 1988
Champagne
three individual original wood cases
three into foil, one lightly scuffed label
"The '85 is a beautifully, subtly creamy ornament with 
ultra elegance and a uniquely broad length...95." RJ 10/07.

621 3 bottles £1200-1800

Krug Collection 1989
Champagne
two coffrets
two into foil
"The 1989 is a big, huge wine, rather it is a Champagne 
that impresses with exceptional overall balance and total 
finesse. I have had the 1989 Collection several times, but 
this is by far the finest bottle I have run across...96." WA 
11/12.

622 2 bottles £750-1100
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Lots 618-620
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Lots 623-625
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Salon Blanc de Blancs Le Mesnil 1982
Champagne
two into foil, one lightly scuffed label
"A classic Salon with brilliant acidity and an exceptionally 
dry aftertaste of lanolin and butter...95." RJ 6/06.

623 2 bottles £1500-2200

Salon Blanc de Blancs Le Mesnil 1983
Champagne
one individual coffret
two into foil, one lightly scuffed label
"Easily one of the very best Champagnes I have ever 
tasted, the 1983 has it all. Ageless and timeless, the 1983 
is pure magic in the glass. Wonderfully complex, toasty 
aromatics meld into expressive fruit in a Champagne that 
is both mature and youthful...98." AG 5/14.

624 2 bottles £1200-1600

Salon Blanc de Blancs Le Mesnil 1988
Champagne
two into foil, one lightly scuffed label
"...the 1988 Salon exudes power and explosive intensity, 
with superb balance and pulsating acidity that gives the 
wine its drive...97." AG 6/16.

625 2 bottles £1400-2000

Salon Blanc de Blancs Le Mesnil 2006
Champagne
"...caresses the palate like cashmere...vivid acidity. 
Seamless, with a long, lasting finish accented by minerally 
chalk and saline notes...95." WS 11/17.

626 2 bottles £600-900

Salon Blanc de Blancs Le Mesnil 2007
Champagne

627 2 bottles £550-800

ALSACE

Riesling SGN Vieilles Vignes Muenchberg Ostertag 1990
Alsace
three 0.5cm or better, two lightly scuffed labels

628 3 half-bottles (375ml) £120-180

salon

With its first vintage in 1905, Champagne Salon began its tradition of extreme attention to terroir, quality, and precision. The 
unique vineyard Le Mesnil-Sur-Oger, where the grapes are sourced, is nestled in the heart of the Côte des Blancs – the home of 
Chardonnay in Champagne. Made with 100% Grand Cru Chardonnay only in the best years, the wines are cellared in bottle for an 
average of ten years before release. Simply put, this is a grand vin…with bubbles.
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Barolo Romirasco Aldo Conterno 2015
Piedmont
two 6-pack original wood cases

629 12 bottles £1300-1900

Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno 1978
Barolo
bottom neck, lightly nicked, lightly damp-stained and 
heavily bin-soiled label

630 1 bottle £2600-3800

Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno 1985
Barolo
one bottom neck, one very top shoulder, one lightly bin-
soiled label, one lightly torn label, one lightly corroded 
capsule
"What a great wine this is. Stylistically, the 1985 is one of 
the more explosive, dense wines of the evening. Readers 
lucky enough to own the 1985 can look forward to anoth-
er 20 years of exceptional drinking, although the 1985 is 
virtually impossible to resist today...98." AG 5/14.

631 2 bottles £2200-3200

Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno 1990
Barolo
bottom neck, lightly water-stained label
"An epic wine, the 1990 Monfortino is breathtakingly 
beautiful. At nearly thirty years of age, the 1990 is remark-
ably fresh, perfumed and nuanced...98." AG 2/18.

632 1 bottle £1100-1600

Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno 1995
Barolo
one lightly marked label
“The wine reveals the essence of licorice, kirsch, smoke, 
red currant and cherries, as well as the tell-tale rose petal 
and licorice notes. It is ripe and full-bodied...and a seam-
less finish that lasts for nearly 45 seconds. As the wine 
sat in the glass, it became even more floral and concen-
trated...94-95." WA 6/01.

633 3 bottles £1400-2000

Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno 1996
Barolo
two lightly marked labels
"The 1996 is remarkably vivid and detailed for such a big 
wine. Classically austere and yet wonderfully deep, the 
1996 is simply tremendous. Readers lucky enough to own 
it should be thrilled...97." AG 10/17.

634 3 bottles £1700-2400

Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno 1997
Barolo
"Sumptuous, bold and racy to the core...the 1997 has 
always been a Barolo of pure and total seduction...98." AG 
10/17.

635 1 bottle £600-900

ITALY

Conterno

In the nineteenth century, the forefathers of Aldo Conterno emigrated to Argentina, but on account of various family vicissitudes 
they returned to Italy after a few years. It was then that Giovanni Conterno brought his family back to the small winemaking farm of 
his father Giuseppe in Monforte d’Alba and started helping him in the production of local wine. In response to market demand, the 
Conternos then felt the need to create a superior Barolo, to be produced exclusively from the best vintages, with a long vinification 
period and capable of lasting over time; thus, in the 1920s the first Barolo reserve was bottled.

Aldo Conterno’s cru vineyards (Romirasco, Cicala and Colonnello) located in Bussia of Monforte d’Alba, portray the real expression 
of Langa terroir. The wine of this cru gives itself with firm determination by playing on the most classical elements of Nebbiolo vine 
and its spicy notes give a crystal idea of the uniqueness of this soil.
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““ Starting in 1975, I purchased 100% of Italian wines directly from the 
producers. As for wines from abroad, 75% are purchased directly from 
the producers, while the remaining are from very serious and professional 
Italian importers, who exclusively distribute certain champagnes and 
Burgundy wines.” 

–GIORGIO PINCHIORRI
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Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno 2000
Barolo
"The 2000 Monfortino is pure seduction...98." WA 5/14.

636 2 bottles £1000-1500

Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno 2006
Barolo
original wood case
"Elegance and finesse add contrast to the wine's sheer 
power and determination. Dried rose, licorice, tar, spice 
and tobacco show immense definition and focus...98-
100." WA 6/13.

637 1 magnum (1.5L) £1000-1500

Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno 2008
Barolo
"An intense array of mineral details emerge, persisting 
through the long aftertaste. Fresh and balanced, with a 
long life ahead...97." WS 4/16.

638 3 bottles £1800-2600

Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno 2010
Barolo
Lot 639: original wood case
Lot 640: one 3-pack original wood case

639 1 magnum (1.5L) £1900-2800
640 4 bottles £3600-5500

Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno 2013
Barolo
Lot 641: original wood case
Lot 642: three individual original wood cases
Lots 643 & 644: two 3-pack original wood cases
Parcel: lots 643 & 644
"...brilliant, precise, focused and nuanced, with the classic 
sense of austerity it has always shown from barrel...99." 
AG 11/19.

641 1 double-magnum (3L) £3600-5500
642 3 magnums (1.5L) £4800-7500
643 6 bottles £4800-7500
644 6 bottles 
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Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja 1971
Barbaresco
3.5cm, lightly scuffed label, lightly oxidized capsule

645 1 bottle £440-650

Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja 1978
Barbaresco
one 1.5cm, one 2.5cm, two scuffed and heavily bin-soiled 
labels, two oxidized capsules
"Still youthful and full of life, it flowed from the glass 
with notable sweetness and richness in an expansive, 
enveloping style...Readers fortunate enough to own this 
Barbaresco are in for a real treat. It was stunning...94."  
WA 9/08.

646 2 bottles £480-750

Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja 1982
Barbaresco
two 2cm or better, two deteriorated labels, two lightly oxi-
dized capsules, one lightly torn capsule

647 2 bottles £440-650

Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja 1985
Barbaresco
two 1.5cm, two lightly marked, lightly bin-soiled and light-
ly scuffed labels, two lightly corroded capsules
"A bit more austere than the others, but it hangs a lot of 
flavor on an elegant frame, showing toasty, spicy raspberry 
aromas and flavors, tightly wound and long...96." WS 
12/88.

648 2 bottles £480-750

Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja 1989
Barbaresco
two 1cm or better, one lightly marked label, one lightly 
bin-soiled label, one lightly scuffed label
"Incredibly perfumed and layered in the glass, the 1989 
captures the essence of this great Piedmont vintage in its 
soaring aromatics, inner sweetness and extraordinary bal-
ance...97." AG 7/14.

649 2 bottles £480-750

Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja 1990
Barbaresco
two 1.5cm or better, two lightly bin-soiled and lightly 
scuffed labels
"...a dark, hulking wine boasting masses of dark fruit, 
scorched earth and herbs. Initially somewhat rustic, the 
wine becomes rounder and more generous with time in 
the glass...94." WA 2/10.

650 2 bottles £400-650

Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja 2013
Barbaresco
lightly marked label
"A classic nebbiolo that reminds me of the great 1996. 
Really cool...A celebratory wine for Gaja's return to the 
Barbaresco appellation...100." JS 7/16.

651 1 bottle £200-280

Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja 2014
Barbaresco
"...a crescendo of aromas and flavors that is truly compel-
ling. What a gorgeous wine this is...97+." AG 10/17.

652 6 bottles £1000-1500

gaja

In the mid-nineteenth century the Gaja family began producing wine in Piedmont. Giovanni Gaja established the winery and 
Angelo, the fourth generation, joined the family firm in 1961. Angelo Gaja, born in 1940 and the present director of the family 
firm, has a degree in enology from Alba as well as a masters in economics. In 1974 he went to California, where he presumably fell 
under the spell of the barrique. Gaja has achieved unequivocal success aging his Barbarescos in small, new oak barrels, where the 
wine takes on a certain subtlety and suppleness without losing the personality of the Nebbiolo grape.

Gaja is the largest private owner of vineyards in the Barbaresco zone, with 153 acres of vines in Barbaresco, Treiso, and Alba. They 
own fourteen different vineyards in Barbaresco and Treiso that make up their Barbaresco normale. Besides this regular Barbaresco, 
Gaja bottles three individual crus. Of the three, Costa Russi matures the soonest. It is the most open, with a sweeter taste and more 
intense aroma. Sori Tildin is more closed and concentrated; it is firm in texture and holds more in reserve. Sori San Lorenzo is the 
hardest of all in its youth, requiring age to show its real quality. It is the slowest maturing of the crus as well as the longest lived.

Wasserman, “Italy’s Noble Red Wines”
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Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja 2015
Barbaresco
banded original wood case
"The aromas are mesmerizing with sandalwood, cedar, 
roses and dried strawberries. Full-bodied, tight and chewy 
with lots of pretty fruit and ultra-fine yet powerful tannins. 
Goes on for minutes...97." JS 9/18.

653 6 bottles £1200-1700

Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja 2016
Barbaresco
banded original wood case
"This is a ripe, incredibly sexy, opulent Barbaresco that 
stays pure, ultra-refined, and elegant on the palate, with 
both tannins and acidity perfectly integrated...99." JD 
11/19.

654 6 bottles £1100-1700

Sori San Lorenzo Gaja 1997
Piedmont
one bin-soiled label, two scuffed labels
"...gorgeous radiance, sweetness and volume...96." AG 
7/14.

655 2 bottles £380-600

Sori San Lorenzo Gaja 1999
Piedmont
lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label
"Dark ruby. Deep, powerful, and structured...It displays 
a big brooding personality, defined by notes of tar, wet 
earth, cocoa and sweet dark fruit with notable expansive-
ness on the palate, although the wine remains quite back-
ward...94." WA 5/06.

656 1 bottle £180-260

Sori San Lorenzo Gaja 2000
Piedmont
"Full-bodied, with masses of velvety tannins and a long, 
long, caressing finish. Solid...97." WS 7/04.

657 3 bottles £440-650

Barbaresco Asili Riserva Bruno Giacosa 2011
Barbaresco
"...an incredible wine...Full-bodied but refined and so 
long. It has layers of fruit and power. So refined. Ripe and 
intense. Perfect balance and harmony...99." JS 12/14.

658 4 bottles £600-900

Barbaresco Asili Riserva Bruno Giacosa 2014
Barbaresco
Lot 659: original wood case
"Full body, perfectly integrated tannins and bright, vivid 
acidity. Extremely long and endless. A seamless and great 
one. An evocative wine that makes you think...99." JS 
12/18.

659 3 magnums (1.5L) £1200-1800
660 6 bottles £1000-1500

Barolo Riserva Rocche del Falletto Bruno Giacosa 2008
Barolo
"Amazing nose of chocolate, orange peel, plums and 
hazelnut. Full-bodied, with super fine tannins and a long 
finish. Intense with a beautiful line of fine tannins that go 
on for minutes. Superb...97." JS 7/12.

661 3 bottles £600-850

Barolo Bartolo Mascarello 1971
Barolo
one 3cm, one 3.5cm, two heavily scuffed and heavily bin-
soiled labels, one oxidized capsule, one lightly corroded 
capsule, two lightly depressed corks
"...plenty of mature flavors of dried fruits, balsam, animal, 
leather and cedar. The finish is very long and persistent 
and the wine is exquisite with food. Tasted the next day 
the wine was more even complex and expansive on the 
palate...95+." AG 12/04.

662 2 bottles £750-1000
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Barolo Artist Label Bartolo Mascarello 1990
Barolo
two bottom neck or better, one lightly bin-soiled and torn 
label, one lightly scuffed label, one lightly oxidized capsule

663 2 magnums (1.5L) £1700-2600

Barolo Artist Label Bartolo Mascarello 1993
Barolo
one lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label

664 2 magnums (1.5L) £950-1400

Barolo Artist Label Bartolo Mascarello 1997
Barolo
one individual original wood case

665 2 magnums (1.5L) £800-1200

Barolo Artist Label Bartolo Mascarello 2006
Barolo

666 1 magnum (1.5L) £480-700

Barolo Monprivato Ca d'Morissio Riserva Giuseppe 
Mauro Mascarello 2006
Barolo

667 4 bottles £950-1400

Barolo Monprivato Giuseppe Mauro Mascarello 2010
Barolo
"This is a magnificent expression of Nebbiolo...That magi-
cal fluidity is also present in the mouth. The wine presents 
silky tannins and crisp fruit flavors...97." WA 6/15.

668 6 bottles £650-1000

Barolo Monprivato Giuseppe Mauro Mascarello 2013
Barolo

669 3 bottles £180-280

Barolo Riserva Ca d'Morissio Giuseppe Mauro Mascarello 
2010
Barolo
original wood case

670 1 magnum (1.5L) £700-1100

Barolo Brunate Giuseppe Rinaldi 2015
Barolo
"...vivid acidity and underscore by dense, yet refined tan-
nins. Wonderful harmony, even at this youthful stage, and 
length...97." WS 2019.

671 6 bottles £850-1200

Barolo Tre Tine Giuseppe Rinaldi 2015
Barolo
"...bright fruit tones followed by licorice, tar and delicate 
balsam herb. The wine offers a degree of softness that 
comes through in the quality of the tannins and the texture 
of the mouthfeel...95." WA 6/19.

672 6 bottles £1000-1500

Barbaresco Crichet Paje Roagna 2011
Barbaresco
three banded individual original wood cases
"This is such a gorgeous and complete wine...
Wow!!...98+." AG 11/19.

673 3 bottles £1200-1600

Barbaresco Paje Vecchie Viti Roagna 2014
Barbaresco
"...a striking range of spice, floral and dried fruit character 
with an expression of weightless power and transparency 
that only Nebbiolo offers...96." AG 11/19.

674 3 bottles £280-400

Barolo La Pira Vecchie Vigne Roagna 2012
Barolo

675 4 bottles £360-550

Guado al Tasso Antinori 2007
Tuscany

676 3 magnums (1.5L) £400-600

Matarocchio Guado al Tasso 2009
Tuscany
two individual original wood cases

677 2 magnums (1.5L) £480-750
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Matarocchio Guado al Tasso 2011
Tuscany
original wood case
"If Cabernet Franc is the darling grape of this appellation, 
Matarocchio is a reason why. The mouthfeel is penetrating 
and powerful, but seamless and silky smooth at the same 
time...This is one to keep in the cellar...97." WA 10/14.

678 1 imperial (6L) £800-1200

Matarocchio Guado al Tasso 2015
Tuscany
six individual original wood cases
"Dense and voluptuous in the glass, the 2015 retains 
a surprising level of nuance for such a richly-textured 
wine...97+." AG 4/18.

679 6 magnums (1.5L) £1800-2600

Lot 678
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Solaia Antinori 1989
Tuscany
top shoulder, lightly marked and lightly nicked label

680 1 bottle £120-200

Solaia Antinori 1996
Tuscany
three lightly marked and lightly scuffed labels

681 3 bottles £240-360

Solaia Antinori 1997
Tuscany
two individual original wood cases
"Full-bodied, with ultrafine tannins and a long, long fin-
ish. This is balanced and refined. It's layered and beauti-
ful...97." WS 2007.

682 2 magnums (1.5L) £800-1300

Solaia Antinori 2004
Tuscany
one lightly nicked label
"...this layered beauty exhibits great length and a per-
sistent, warmly alcoholic finish. It has been stunning on 
the three occasions I have had it so far and is not to be 
missed...96." WA 6/07.

683 4 bottles £500-750

Solaia Antinori 2005
Tuscany
original wood case
"...offers gorgeous aromas...full body, with superfine tan-
nins and a long, long finish. A complex and wonderfully 
structured red. Long and beautiful...97." WS 10/08.

684 6 bottles £750-1200

Solaia Antinori 2007
Tuscany

• 2007 magnum (1)
original wood case

• 2007 magnums (4)
685 above 5 magnums (1.5L) £900-1400

Solaia Antinori 2008
Tuscany
"Wonderful pure...Velvety and fresh. Long and intense...
very sweet and ripe tannins. Such beauty. This is really 
powerful...96." JS 9/11.

686 5 bottles £460-700

solaia

Perched on the exquisite rolling, sun-filled, hills of Chianti, Solaia and Tignanello produce two of the finest wines in Italy today. 
Both estates were founded on the notion of marrying the traditional winemaking practices with new varietals, staying true to quality 
and tradition, and continuing the quest for excellence through innovation. Debuting the groundbreaking Tignanello in 1971, Piero 
Antinori sought to convey the elegance and versatility of the noble Sangiovese grape by blending it with non-traditional Cabernet 
Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc, and omitting the traditional white grapes used in the production of Chianti. The subsequent release 
of Solaia (first, in 1978 as a limited release and then officially in 1979), was born of a similar innovative spirit and eventually 
emerged as the estate’s most esteemed blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Sangiovese and Cabernet Franc.
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Solaia Antinori 2009
Tuscany
"In one of my blind tastings, the 2009 Solaia was flat-out 
great. There is no shortage of pedigree here...96+." WA 
6/12.

687 4 bottles £400-600

Solaia Antinori 2010
Tuscany
original wood case
"A triumph for Solaia...This is a wine with very subtle and 
complex aromas...Wonderful nose. Full body, with ultra-
fine tannins and a long, long finish. It lasts for minutes on 
the palate. Love this wine...98." JS 9/13.

688 6 bottles £750-1200

Solaia Antinori 2012
Tuscany
original wood case
"...full body, round texture and bright acidity. The finesse 
and depth to this red is stunning making it a wonderful 
successor to the 2011 Solaia...97." JS 8/15.

689 6 bottles £650-950

Solaia Antinori 2013
Tuscany
Lot 690: six individual original wood cases
Lot 691: two 6-pack original wood cases
"The textual impact is also impressive—you feel the inher-
ent power and the structure, but these elements are never 
overdone. The best is yet to come; this Solaia is built for 
long cellar aging...97+." WA 12/16.

690 6 magnums (1.5L) £1300-2000
691 12 bottles £1200-1800

Solaia Antinori 2014
Tuscany
two 3-pack original wood cases
"Full and chewy with a flavorful finish. This is extremely 
well done for the vintage...95." JS 8/17.

692 6 bottles £500-750

Solaia Antinori 2015
Tuscany
Lot 693: three individual original wood cases
Lot 694: six individual original wood cases
Lots 695 & 696: two 6-pack original wood cases
Parcel: lots 695 & 696
"This wine is meticulously executed, and the 2015 vin-
tage lives up to an ideal of what we imagine Solaia to 
be...100." WA 6/18.

693 3 double magnums (3L) £1700-2400
694 6 magnums (1.5L) £1600-2400
695 12 bottles £1900-3000
696 12 bottles 

Solaia Antinori 2016
Tuscany
one 6-pack original wood case
"Full-bodied, powerful and intense with incredible tannin 
backbone and depth. The dark-berry, wet-earth, oyster-
shell and mushroom flavors are phenomenal...100." JS.

697 12 bottles £1600-2400
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Tignanello Antinori 1978
Tuscany
Lot 698: original wood case
top shoulder, nicked and heavily damp-stained label, cor-
roded capsule, lightly depressed cork
Lot 699: original wood case
upper shoulder, lightly scuffed, heavily bin-soiled and 
wine-stained label, corroded capsule

698 1 jeroboam (5L) £1300-1900
699 1 jeroboam (5L) £1300-1900

Tignanello Antinori 1981
Tuscany
original wood case
into neck, torn and heavily damp-stained label, lightly oxi-
dized capsule, lightly depressed cork

700 1 jeroboam (5L) £550-800

Brunello di Montalcino II Greppo Riserva  
Biondi Santi 1964
Tuscany
upper shoulder, lightly nicked label, lightly corroded cap-
sule

701 1 bottle £600-800

Brunello di Montalcino Biondi Santi
Tuscany

• 1971  (1)
very top shoulder, lightly bin-soiled label, lightly cor-
roded capsule, lightly depressed cork

• 1975  (1)
just below top shoulder, lightly nicked label, heavily cor-
roded capsule, signs of old seepage

702 2 bottles £360-550

Brunello di Montalcino II Greppo Riserva  
Biondi Santi 1997
Tuscany
two lightly scuffed labels

703 5 bottles £1000-1600

Brunello di Montalcino II Greppo Riserva  
Biondi Santi 2001
Tuscany
two lightly marked labels
"Immediately, you know you are before a great Brunello 
with bright fruit aromas backed by forest floor, balsam 
notes, bramble, blue flowers, red apple and mint. The 
presence of wood is all but invisible and the wine sings 
true to its territory and tradition...96." WE 3/08.

704 3 bottles £600-850

Lot 701
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Brunello di Montalcino Riserva Biondi Santi 1958
Tuscany
top shoulder, lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label, 
oxidized capsule, lightly depressed cork

705 1 bottle £400-600

Brunello di Montalcino Riserva Biondi Santi 1985
Tuscany
one very top shoulder, one top shoulder

706 2 bottles £380-600

Brunello di Montalcino Riserva Biondi Santi 1990
Tuscany
one very top shoulder, three just below top shoulder

707 4 bottles £1400-2000

Brunello di Montalcino Riserva Biondi Santi 2010
Tuscany
"It was well worth the wait...splendent and focused with 
a very direct and impactful delivery of aromas...96." WA 
3/16.

708 3 bottles £600-950

Brunello di Montalcino Cerretalto Casanova di Neri 2001
Tuscany
original wood case
"A great wine, with extraordinary depth. One of the great-
est Brunellos of all time...100." WS 4/07.

709 1 magnum (1.5L) £320-480

Brunello di Montalcino Cerretalto Casanova di Neri 2006
Tuscany
one banded 3-pack original wood case
"I love the orange peel, citrus aromas with flowers and 
cedar. Full bodied and dense yet refined with so much 
finesse...99." JS 12/10.

710 6 bottles £650-950

Il Caberlot Il Carnasciale
Tuscany

• 2000 magnums (1)

• 2005 magnums (2)

• 2009 magnums (3)
3-pack original wood case

• 2010 magnums (1)

• 2011 magnums (1)

• 2015 magnums (3)
3-pack original wood case

• 2016 magnums (3)
3-pack original wood case

711 14 magnums (1.5L) £1400-1700

Lux Vitis Luce della Vite 2015
Tuscany
original wood case

712 1 double-magnum (3L) £280-400
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Masseto

Masseto is the famous 100% Merlot IGT...and is regarded as one of the best expressions of Merlot in the world. The Merlot vines are 
cultivated in alluvial, sandy-clayey soils that are rich in minerals. The same care and attention is paid in the vineyard as Ornellaia, 
with meticulous vineyard husbandry and rigorous sorting.

However the vinification is slightly different, with alcoholic fermentation carried out in wooden vats rather than stainless-steel, 
ranging in size from 65hl to 125hl. The wine is racked and then transferred into oak barriques where is remains for 24 months, with 
blending at 12 months.

Robert Parker, “The Wine Advocate”

Lots 713 & 714
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Masseto 1989
Tuscany
bottom neck, lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed label, 
oxidized capsule

713 1 magnum (1.5L) £800-1200

Masseto 1990
Tuscany
into neck, lightly marked and lightly nicked label
"The 1990 Masseto comes across as quite ripe and almost 
exotic, very much in the style of the year. This is a decid-
edly opulent, full-bodied vintage. Tar, smoke and licorice 
wrap around the huge finish...95." AG 11/11.

714 1 magnum (1.5L) £1100-1600

Masseto 1995
Tuscany
"Time has also been kind to the 1995 Masseto. Still quite 
rich, deep and pliant, the 1995 offers up a compelling fab-
ric of sweet dark cherry, plum, licorice and mocha...95." 
AG 1/17.

715 2 bottles £650-1000

Masseto 1996
Tuscany
three lightly marked, lightly bin-soiled and lightly scuffed 
labels, one lightly depressed cork
"Dense ruby color; meaty and chocolaty, with berry aro-
mas. Full-bodied, with soft tannins and a long, caressing 
finish, it shows loads of character...92." WS 10/04.

716 3 bottles £950-1400

Masseto 1997
Tuscany
two lightly marked labels, four lightly scuffed labels
"This is opulent and harmonious in a broad, powerful way, 
yet with good balancing structure...96." WS 2018.

717 5 bottles £1700-2600

Masseto 1998
Tuscany
Lot 718: original wood case, scuffed label
Lot 719: two individual original wood cases
"It's a big, juicy red, black in color, with intense aromas of 
black olives, sage and lots of fruit. It's full-bodied and very 
velvety, with masses of fruit on the palate and a long, long 
finish. This is magical Masseto...97." WS 7/01.

718 1 double-magnum (3L) £2400-3200
719 2 magnums (1.5L) £2000-3000
720 2 bottles £750-1100

Masseto 1999
Tuscany
four bottom neck or better, one lightly scuffed label, two 
marked labels
"Superb red here. Gorgeous black olive and ripe fruit aro-
mas in this Merlot. Full-bodied, with big, rich and chewy 
tannins and a long, long, ripe fruit finish. Fantastic...96." 
WS 9/02.

721 4 bottles £1300-1900

Masseto 2000
Tuscany
"Pretty blackberry, cherry and licorice aromas follow 
through to a full-bodied palate, with velvety tannins and 
a smoke-, berry- and chocolate-flavored finish. A pretty 
wine." WS 10/04.

722 2 bottles £650-950

Masseto 2001
Tuscany
Lot 724: original wood case
"Wonderful aromas of blackberries, raspberries and fresh 
tobacco, with a hint of exotic fruit. Full-bodied, with 
loads of velvety tannins and a long, long finish. Very silky 
indeed. A gorgeous, seductive, classy red. A monument to 
Tuscany. Layers and layers of fruit and tannins. Perhaps the 
greatest Tuscan red ever...100." WS 10/04.

723 1 double-magnum (3L) £2600-4000
724 1 magnum (1.5L) £1400-2200
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Masseto 2004
Tuscany
Lot 725: original wood case
Lot 726: one 3-pack original wood case
"...incredibly silky, bright and polished, with captivating 
aromatics, nuanced red cherry fruit and stunning overall 
balance...100." AG 1/17.

725 1 magnum (1.5L) £1200-1600
726 5 bottles £2200-3200

Masseto 2005
Tuscany
"Full-bodied, with chewy tannins and a rich, fruity finish...
powerful and structured Merlot, with layers and layers of 
everything...96." WS 10/08.

727 1 bottle £340-500

Masseto 2006
Tuscany
"The wine delivers an extra sense of tightness or firmness 
at the back that serves to stitch together its fleshy rich-
ness and general sumptuousness. The personality is sunny, 
expansive, articulate and sophisticated...100." WA 1/16.

728 2 bottles £1000-1500

Masseto 2007
Tuscany
Lots 729-731: original wood case
Lot 732: four 3-pack original wood cases
"A very powerful and rich Merlot-based red that delivers 
so much currant bush, tobacco and toasty oak character. 
Full and layered. Goes on for minutes on the palate...97." 
WS 10/10.

729 1 imperial (6L) £4000-6000
730 1 double-magnum (3L) £2200-3200
731 1 magnum (1.5L) £900-1300
732 12 bottles £4400-6500

Masseto 2008
Tuscany
Lot 733: original wood case
Lot 734: two 3-pack original wood cases
"This is an exceptionally beautiful Masseto that impresses 
for its elegance. The wine fleshes out nicely in the glass, 
while retaining its refined personality...96." WA 10/11.

733 1 double-magnum (3L) £2000-3000
734 6 bottles £2400-3600

Masseto 2009
Tuscany
one 3-pack original wood case
"Super concentrated, rich and seamless, offering explosive 
sweetness but also great verve, thanks to bright acidity that 
provides wonderful lift and clarity...96." IWC 8/12.

735 6 bottles £2000-3000

Masseto 2010
Tuscany
Lots 736 & 737: banded original wooden case, 350 dou-
ble magnums produced
Lot 738: two banded individual original wood cases
Lot 739: two banded 3-pack original wood cases
Parcel: lots 736 & 737
"...truly monumental, leaving you breathless and wordless 
all at once...No matter how much time goes by, that beau-
ty will remain firmly etched in your memory bank...98." 
WA 8/13.

736 1 double-magnum (3L) £2400-3200
737 1 double-magnum (3L) 
738 2 magnums (1.5L) £1900-3000
739 6 bottles £2800-4000

Masseto 2011
Tuscany
Lot 740: banded original wood case
Lot 741: two banded 3-pack original wood cases
"Opulent and expressive...Lingers with a powerful, struc-
tured finish. Merlot...97." WS 10/14.

740 1 magnum (1.5L) £750-1200
741 6 bottles £2200-3000

Masseto 2012
Tuscany
Lot 742: four banded 3-pack original wood cases
Lot 743: two banded 3-pack original wood cases
"Full body, a wonderful concentration of fruit yet tense and 
taunt energy...99." JS 8/15.

742 12 bottles £4400-6500
743 6 bottles £2200-3400
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Masseto 2013
Tuscany
Lot 744: banded original wood case, 12 nebuchadnezzars 
produced
Lot 745: banded original wooden case, 200 double mag-
nums produced
Lot 746 & 747: four banded 3-pack original wood cases
Lot 748: two banded 3-pack original wood cases
Parcel: lots 746 & 747

744 1 nebuchadnezzar (15L) £9500-14000
745 1 double-magnum (3L) £1500-2200
746 12 bottles £4000-6000
747 12 bottles 
748 6 bottles £2200-3000

Masseto 2014
Tuscany
Lot 749: banded original wood case
8 nebuchadnezzars produced
Lot 750: banded original wood case
Lot 751: four banded individual original wood cases
Lot 752 & 753: four banded 3-pack original wood cases
Parcel: lots 752 & 753

749 1 nebuchadnezzar(15L) £9500-14000
750 1 double-magnum (3L) £1500-2200
751 4 magnums (1.5L) £2600-4000
752 12 bottles £3600-5500
753 12 bottles 

Le Pergole Torte Montevertine 2006
Tuscany
"...it nevertheless possesses breathtaking inner perfume, 
great purity in its fruit and fabulous overall balance...the 
wine's beauty is impossible to miss...98+." WA 6/12.

754 4 bottles £480-750

Le Pergole Torte Riserva Montevertine 1990
Tuscany
original wood case
into neck, lightly bin-soiled, lightly scuffed and lightly 
wine-stained label, chipped wax capsule, signs of old seep-
age
"It bursts from the glass with extraordinary richness, power 
and depth. Dark cherries, plums, camphor, licorice and 
spices are woven together in this stunning, towering wine. 
The 1990 Riserva remains a monument to Sangiovese. It 
is one of the great wines of this legendary vintage...100." 
AG 6/12.

755 1 imperial (6L) £3200-4800

Lot 755
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Ornellaia 1995
Tuscany
one lightly marked label
"...one of my favorite vintages of Ornellaia...Lifted, gra-
cious and remarkably fresh, the 1995 is utterly sub-
lime...95." AG 1/17.

756 4 bottles £320-480

Ornellaia 1997
Tuscany
four lightly bin-soiled labels, two lightly nicked labels, one 
scuffed label
"Simply put, everything is in the right place...It remains 
a magnificent example of this Tuscan classic...95." WA 
12/09.

757 4 bottles £480-750

Ornellaia 2007
Tuscany
"A wine that does everything right and puts it all in beauti-
ful balance. Full-bodied, yet reserved, silky and elegant, 
with wonderful fruit and friendly tannins...97." WS 10/10.

758 4 bottles £380-550

Brunello di Montalcino Siro Pacenti 1999
Tuscany
"Beautiful spice, berry, plum and raspberry character with 
hints of spices. Full-bodied, with well-integrated tannins 
and a long, long finish...96." WS 5/04.

759 1 magnum (1.5L) £100-140

Percarlo San Giusto a Rentennano
Tuscany

• 2001 magnum (1)
lightly scuffed and heavily damp-stained label, corroded 
capsule

• 2004 magnums (3)
one bin-soiled label, one lightly damp-stained label, one 
corroded capsule

760 4 magnums (1.5L) £360-550

Percarlo San Giusto a Rentennano 1988
Tuscany
one very top shoulder, one top shoulder, two bin-soiled 
and torn labels, two lightly corroded capsules

761 2 magnums (1.5L) £320-480

Brunello di Montalcino Cerbaiola di Giulio Salvioni
Tuscany

• 1985  (4)
two bottom neck, two very top shoulder, one lightly 
marked label, two lightly scuffed labels

• 1988  (3)
three bottom neck or better, one lightly scuffed label

762 7 bottles £650-1000
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Tenuta San Guido is named after the Saint Guido della Gherardesca who 

lived during the eleventh century. It is located on the Tyrrhenian coast, 

between Leghorn and Grosseto, in Maremma an area made famous by 

Italian Nobel prize winner Giosuè Carducci, and it stretches for 13 km from 

the sea to the hills. Three are its defining characteristics: the Sassicaia wine, 

the Razza Dormello-Olgiata thoroughbred studfarm and the Bird Sanctuary 

Oasi di Bolgheri. They divide the estate between the Oasi on the coast, the 

horse’s training grounds on the plain, and the vineyards planted up to 350 

meters on the hills. The latter have been given their own DOC, the DOC 

Bolgheri Sassicaia, the first, and so far only case in Italy of a DOC contained 

in one estate. The wedding of Mario Incisa della Rocchetta and Clarice della 

Gherardesca on October 18th 1930, started it all. They shared a love for 

thoroughbred horses that made them form a partnership with horse breeder 

and trainer Federico Tesio. Mario Incisa’s love of good wine made him plant 

Cabernet vines in 1942 for what was to become Sassicaia. Seventeen years 

later the Oasi of Bolgheri becomes Italy’s first Italian private nature preserve. 

In 1966 it is, with the Oasi of the lake of Burano, the first WWF Wildlife 

Refuge in Italy.
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Lots 763, 769 & 770
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Sassicaia 1972
Tuscany
one very top shoulder, one just below top shoulder, one 
bin-soiled label, two lightly scuffed labels, one heavily bin-
soiled label, one lightly oxidized capsule, one lightly torn 
capsule

763 2 bottles £650-1000

Sassicaia 1978
Tuscany
upper shoulder, lightly nicked and heavily bin-soiled label, 
lightly oxidized capsule
"Deep, full-bodied, very ripe and complex. Tastes a bit 
savage, boasting earthy, dried herbal, salty, milky and red 
berry, dried fruit character. Still tannic and firm, adding a 
long, impressive finish...95." WS 7/96.

764 1 magnum (1.5L) £440-650

Sassicaia 1980
Tuscany
two bottom neck, one lightly marked label, one lightly 
nicked label, two lightly oxidized capsules

765 2 bottles £280-400

Sassicaia 1984
Tuscany
one bottom neck, one just below top shoulder, two lightly 
marked labels, one lightly corroded capsule

766 2 bottles £200-300

Sassicaia 1986
Tuscany
two bottom neck or better, two lightly bin-soiled labels, 
one lightly scuffed label, one torn label, one lightly oxi-
dized capsule, one torn capsule

767 2 bottles £280-400

Sassicaia 1987
Tuscany
two bottom neck, one lightly scuffed label, one wine-
stained label, one lightly oxidized capsule

768 2 bottles £200-300

Sassicaia 1988
Tuscany
two bottom neck or better, two lightly marked labels, one 
lightly bin-soiled label, one lightly corroded capsule
"Full-bodied, it's firm and rock-solid yet tastes very silky 
thanks to sensational concentration of fruit. Loads of 
minerally, peppery character and blackberry and red berry 
flavors. Supercharged, intense, long finish...97." WS 7/96.

769 2 bottles £700-1000

Sassicaia 1989
Tuscany
three bottom neck, three lightly marked and lightly bin-
soiled labels, one lightly scuffed label, three lightly oxidized 
capsules
"...pretty drinking. Of medium body, it's supple and silky, 
with some tar, dried herb, mineral and cherry flavors..." 
WS 7/96.

770 3 bottles £360-600

Sassicaia 1990
Tuscany
three bottom neck, one lightly marked label, one lightly 
scuffed label
"Fairly deep color. Attractive nose is more subtle than 
flamboyant...Sweet, jammy, elegant, and well-rounded on 
the palate...nicely balanced with very good structure and 
matching fruit." WA 4/12.

771 3 bottles £600-850

Sassicaia 1991
Tuscany
three bottom neck or better, three bin-soiled and damp-
stained labels, one lightly marked label, one lightly scuffed 
label, one wine-stained label

772 3 bottles £340-480

Sassicaia 1992
Tuscany
lightly bin-soiled and lightly nicked label

773 1 bottle £100-160

Sassicaia 1995
Tuscany
"...knock-out nose of lead pencil, pain grille, minerals, 
licorice, and black currants...superbly concentrated as 
well as remarkably pure. It possesses that sweet, rich mid-
palate that often distinguishes great wines from merely 
good wines. The finish lasts for over 30 seconds...92." WA 
10/98.

774 2 bottles £240-360

Sassicaia 1996
Tuscany
one lightly marked label, one lightly scuffed label
"A well-structured Sass, with plenty of blackberry and 
dried herb character. Full-bodied, with plenty of ripe tan-
nins and a currant bush and herb finish...91." WS 11/99.

775 3 bottles £320-480
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Sassicaia 1997
Tuscany
"...this Tuscan red is full-bodied on the palate, with intense 
velvety tannins. Long, long finish...93." WS 7/00.

776 1 bottle £160-220

Sassicaia 1998
Tuscany

• 1998  (5)
one lightly scuffed label

• 1998 magnum (1)
lightly bin-soiled label

777 above 5 bottles &
 1 magnum (1.5L) £1000-1500

Sassicaia 1999
Tuscany
"Complex aromas of minerals, berries, tobacco and shells. 
Full bodied, with well-integrated tannins and a succulent, 
refined aftertaste. A pretty Sassicaia...92." WS 6/02.

778 2 bottles £240-380

Sassicaia 2000
Tuscany

• 2000 magnum (1)
lightly bin-soiled label

• 2000  (2)
779 above 2 bottles &
 1 magnum (1.5L) £460-700

Sassicaia 2001
Tuscany
"Beautiful aromas...All in finesse. Classy wine. Almost 
chewy...94." WS 10/04.

780 1 bottle £140-200

Sassicaia 2002
Tuscany

781 1 bottle £100-160

Sassicaia 2005
Tuscany
original wood case
"The wine possesses compelling harmony and a gorgeous 
sense of inner perfume that flows from start to finish...94." 
WS 10/08.

782 1 magnum (1.5L) £220-320

Sassicaia 2007
Tuscany

• 2007  (2)

• 2007 magnum (1)
original wood case

783 above 2 bottles &
 1 magnum (1.5L) £480-750

Sassicaia 2009
Tuscany
"You taste the sweetness of the fruit and the depth of the 
oak tannins. No matter how you approach it, this wine 
scores very high on the intensity meter...96+." WA 4/17.

784 2 bottles £200-280

Sassicaia 2010
Tuscany

785 2 bottles £220-320

Sassicaia 2012
Tuscany

786 1 bottle £160-240

Sassicaia 2013
Tuscany

• 2013 magnums (2)
two banded individual original wood cases

• 2013  (6)
787 above 6 bottles &
 2 magnums (1.5L) £950-1400

Sassicaia 2015
Tuscany
banded original wood case
"The long-awaited 2015 Bolgheri Sassicaia represents a 
tremendous effort that comes together with seamless pre-
cision and focus. This is a confident and proud red wine 
from Tuscany...97." WA 2/18.

788 12 bottles £1300-2000

Sassicaia 2016
Tuscany
original wood case
"The aromas flow from the glass in a continuous stream 
and are all marked by radiant intensity. The mouthfeel is 
long and powerful. The crisp linearity of the wine's tannic 
backbone is perfectly measured to the volume and depth 
of the fruit flavors...100." WA 1/19.

789 12 bottles £1400-2200
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““ The hidden Italian gems in this auction are Tenuta di Biserno, with 
the Biserno and Lodovico wines; Brunello di Montalcino, Cerbaiola 
by Salvioni, Barolo by Rinaldi and Barbaresco by Roagna.” 

–GIORGIO PINCHIORRI
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Lodovico Tenuta di Biserno 2015 
Tuscany
two 3-pack original wood cases

790 6 bottles £950-1500

Trinoro Tenuta di Trinoro 2016
Tuscany
"Dark raspberry jam, white chocolate, mint and rose petal 
notes are all finely knit in this sublime, exquisitely beauti-
ful wine. The finish alone boasts mind-bending intensity 
and persistence...100." AG 2/19.

791 6 bottles £420-600

Redigaffi Tua Rita
Tuscany

• 2007  (3)
one lightly marked label

• 2009  (2)
one lightly scuffed label

• 2015  (3)
792 8 bottles £750-1100

Amarone della Valpolicella Dal Forno Romano 1995
Veneto
three lightly bin-soiled and lightly nicked labels

793 3 bottles £600-850

Amarone della Valpolicella Dal Forno Romano 1998
Veneto
two lightly scuffed labels

794 2 bottles £380-600

Amarone della Valpolicella Dal Forno Romano 2001
Veneto
"The 2001 Amarone is on another level entirely. It exudes 
notable warmth and ripeness, with profound layers of 
Venezuelan bitter chocolate, herbs, licorice, smoke, dark 
fruit and toasted oak. Made in an explosive style, this 
palate-staining Amarone possesses remarkable detail and 
nuance for such a big wine...97." WA 10/07.

795 2 bottles £380-600

Amarone della Valpolicella Vigneto Monte Lodoletta Dal 
Forno Romano 2009
Veneto

796 3 bottles £480-750
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NONINO UE ACQUAVITE D’UVA CRU MONOVITIGNO PICOLIT &  

LA TRILOGIA NONINO PER IL TERZO MILLENIO COLLECTIONS 

Nonino, perhaps the most famous Italian distiller of grappa, was founded 

in 1897 by Orazio Nonino in the northeastern Italian town of Fruili; the 

company has since remained in the Nonino family’s ownership!

Back then, grappa was not considered a noble spirit as it was made from 

leftover pomace from the local wineries. No grapes were grown with the 

intention of making grappa.

The innovative and quality-driven Nonino family was looking to improve 

the quality and image of grappa both locally and internationally. In 1973 

they revolutionized the production of grappa when they released the first 

single variety grappa: “Monovitigno Picolit” made from the picolit grape. 

The trailblazing family kept experimenting and in 1984 a new process and 

spirit was created. Instead of distilling only the pomace to create grappa, the 

whole grapes are crushed, fermented and then distilled to create a smoother, 

fruitier, and more vinous drinking experience than the sometimes-harsher 

flavor profile of grappa.

Since it’s not technically “Grappa,” it’s labeled as UE Acquavite d’Uva, named 

after the local word for grape, UE. The obvious choice of grape for this is 

old vine picolit from the Nonino family's vineyard, which has remained the 

source for fruit for this limited range of spirits since its inception.

The “Nonino UE Acquavite d’Uva Cru Monovitigno Picoli” and “La Trilogia 

Nonino per il Terzo Millenio” collections feature bespoke glass bottles made 

in very limited quantities by Venini, Riedel, and Baccarat (depending on the 

year). These are very rare bottles that belong in any serious spirit lover’s 

collection and are among the rarest, most sought after bottles of Italian 

distillates ever produced!
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“ We grew up together: the unforgettable wine writer Luigi Veronelli, 
the Grande Dame of Grappa Giannola Nonino and I. Ever since the 
Nonino company began to distil the marc of Friulan vines I have 
believed in the great potential and quality of grappa. My guiding 
principal for the cellar has always been: wines from the world…
and grappa only if produced by Giannola Nonino! If I had to select 
a particular grappa, then my palate and my heart would choose the 
UE Picolit single-variety, a very small production, marketed in small 
transparent glass ampoules - a rarity of immense quality” 

–GIORGIO PINCHIORRI
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UE Picolit Alambicco Arabo XII Sec. Nonino 1991 
Italy
original wood case
7.5cm below cork, hand blown Baccarat bottle, harvested 
in 1991 and bottled in 1992, bottle number 430 of 430 
produced in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

797 1 bottle £320-480

UE Picolit Albero Della Vite La Terra Nonino 1994
Italy
original wood case
6.5cm below cork, includes glass stopper, hand-blown and 
hand-painted Riedel bottle, harvested in 1994 and bottled 
in 1995, bottle number 189 of 318 produced in Arabic 
numbers, 48% abv

798 1 bottle £320-480

UE Picolit Anima Mundi 1999
Italy
two individual original wood cases
two 5cm below push cork, include glass stoppers, hand-
blown Venini glass bottles, harvested in 1999 and bottled 
in 2000, bottle numbers 60 and 171 of 318 produced in 
Arabic numbers, 48% abv

799 2 bottles (700ML) £480-800

UE Picolit Baccarat Incisione Nonino 1987
Italy
original wood case
5cm below cork, includes glass stopper, hand blown 
Baccarat bottle, harvested in 1987 and bottled in 1988, 
bottle number 408 of 465 produced in Arabic numbers, 
48% abv

800 1 bottle £400-650

UE Picolit Canne d'Organo Nonino 1985
Italy
original wood case
5cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, hand-blown 
and hand-painted Riedel bottle, harvested in 1985 and 
bottled in 1986, bottle number 286 of 497 produced in 
Arabic numbers, 48% abv

801 1 bottle £400-650

UE Picolit Hýle Verdemela Smeraldo 2004
Italy
 original wood case
6cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, hand-blown 
and hand-painted Venini glass bottle, harvested in 2004 
and bottled in 2005, bottle number 167 of 345 produced 
in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

802 1 bottle £160-240

UE Picolit Hýle Zaffiro Acquamare 2004
Italy
original wood case
5.5cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, hand-
blown and hand-painted Venini glass bottle, harvested in 
2004 and bottled in 2005, bottle number 42 of 345 pro-
duced in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

803 1 bottle £160-240

UE Picolit Il Rei del Mondo Acquamare 2006
Italy
original wood case
5.5cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, hand-
blown and hand-painted Venini glass bottle, harvested in 
2006 and bottled in 2007, bottle number 204 of 302 pro-
duced in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

804 1 bottle £160-240

UE Picolit Il Rei del Mondo Ametista 2006
Italy
original wood case, 
6cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, hand-blown 
and hand-painted Venini glass bottle, harvested in 2006 
and bottled in 2007, bottle number 33 of 309 produced in 
Arabic numbers, 48% abv

805 1 bottle £160-240

UE Picolit Incalmo Nonino 1988
Italy
two individual original wood cases
one 5cm and one 6.5cm below push cork, include glass 
stoppers, hand-blown and hand-painted Venini glass 
bottles, harvested in 1988 and bottled in 1989, bottle 
numbers 122 and 128 of 129 produced in Roman num-
bers, 48% abv

806 2 bottles (700ML) £800-1300

UE Picolit l’Athanor Ambra 2007
Italy
original wood case
4.5cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, hand-
blown and hand-painted Venini glass bottle, harvested in 
2007 and bottled in 2008, bottle number 62 of 310 pro-
duced in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

807 1 bottle £160-240
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From the kitchen of 
ENOTECA PINCHIORRI

ZUCCOTTO MADE OUR WAY WITH FRUIT AND CANDIED VEGETABLES

Ingredients for 4 people:
For the biscuit
80 gr Sugar 
50 gr Almond flour 
2 Egg yolks 
1 Whole egg
3 (g 90) White eggs 
40 gr flour, sifted

For the candied fruit and vegetables
2 celery stalks, washed and cleaned with care
2 pieces of orange peel
1 slice of pineapple, cut into wedges
Mixed berries and small mint leaves,  
as many as needed (as garnish)

Total time
One hour excluding cooling time

Directions for the candied fruits and vegetables:
• Blanch the celery, pineapple and orange peel separately in boiling water for 1 minute.
• Melt the sugar in water and distribute into 3 different pots.
• Add the celery, pineapple and orange peel to each pot and cook for 7/8 minutes.
•Leave to cool in the syrup and drain just before needed.

Directions for the biscuit:
• Beat the egg and egg yolks with the sugar and almond flour with an electric beater until the mixture becomes white. Beat 
the egg whites with sugar to a soft peak. Fold together adding half of the egg yolk mixture at a time. Add the flour and pour 
the mixture into a baking sheet lined with parchment paper. Bake at 200°C for 7-8 minutes. 
Cool on a pastry rack. Divide the biscuit into 4 rectangles.

For the hazelnut mousse:
• open the vanilla bean pod and let the beans drop into the whipping cream. 
Whip the cream with the icing sugar. Fold in the 
ground hazelnuts with a spatula to keep the cream 
from going runny. Refrigerate.
• Melt the chocolate at 50°C. Whip the cream to 
a creamy consistency and add to the chocolate in 
two parts. Whisk first then mix with a spatula.
• Fill two biscuit rectangles with hazelnut mousse 
and two with chocolate mousse. Divide each into 
4 rectangles and then into 8 triangles. Dust the 
chocolate filled triangles with cocoa powder and 
the hazelnut triangles with icing sugar.

Finishing touch: 
Arrange the triangles on plates and arrange piec-
es of the celery, orange peel and pineapple all 
around. 
Garnish with the mixed berries and small mint 
leaves. 
Serve well chilled.

For the hazelnut mousse
125 ml whipping cream 
¼ vanilla bean pod 
10 gr sugar 
25 gr hazelnuts, toasted and ground 

For the chocolate mousse
125 ml whipping cream 
60 gr Dark chocholate flakes 
Icing sugar and cocoa powder, as 
much as needed (for dusting)

GIORGIO’S 
SUGGESTED WINE  

PAIRING: 
UE PICOLIT ALAMBICCO

ARABO XII SEC. 
NONINO 1991 

 (LOT 797)
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UE Picolit La Murrina Nonino 1984
Italy
original wood case
Lot 808: 4.5cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, 
hand-blown and hand-painted Venini glass bottle, harvest-
ed in 1984 and bottled in 1985, bottle number 73 of 656 
produced in Arabic numbers. 48% abv
Lot 809: 6cm below push cork, hand-blown and hand-
painted Venini glass bottle, harvested in 1984 and bottled 
in 1985, bottle number 7 of 150 produced in Roman num-
bers, 48% abv

808 1 bottle £400-650
809 1 bottle £400-650

UE Picolit L'Acqua Nonino 1995
Italy
two individual original wood cases
two 5.5cm below push cork, include glass stoppers, hand-
blown and hand-painted Venini glass bottles, harvested in 
1995 and bottled in 1996, bottle numbers 263 and 287 of 
310 produced in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

810 2 bottles (700ML) £650-1000

UE Picolit Le Guna Rajas Attivo 2001
Italy
original wood case
5.5cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, hand-
blown and hand-painted Venini glass bottle, harvested in 
2001 and bottled in 2002, bottle number 290 of 308 pro-
duced in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

811 1 bottle £160-240

UE Picolit Le Guna Sattva Luminoso 2001
Italy
original wood case
6.5cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, hand-
blown and hand-painted Venini glass bottle, harvested in 
2001 and bottled in 2002, bottle number 18 of 308 pro-
duced in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

812 1 bottle £160-240

UE Picolit Le Guna Tamas Oscura 2001
Italy
original wood case
7.5cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, hand-
blown and hand-painted Venini glass bottle, harvested in 
2001 and bottled in 2002, bottle number 61 of 308 pro-
duced in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

813 1 bottle £160-240

UE Picolit Lo Spirito 1998
Italy
two individual original wood cases
one 5.5cm and one 6.5cm below cork, include glass stop-
pers, hand-blown Riedel bottles, harvested in 1998 and 
bottled in 1999, bottle numbers 126 and 154 of 200 pro-
duced in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

814 2 bottles (700ML) £480-800

UE Picolit Murrina Tetractys Nonino 1993
Italy
two individual original wood cases
two 4.5cm below cork, include glass stoppers, hand-blown 
and hand-painted Venini glass bottles, harvested in 1993 
and bottled in 1994, bottle numbers 242 and 283 of 520 
produced in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

815 2 bottles (700ML) £650-1000

UE Picolit Opera Alchemica Albedo 2000
Italy
original wood case 
6cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, hand-blown 
and hand-painted Venini glass bottle, harvested in 2000 
and bottled in 2001, bottle number 11 of 42 produced in 
Roman numbers, 48% abv

816 1 bottle £160-240

UE Picolit Opera Alchemica Nigredo 2000
Italy
original wood case
5.5cm below push cork,includes glass stopper, hand-blown 
and hand-painted Venini glass bottle,  harvested in 2000 
and bottled in 2001, bottle number 156 of 278 produced 
in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

817 1 bottle £160-240

UE Picolit Opera Alchemica Rubego 2000
Italy
original wood case
6cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, hand-blown 
and hand-painted Venini glass bottle, harvested in 2000 
and bottled in 2001, bottle number 39 of 42 produced in 
Arabic numbers, 48% abv

818 1 bottle £160-240
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UE Picolit Riserva ’dei Cent'Anni 1996
Italy
original wood case
8cm below push cork, hand blown Riedel bottle, harvested 
in 1986 and bottled in 1996, collection 1897/1997, bottle 
number 38 of 350 produced in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

819 1 bottle £240-380

UE Picolit Scala Creazione Ametista 2003
Italy
original wood case
6cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, hand-blown 
and hand-painted Venini glass bottle, harvested in 2003 
and bottled in 2004, bottle number 299 of 322 produced 
in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

820 1 bottle £160-240

UE Picolit Scala Creazione Rosso 2003
Italy
original wood case
5.5cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, hand-
blown and hand-painted Venini glass bottle, harvested in 
2003 and bottled in 2004, bottle number 207 of 322 pro-
duced in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

821 1 bottle £160-240

UE Picolit Spirale Mistica 1997
Italy
two individual original wood cases
two 4.5cm below push cork, include glass stoppers, hand-
blown and hand-painted Venini glass bottles, harvested in 
1997 and bottled in 1998, bottle numbers 177 and 208 of 
308 produced in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

822 2 bottles (700ML) £480-800

ÙE Picolit Uccello Alchemico l’Aria Nonino 1992
Italy
original wood case
5.5cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, hand 
blown Baccarat bottle, harvested in 1992 and bottled in 
1993, bottle number 192 of 360 produced in Arabic num-
bers, 48% abv

823 1 bottle £320-480

UE Picolit Versi di David M. Turoldo Nonino 1989
Italy
original wood case
4.5cm below cork, includes glass stopper, hand-blown 
Baccarat bottle, harvested in 1989 and bottled in 1990, 
bottle number 500 of 535 produced in Arabic numbers, 
48% abv

824 1 bottle £400-650

UE Picolit Ying Yang Ametista 2002
Italy
original wood case
5.5cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, hand-
blown and hand-painted Venini glass bottle, harvested in 
2002 and bottled in 2003, bottle number 270 of 316 pro-
duced in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

825 1 bottle £160-240

UE Picolit Ying Yang Verde Me 2002
Italy
original wood case
5.5cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, hand-
blown and hand-painted Venini glass bottle, harvested in 
2002 and bottled in 2003, bottle number 222 of 316 pro-
duced in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

826 1 bottle £160-240

UE Picolit Ziqqurat Rosso 2008
Italy
original wood case
5.5cm below push cork, includes glass stopper, hand-
blown and hand-painted Venini glass bottle, harvested in 
2008 and bottled in 2009, bottle number 15 of 290 pro-
duced in Arabic numbers, 48% abv

827 1 bottle £160-240
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SPAIN

L'Ermita Velles Vinyes Alvaro Palacios 1995
Priorat
two lightly scuffed labels, three damp-stained labels
"...pain grille, grilled jus de viande, blackberry, and floral 
notes...deep, powerful, and rich, with low acidity, better 
sweetness and integration of tannin...layers of extract and 
flavor, and a 40-second finish. It is a remarkable wine with 
formidable style, intensity, and flavor...94." WA 4/98.

828 3 bottles £600-950

L'Ermita Velles Vinyes Alvaro Palacios 1996
Priorat
two bottom neck or better, two lightly bin-soiled and light-
ly nicked labels, one lightly oxidized capsule
"...this is a meaty, chewy, masculine wine with a flamboy-
ant personality, in addition to a monster finish. It is super-
intense, but exceptionally well-balanced, especially in 
view of its proportions...95." WA 4/98.

829 2 bottles £280-400

Pingus 1995
Ribera del Duero
lightly scuffed label
"The palate is medium-bodied with surprising succulent 
on the entry underpinned by crisp acidity. There is almost 
a sense of conservatism to this Pingus, but it is undeniably 
well balanced...92." WA 8/12.

830 1 bottle £480-750

Pingus 2000
Ribera del Duero
"The palate is fully loaded with glycerine-rich black fruit 
that lends it an unctuous texture that is neatly counterbal-
anced by requisite acidity. This is the Pingus that the 1998 
wanted to be...96." WA 8/12.

831 1 bottle £320-480

Pingus 2004
Ribera del Duero
one scuffed label
"The 2004 Pingus is a glass-coating opaque purple/black 
color with a bouquet of Asian spices, incense, lavender, 
truffle, black cherry, and blackberry that soars from the 
glass. Dense, rich, and seamless, this is a complete, har-
monious offering with no rough edges...100." WA 6/10.

832 2 bottles £900-1300

Pingus 2007
Ribera del Duero
"Sweet and powerful, with brilliant definition and intensity 
to the ripe dark berry and cherry flavors. Lush and creamy 
but energetic, with silky tannins giving shape to the expan-
sive fruit...95." IWC 9/09.

833 1 bottle £380-550

Pingus 2010
Ribera del Duero
"The palate is medium-bodied, with very fine tannins good 
acidity and freshness. This is really superb, with astonish-
ing balance and power...98." WA 8/14.

834 5 bottles £1900-2800

Pingus 2013
Ribera del Duero
Lot 835: one lightly marked label
"Full body, very layered and refined. Ultra-fine tannins. 
Wonderful length...96-97." JS 7/15.

835 2 bottles £700-1000

Vega Sicilia Único 1972
Ribera del Duero
one very top shoulder, one just below top shoulder, two 
bin-soiled labels, one marked label, one nicked label, two 
lightly oxidized capsules

836 2 bottles £650-1000

Vega Sicilia Único 1985
Ribera del Duero
very top shoulder, bin-soiled and scuffed label, lightly cor-
roded capsule, lightly depressed cork
"...considerable complexity and low acid, plump, round, 
rich flavors...tobacco, smoke, tar, and gobs of sweet black 
cherry fruit aromas. Full-bodied, with a layered, nuanced 
character, high glycerin (hence the sweetness in the fla-
vors), and a lush, round, generously-endowed finish, this 
is a substantial as well as elegant, savory style...93." WA 
4/98.

837 1 bottle £200-320
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CALIFORNIA

Bryant Family Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon 1997
Napa Valley
one lightly marked label
"A splendid showing...95." ST 9/17.

838 2 bottles £800-1200

Colgin Herb Lamb Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon 1997
Napa Valley
one lightly scuffed label
"It displays a seamless, velvety texture, layers of concen-
trated fruit, and a 45+ second finish. Am I being too con-
servative in not giving it a 3-digit score?...99." WA 1/00.

839 2 bottles £460-700

Dalla Valle Vineyards Maya 1990
Napa Valley
into neck
"A prodigious effort, dark, rich and intense,remarkably 
youthful and vibrant, with penetrating chocolate, black 
cherry, violet, plum and currant flavors that are tightly 
focused, long and complex...97." WS 2/01.

840 1 bottle £200-280

Dalla Valle Vineyards Maya 2014
Napa Valley
"The wine hits the palate with a full-bodied richness and 
terrific harmony among its structural elements such as 
alcohol, acidity, tannin and wood, with moderately sweet 
tannins in the finish...95+." WA 10/16.

841 5 bottles £800-1200

Harlan Estate 2000
Napa Valley

842 2 bottles £550-800

Harlan Estate 2004
Napa Valley
"Still dense purple to the rim, with notes of creme de 
cassis, charcoal, blackberry and sweet toast, the wine is 
full-bodied and voluptuously textured with the tannins 
largely resolved...98." WA 4/14.

843 2 bottles £650-1000

Harlan Estate 2012
Napa Valley
two individual original wood cases
"Vivid and captivating from the very first taste...stunningly 
beautiful delineated wine that represents the height of total 
finesse...98." AG 12/14.

844 2 magnums (1.5L) £1800-2600

Harlan Estate 2013
Napa Valley
"...the 2013 Harlan Estate is one of their all-time greats...
opulent, but also structured, pure and incredibly long 
(well past a minute aftertaste)...100." WA 10/16.

845 1 bottle £550-800

Harlan Estate 2014
Napa Valley
"Time in the glass brings out a compelling interplay of 
beautifully layered fruit and lifted aromatics. The 2014 is 
one of the most understated yet energetic young vintages 
of Harlan Estate I can remember tasting...98." AG 3/18.

846 2 bottles £900-1300

Opus One 1979
Napa Valley
one top shoulder, one just below top shoulder, two bin-
soiled labels, one lightly nicked label, one lightly scuffed 
label, one protruding cork, two corroded capsules, one 
lightly depressed cork
"Wonderful range of mature, complex dried cherry, berry, 
herb, cedar, anise and olive. Offers depth, polish and 
grace, finishing with firm tannins. Lovely...91." WS 2/00.

847 2 bottles £650-1000

Opus One 1983
Napa Valley
two bottom neck, two bin-soiled and marked labels, one 
lightly scuffed label

848 2 bottles £320-480

Opus One 1985
Napa Valley
two bottom neck, two bin-soiled, lightly marked and 
lightly nicked labels, two corroded capsules, one lightly 
depressed cork

849 2 bottles £320-480

Opus One 1990
Napa Valley
one bottom neck, one very top shoulder, two bin-soiled 
labels, one lightly marked label, one scuffed label
"Dramatic, with its ripe, rich, plush core of exotic currant, 
anise, cedar, vanilla and berry notes that are enormously 
complex on the finish. Delicious...96." WS 2/00.

850 2 bottles £360-550

Opus One 2015
Napa Valley
original wood case
"Mesmerizing aromas...So perfumed. You just want to 
smell it. Exquisite tension and finesse with an almost 
Burgundian texture, yet it's Napa in its soul...97." JS 6/17.

851 6 bottles £1100-1600
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““ My advice to Zachys bidders is: before opening the bottle of wine 
you have won, give it a little caress, and why not, a little kiss, to 
accompany it on the last trip.” 

–GIORGIO PINCHIORRI
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It’s rare. It’s expensive. And there’s a mystique about it. But Screaming Eagle 

Cabernet Sauvignon is no pretender. It’s the real thing, and it deserves to 

be considered among Napa Valley’s prestige wines...

You can’t make wine this magnificent without fabulous grapes, and 

Screaming Eagle clearly comes from a spectacular vineyard…on the east 

side of Oakville, near the Oakville Crossroad…While ripening Cabernet 

(and smaller amounts of Merlot and Cabernet Franc) is routinely easy in 

this area, one of the trademarks of Oakville Cabernet is that the wines 

often display an herbal quality that manifests itself in a variety of subtleties, 

including hints of anise, sage, dusty berry, cedar and occasionally a whiff of 

new leather and tar. You find these shades of herb in Cabernets like Heitz 

Martha’s Vineyard (grown on the west side of Oakville), with its signature 

minty currant personality, or Groth, which is one of the cooler sites on the 

valley floor. Screaming Eagle captures the best of all these elements. It also 

epitomizes exquisite balance, managing both to be enormously complex 

and concentrated, yet elegantly styled, with a smooth, polished texture.

James Laube, “Wine Spectator”, November 3, 2005
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Lots 852-854
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Lots 855, 857 & 859
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Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 1994
Napa Valley
bottom neck, lightly scuffed label, lightly depressed cork

852 1 bottle £1600-2400

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 1997
Napa Valley
two into neck, one lightly scuffed label, one scuffed label, 
two lightly depressed corks
"...this full-bodied, multi-dimensional classic is fabulous, 
with extraordinary purity, symmetry, and a finish that lasts 
for nearly a minute...100." WA 1/00.

853 2 bottles £4800-7500

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 2001
Napa Valley
one lightly scuffed label, one lightly depressed cork
"...gorgeously pure, intense aromas...Opulent, full-bodied, 
and extraordinarily rich, yet somehow remaining light on 
its feet...glorious purity and fragrance...98." WA 2/05.

854 2 bottles £3800-6000

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 2004
Napa Valley
Lot 855: original wood case
"...full-bodied, opulent, and voluptuous...beautiful nose 
of graphite, blackberry, and creme de cassis that has that 
extraordinary purity and intensity that seems to be a hall-
mark of Screaming Eagle...96." WA 12/06.

855 1 magnum (1.5L) £3200-4000
856 1 bottle £1600-2400

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 2006
Napa Valley
original wood case

857 1 magnum (1.5L) £3400-5500

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 2007
Napa Valley
"This 2007 truly shows the personality of Screaming Eagle 
at its best. It is approachable now, still possessing plenty of 
primary fruit with those tertiary layers beginning to unfurl 
and therefore it cannot fail to impress even at this youthful 
stage...100." WA 8/18.

858 1 bottle £2000-3000

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 2008
Napa Valley
two individual original wood cases
"The 2008 Screaming Eagle is a model of elegance. 
Endless layers of sweet, perfumed fruit caress the palate 
in this captivating, utterly seductive wine. The finesse and 
silkiness of the tannin is something that is truly unique 
among the world's great wines...97." WA 12/11.

859 2 magnums (1.5L) £7500-12000

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 2011
Napa Valley
"The 2011 gets better and better in the glass, as the flavors 
become even more precise and chiseled. Hints of pen-
cil shavings, leather, cedar and menthol add nuance on 
the super-expressive finish. This is a stellar showing from 
Screaming Eagle...96+." AG 10/14.

860 2 bottles £3200-4600

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 2012
Napa Valley
"The perfect 2012 Cabernet Sauvignon...the inky/purple-
colored, seamless 2012 possesses an extraordinary set 
of aromatics...Full-bodied, opulent and voluptuous, this 
profound wine is as prodigious as I thought it would 
be...100." WA 10/14.

861 2 bottles £3200-4800

Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon 2013
Napa Valley
"It lasts for minutes on the finish. The classicism in this 
wine is second to none. Incredible subtlety. Lovely auster-
ity. Beauty in simplicity...100." JS 1/16.

862 2 bottles £3200-4600

AUSTRALIA

Penfolds Grange 1990
South Australia
bottom neck, lightly marked and lightly bin-soiled label
"Magnificent, exotic, a veritable cascade of opulent fla-
vors...incredible length, wrapped in finely grained tan-
nins...98." WS 1/97.

863 1 bottle £280-400

Penfolds Grange 1997
South Australia

864 1 bottle £180-280

END OF SALE
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Buying & Bidding Information

Estimates
Catalog lot entries include a description 
of every lot and an estimated price range 
that is our opinion of the price expected 
at auction. Estimates are a guide for 
bidders and generally reflect prices 
recently paid at auction for comparable 
alcoholic beverage products. Each 
estimate takes into account, among other 
things, condition, rarity, quality and 
provenance (history of ownership, to the 
extent known). Estimates are determined 
in advance of the sale and are therefore 
subject to revision. Buyers should not 
rely upon estimates as a prediction of 
actual selling prices.

Estimates do not include Buyer's 
Premium or sales tax. Certain lots may be 
noted with “Estimate on Request” instead 
of a printed value in the catalog. Please 
contact a Zachys specialist for further 
information and bidding assistance.

Buyers Premium
A 24% Buyer's Premium (exclusive of 
sales tax) will be added to the successful 
bid price of each lot purchased and 
is payable by Buyer, together with all 
applicable sales tax, as stated in the 
Conditions of Sale.

Reserves
Unless otherwise indicated, all lots are 
sold subject to a reserve. A reserve is the 
confidential minimum price established 
between Zachys and the Consignor. The 
reserve will not exceed the low estimate 
for the lot. If any lot in the catalog is 
not subject to a reserve, the lot will be 
identified by the symbol (s) next to the 
lot number.

Examination of Wines
Zachys endeavors to select quality wines 
for auction and uses leading reputable 
expert(s) to assist Zachys in examining 
wines for auction. However, to the fullest 
extent permissible by law, Zachys and 
any Consignor disclaim any liability 
arising out of any description or error 
or omission in any description or any 
decision by the Buyer to rely on Zachys 
or any Consignor. Prospective Buyers 
are urged and advised to examine any 
lots carefully prior to the auction at 
our temperature-controlled warehouse 
and can do so by appointment. Please 
contact Zachys at  +44.20.34758455, 
+852.5803.8244 or +1.914.448.3026 to 
set up an appointment.

Bidder Registration 
No person shall bid or buy in any auction 
(or be shipped any property bought 
in any auction) who has not agreed 
(either in writing or electronically) to be 
bound by the Conditions of Sale and 
this Buying & Bidding Information. If a 
prospective Buyer has not previously bid 
with Zachys, a government issued photo 
identification (such as National Identity 
Card or Passport) may be required prior 
to registration for any sale. 

If a business organization registers to bid 
in an auction, a Business Registration or a 
Certificate of Incorporation and/or proof 
of director may be required in order to 
obtain a paddle. First time Buyers may 
settle invoices by wire transfer or check 
only. Zachys requires front and back 
copies of all credit cards for new Buyers 
along with picture identification. 

Prospective Buyers are asked to supply 
a bank reference to register for the 
auction. To avoid delay in the release 
of purchases, please pre arrange check 
or credit approval through our Finance 
Department at +44.20.34758455, 
+852.5803.8244 or +1.914.874.8034.

All bidders who wish to attend the 
auction are asked to preregister for a 
paddle at least two business days in 
advance of the auction. If you plan to 
attend the auction, a Bidder Pre

Registration Form is provided in this 
catalog or at zachys.com. Complete and 
either fax the form to +44.20.34758525, 
+852.3014.3838 or +1.914.313.2350 
or email the form to bid@zachys.com 
at least two business days prior to the 
auction. Bidders should arrive at least 30 
minutes before the scheduled sale of the 
lot on which they plan to bid to retrieve 
a paddle. 

Bidding 
Lots are auctioned in consecutive 
numerical order, as they appear in the 
catalog. The auctioneer will accept bids 
from (i) those present in the saleroom, 
(ii) absentee bidders participating by 
telephone, online or by written bid 
provided to Zachys at least 24 hours prior 
to the first and session of the auction, or 
(iii) live over the internet. The auctioneer 

may also execute bids on behalf of the 
Consignor's reserve; however, under no 
circumstances will the auctioneer place 
any bid on behalf of the Consignor at or 
above the reserve. The auctioneer will 
not identify bids placed on behalf of the 
Consignor. Prospective Buyers who have 
registered to bid by more than one method 
(for example, both as an in-saleroom and 
absentee bidder) must monitor all of their 
bidding activities (including in-saleroom 
bids, absentee bids, and online bids) 
to prevent bidding against themselves. 
Subject to the section headed "Right of 
Cancellation" in the Conditions of Sale (in 
the case of consumers only), for all Zachys 
live and online auctions, all bids are final 
and will not be cancelled.

Bidding by Zachys
Zachys reserves the right to bid on any 
lot on its own behalf, subject to the same 
terms and conditions applicable to all 
other Bidders.

Parcel Lots
A parcel is a sequence of lots carrying 
the same estimates and consisting of 
the same type, quantity and bottle size. 
In this sale the Buyer of the first lot of a 
parcel will have, at the discretion of the 
auctioneer, the option to take any or all 
further lots in the parcel for the same 
price. If the option is not exercised on all 
lots in the same parcel, the auctioneer 
will open bidding on the next unsold lot 
and offer the Buyer of that lot the option 
to take any or all of the remaining lots 
in the parcel sequence. Bidding shall 
continue in the same manner until all 
lots in the parcel have been offered 
and declared sold or unsold by the 
auctioneer.

Online bidders who purchase the first 
lot in a parcel will be sent a message 
requesting that they choose how many 
additional lots in the parcel they would 
like to purchase. If an online bidder 
does not respond to the message, the 
auctioneer will open the next unsold lot 
in the sequence.

Absentee, Telephone & Online Bids
Please note: Zachys offers the following 
services as a convenience to clients. 
Zachys is not responsible for any error 
in connection with or failure to execute, 
absentee, telephone or online bids.

Prior to bidding, all participants must read the Buying & Bidding Information and the Conditions of Sale contained in this catalog that state 
the terms governing the purchase of alcoholic beverage products sold at auction. Auctions are operated by: (i) Zachys Europe Limited in 
respect of auctions which are conducted from the United Kingdom; (ii) Zachys Asia Limited in respect of auctions which are conducted from 
Hong Kong; (iii) Zachys Wine Auctions, Inc in respect of auctions which are conducted from anywhere else in the world; and (iv) in respect 
of online-only auctions, the entity stated in the auction particulars as operator of the auction, (each referred to as "Zachys") acting as agent 
for and on behalf of the relevant consignor of the goods to be offered for sale (the "Consignor"). By participating in an auction, an auction 
participant ("Buyer") agrees to be bound by this Buying & Bidding Information and the Conditions of Sale in this catalog (whether in print or 
online).
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Absentee Bids
If you are unable to attend the auction in 
person and wish to place bids, you may 
give Zachys

instructions in writing to bid on your 
behalf. Zachys' representatives will then 
try to purchase the lot or lots of your 
choice for the lowest price possible, 
taking into account the reserve price 
and other bids. This service is free and 
confidential. To place absentee bids, use 
the form provided herein or at zachys.
com. Be certain to accurately record the 
lot numbers and the highest hammer 
price you are willing to pay for the lot.

Please note: Your bid amount does not 
include Buyer's Premium or applicable 
sales tax. Buyer's Premium and applicable 
sales tax will be added to the hammer 
price of each lot.

Absentee bids must be submitted in 
consecutive numerical order, or they 
will not be executed. In addition, please 
use the bid increments included on the 
absentee bid form. If bids are submitted 
incorrectly, Zachys will round your bid up 
to the next increment. Please place bids 
as early as possible and at least 24 hours 
prior to the start of the first session of the 
auction. In the event of identical bids, the 
earliest bid received will take precedence. 
By registering and submitting absentee 
bids, prospective Buyers agree to be 
bound by the Conditions of Sale.

Placing Telephone Bids
Prospective Buyers may bid by telephone 
during the sale. Telephone bids are 
accepted only at Zachys' discretion and 
at the prospective Buyer's risk. Because 
of limited phone lines in the saleroom, 
Zachys must confirm arrangements for 
this service at least 48 hours prior to the 
start of the first session of the auction. At 
Zachys' discretion, telephone bids may 
be limited to lots with a value above 
HK$16,000 or US$2,000 or GBP £1,500 
and may be recorded. By submitting a 
telephone bid, prospective Buyers agree 
to be bound by the Conditions of Sale.

Online Bidding
Zachys assumes no responsibility for 
disputes or errors arising from live 
online bid activity. In the event of a 
dispute, the auctioneer's declaration 
of winning bid and paddle number 
shall be determinative. In the event of 
communication delays or failures, the 
auction will not be stopped. Live online 
bidders should consider providing 
Zachys with emergency absentee bids. 
By registering and bidding live on 
the internet, prospective Buyers agree 
to be bound by the Buyer & Bidding 
Information and the Conditions of Sale.

Sales and Other Taxes
Buyers are responsible for the payment of 
any tax which Zachys may be required by 
law to charge or remit to any authority in 
respect of or in connection with the sale. 
All bids placed by Buyers are deemed 
to be submitted exclusive of any sales 
tax including United Kingdom value 
added tax and/or any other applicable 
tax of a similar nature, which shall (if 
required) be payable by the Buyer at the 
appropriate rate. Applicable VAT or sales 
tax is charged on the [successful bid 
price], Buyer’s Premium, and any other 
applicable charges on any other property 
purchased by the Buyer from Zachys 
unless Buyer has a valid exemption 
therefrom. All such taxes shall be paid by 
Buyer at the time of delivery to Buyer at 
Zachys' licensed location.

For the auction of wines from Enoteca 
Pinchiorri, all wines offered for sale 
are duty paid. Depending on the final 
destination of the wine once purchased 
and paid for, import duties, tariff and 
taxes may be incurred. Zachys is not 
responsible for these charges and is not 
able to provide calculations or estimates 
in this regard.

Buyers claiming exemption from sales, 
use or other tax must provide Zachys with 
documentation, which, in Zachys’ sole 
discretion and judgment, is satisfactory 
evidence of such exemption, prior to 
the release of property to the Buyer. 
[Buyers claiming such exemption who are 
licensed dealers of alcoholic beverages 
must submit resale certificates and a copy 
of their valid licenses to Zachys prior to 
registering for the sale.]

All questions regarding sales tax and 
exemptions should be directed to Zachys 
Finance Department at +44.20.34758455, 
+852.5803.8244 or +1.914.874.8034. 

Owned or Guaranteed Property
Zachys offers property consigned 
by others for sale at public auction. 
Occasionally, lots are offered which have 
in the course of the sale process become 
the property of Zachys. These lots are 
identified with the symbol ( ) next to the 
lot number. 

On rare occasions, Zachys may guarantee 
a minimum price to the Consignor. 
Such lots are identified in the catalog by 
the symbol ( ) next to the lot number. 
Guaranteed lots may also be sold subject 
to a reserve.

Successful Bid
The fall of the auctioneer's hammer 
indicates the final bid, at which time the 
Buyer assumes full responsibility for the 
lot. Successful bidders will be notified 
and invoiced within a few days of the 
sale. Successful Buyers will pay the 
price of the final bid plus a 24% Buyer's 
Premium plus any applicable taxes for 
each lot purchased.

Payment
Zachys will auto-charge zCollection 
purchases within 48 hours of the sale 
close to the credit card on file. In 
respect of all other purchases, Buyers are 
expected to pay for purchases within 14 
calendar days of purchase for live sales 
and 7 calendar days of purchase for net 
sales. At the end of this 14- or 7-calendar-
day period (as applicable), Zachys 
reserves the right to charge the Buyer's 
credit card on file for any amounts still 
due. All amounts remaining due after 
this 14- or 7-calendar-day period will be 
subject to a 2% per month late charge. In 
addition, any payments in default after 21 
calendar days will incur a penalty equal 
to 3% of the purchase price. Additional 
late fees equal to 3% of the total purchase 
price may be charged for every 14 
calendar days past the initial 21-calendar-
day period. All payments are payments on 
account until all invoices and all balances 
due are paid in full. Payment can be 
made by credit card, check, money order, 
bank wire transfer or cash. In the event of 
third-party payments, Zachys may require 
an Authorization Letter from both parties. 
Please submit the Collection & Delivery 
Form to expedite payment and delivery 
for auction purchases.

For Hong Kong and United Kingdom 
auctions, payment is accepted in Hong 
Kong Dollars, Pounds Sterling and 
United States Dollars. Zachys, in its sole 
discretion, shall determine the currency 
exchange rate for all United States 
Dollar payments with respect to sales 
conducted in Hong Kong or in the United 
Kingdom. To avoid delays in the release 
of your purchases, prospective Buyers are 
requested to supply bank references prior 
to the auction. 

Buyers wishing to make payment by 
credit card must present the card in 
person at or prior to the auction. All 
charges are subject to acceptance by 
Zachys and the applicable credit card 
company. Zachys will accept Visa, 
MasterCard, American Express, Discover 
and Union Pay. Payment can be made 
via phone by calling +44.20.34758455. 
The maximum amount allowed to be 
charged on credit cards is limited to GBP 
£20,000 per auction. Zachys reserves 
the right to charge Buyer's credit card 
and to immediately assess the relevant 
late payment charges set out above, 
should payment be past the due date, 
notwithstanding that the amount of such 
charge may exceed GBP £20,000. When 
making payment via UnionPay, winning 
bidder must sign the auction invoice and 
acknowledge that possession of the wine 
has transferred from Zachys at time of 
payment. Signature must be same as the 
one signed on payslip. 
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In the event a charge or check is not 
accepted by the appropriate financial 
institution, Buyer remains liable for all 
amounts owed on date due. Buyers 
wishing to pay for purchases via wire 
transfer should contact Zachys' Customer 
Service by calling +44.20.34758455, 
+852.5803.8244 or +1.914.448.3026 or 
email auction@zachys.com. 

When paying by wire transfer, please be 
sure to
reference the invoice number in the 
details field.

Collection of Purchases
Buyers are expected to remove their 
property within 14 calendar days of the 
auction. Prospective Buyers' attention 
is drawn to the Conditions of Sale, 
including Condition 9.

Collection & Delivery
For your convenience, Zachys' Collection 
& Delivery Form is located in this 
catalog. It is the

Buyer's responsibility to pick 
up purchases or make shipping 
arrangements within 14 calendar 
days of the auction. Zachys will not 
automatically arrange for the delivery of 
purchased products.

After payment has been received, Zachys 
can assist in the arrangement of packing, 
transit insurance, and shipping at the 
Buyer's expense, direction and request.

Export/Import Permits
Alcoholic beverage products sold at 
auction may be subject to laws governing 
export from the jurisdiction where the 
auction was held and import restrictions 
of foreign countries. Buyers should 
always check whether an export license 
is required before exporting alcoholic 
beverage products. It is the Buyer's sole 
responsibility to obtain any relevant 
export or import license. A delay in 
obtaining licenses shall neither justify the 
rescission of any sale nor excuse delay in 
providing full payment for the lot. Local 
laws may prohibit the importation of 
some property and/or may prohibit the 
resale of some property in the country 
of importation; no such restriction shall 
justify the rescission of any sale or delay 

in making full payment for the lot.

Delivery Restrictions
Prospective Buyers are also reminded that 
various jurisdictions impose limitations 
on the quantity of alcoholic beverage 
products which may be purchased 
and brought into their jurisdiction by 
a purchaser from another jurisdiction, 
without requiring the purchaser, a 
consignor or shipper to possess certain 
licenses or permits. Zachys shall not 
as a condition of sale assume any 
obligation or bear any responsibility 
whatsoever for applying for or obtaining 
the requisite permits or licenses in the 
event the quantity purchased exceeds 
said limitations. Therefore, all prospective 
Buyers are strongly advised to investigate 
the possibility of such limitations and to 
determine the manner in which alcoholic 
beverages shall be brought into the 
jurisdiction so as to comply with all local 
requirements.

Shipment of Spirits
Prospective Buyers should be advised 
there are certain restrictions regarding 
the shipment of spirits. Many countries 
and states impose limitations on quantity, 
high duties, and/or taxes, and prospective 
Buyers should be aware of export and 
import restrictions.

Auction Results
To obtain results for the auction, please 
refer to www.zachys.com.

Translation
The terms and conditions have originally 
been drafted in English. In the event 
that any translation of the terms and 
conditions is prepared, the provisions of 
the English version shall prevail.

Contact
In the event of any queries, the Buyer 
should contact Zachys' after-sales 
customer assistance team in any of the 
following ways:
(i) by telephone: 
 +44.20.34758455
(ii) by fax: +44.20.34758525
(iii) by email: auction@zachys.com
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Conditions of Sale
These Conditions of Sale are Zachys' and 
the Consignor's entire agreement with the 
Buyer with respect to the property listed 
in this catalog. The Conditions of Sale 
and all other contents of this catalog may 
be amended by posted notices or oral 
announcements made during the sale. The 
property will be offered by Zachys as agent 
for the Consignor, unless the catalog indi-
cates otherwise. By participating in an auc-
tion, you agree to be bound by these terms 
and conditions.

1
This catalog endeavors to describe the 
property listed herein accurately. However, 
save as otherwise expressly set out in 
these Conditions of Sale, and to the fullest 
extent permissible by law, Zachys and the 
Consignor shall not be liable for any such 
description and expressly disclaim any 
representation or warranty regarding the 
origin, physical condition, merchantability, 
fitness for a particular purpose, correctness 
of catalog description, size, quality, condi-
tion, rarity, authenticity, attribution, value, 
importance, provenance, previous storage 
conditions or historical relevance of any 
property herein. Zachys further retains the 
absolute right to amend at any time and in 
any manner any description of any prop-
erty contained in any catalog, and shall 
take reasonable steps to inform Buyers of 
such change prior to the conclusion of any 
purchase. Classifications in the text are for 
identification purposes only and based on 
standard sources. Buyers must make appro-
priate allowances for natural variations in 
ullages, conditions of cases, labels, corks 
and wine. Each statement contained in any 
catalog and each other statement, whether 
oral or written, and whether made at an 
auction or in an advertisement, bill of sale, 
addendum, posting, notice, announcement 
or otherwise, is a statement of opinion only 
and (subject to the next sentence) shall not 
be relied upon by any Buyer or otherwise 
be deemed a warranty or representation. 
The previous sentence does not apply to 
the sale of goods acting as consumers in 
the United Kingdom – Zachys is under a 
legal duty to ensure that such goods are in 
conformity with their description. Images 
appearing in this catalog or elsewhere 
are for illustrative purposes only and may 
not be relied upon to reveal imperfec-
tions in any products. Zachys and the 
Consignor make no representation or war-
ranty, express or implied, as to whether 
the Buyer acquires any copyright or other 
reproduction rights in any property. To the 
fullest extent permissible by law, neither 
Zachys nor the Consignor shall be liable 
for errors or omissions in the catalog or 
any supplemental material. Prospective 
Buyers are urged and advised to inspect the 
property before the auction, including the 
cases, labels, corks and wines, and must 
satisfy themselves by inspection or other 
means as to all considerations pertinent 
to any decision to place any bid. EACH 

PRODUCT AND EACH LOT HEREIN IS 
SOLD “AS IS,” AND, TO THE FULLEST 
EXTENT PERMISSIBLE BY LAW, BUYERS 
EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ANY RELIANCE 
ON ZACHYS, THE CONSIGNOR, OR THE 
CATALOG. No provision of the Buyer & 
Bidding Information or these Conditions of 
Sale shall limit or exclude Zachys' or the 
Consignor's liability for: (i) fraud; (ii) fraudu-
lent misrepresentation; or (iii) death or per-
sonal injury arising from its negligence.

2
The purchase price payable by the Buyer 
(“Purchase Price”) will be the sum of the 
final bid price (the “Hammer Price”), the 
Buyer's Premium and the Protection Fee, 
when applicable, together with any appli-
cable sales tax. The Buyer's Premium is 
24% of the Hammer Price. The Protection 
Fee is 1% of the Hammer Price plus the 
Buyer's Premium. 

3
Zachys reserves the right to withdraw any 
property or cancel any sale before or at the 
sale and shall have no liability whatsoever 
for such withdrawal or cancellation.

4
Zachys reserves the right to reject any bid. 
The highest bidder acknowledged by the 
auctioneer will be the Buyer. In the event 
of any dispute between bidders, or any 
other issue with respect to the bidder, the 
auctioneer will have absolute discretion to 
determine the successful bidder, to con-
tinue the bidding, to cancel the sale or to 
reoffer and resell the property in dispute. 
If any dispute arises after the sale, Zachys' 
sale record is conclusive.

5
In its sole discretion, Zachys may accept 
and execute absentee bids (written bids 
submitted to Zachys prior to the sale), 
telephone bids and internet bids as a con-
venience to clients who are not present at 
auction.

6
Unless otherwise indicated, all lots in this 
catalog are offered subject to a reserve, 
which is the minimum price the Consignor 
is willing to accept. This amount is confi-
dential and will not exceed the low presale 
estimate. Lots not subject to a reserve are 
identified with the symbol (d) next to the 
lot number. Zachys shall act to protect the 
reserve by bidding through the auctioneer. 
The auctioneer may open bidding on any 
lot below the reserve by placing a bid on 
behalf of the

Consignor. The auctioneer may continue 
to bid on behalf of the Consignor up to 
the amount of the reserve, either by plac-
ing successive bids or by placing bids in 
response to other bidders.

7
Title to the offered lot passes to the Buyer 
upon the fall of the auctioneer's hammer 
and the announcement by the auction-

eer that the lot has been sold, subject to 
compliance by the Buyer with all other 
Conditions of Sale and the Buying & 
Bidding Information.

7a Right of Cancellation
This section only applies to Buyers based in 
the United Kingdom who are acting as con-
sumers (i.e. for purposes unconnected with 
their trade or business).

In the event that the Buyer purchases a 
product in any way other than in person 
at an auction (such other way being, for 
example, by way of absentee, telephone 
and/or online bid), the Buyer shall have a 
legal right to:

(i) withdraw any bid at any point prior to 
acceptance by Zachys (i.e. at the fall of the 
hammer); and/or

(ii) cancel any purchase within 14 days, 
which period shall expire after 14 days 
from the day on which the Buyer (or any 
third party indicated by the Buyer to receive 
such delivery) acquires physical possession 
of the goods (or the last good, in the case of 
multiple deliveries as part of the same lot).

To exercise the right to cancel any pur-
chase, the Buyer is required to:

(i) inform Zachys of such decision by a 
clear statement in writing to auction@
zachys.com by no later than the expiry of 
the above cancellation period; and

(ii) send back the goods to or hand over 
the goods in person at Newcorp Logistics, 
Sikkel 13, 3274 KK Heinenoord, The 
Netherlands without undue delay and in 
any event no later than 14 days from the 
day on which the Buyer sends the relevant 
cancellation notice.

Subject to the foregoing, in the event that 
the Buyer cancels any purchase, Zachys 
shall reimburse the Buyer all payments 
received by it from the Buyer, including any 
costs of delivery paid to Zachys (except for 
delivery costs exceeding the least expensive 
type of standard delivery). The Buyer is 
required to bear the direct cost of returning 
the goods.

Zachys shall make the reimbursement 
without undue delay, and not later than: (i) 
14 days after the day Zachys receives back 
from the Buyer any goods supplied; or (ii) 
if earlier, 14 days after the day the Buyer 
provides evidence that it has returned the 
goods. Zachys shall make the reimburse-
ment using the same means of payment as 
used by the Buyer for the initial transaction, 
unless expressly agreed otherwise.

Zachys may make a deduction from the 
reimbursement for loss in value of any 
goods supplied, if the loss is the result of 
handling by the Buyer other than as neces-
sary to establish the nature and character-
istics of the goods. For the avoidance of 
doubt, this cancellation right will not apply 
to any bottles of wine which have been 
opened.
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8
The Protection Fee is 1% of the hammer 
price plus the Buyer's Premium for all 
arranged deliveries of purchased property.  
In return for payment of the Protection 
Fee, purchased property will be protected 
against breakage, loss, theft or fire and 
other losses as covered by Zachys' insur-
ance while in transit to the Buyer's declared 
point of destination.  If Buyer elects to 
decline the protection afforded by the 
Protection Fee, Buyer thereupon assumes 
full risk and responsibility for the lot while 
in transit.

9
No property may be removed from Zachys' 
premises until Buyer has paid the Purchase 
Price in full plus all other fees and taxes 
(inclusive of any taxes due in the location of 
the auction on

Buyers who are not residents of such location) 
and has satisfied such terms as Zachys, in its 
sole discretion, shall require. Zachys reserves 
the right to withhold all property until such 
time as all outstanding amounts are paid in 
full from purchases from any prior auction(s). 
Upon receipt of full payment, Zachys will 
issue a Release Order, which must be present-
ed in order for Zachys to release purchases 
made at auction. Subject to the foregoing, all 
lots are to be paid for no later than 4:30 PM 
(local time at the place of the auction) on the 
fourteenth calendar day following the live 
sale, and removed from Zachys' premises at 
Buyer's expense no later than 30 calendar 
days after the date of sale. If payment is not 
made within 14 calendar days of purchase for 
live sales and 7 calendar days of purchase for 
net sales, Zachys reserves the right to impose 
a late charge of up to 2% per month of the 
Purchase Price, in addition to any other rights 
and remedies available by law to Zachys. Any 
payments in default after 21 calendar days of 
purchase will incur a penalty equal to 3% of 
the Purchase Price. Additional late fees equal 
to 3% of the Purchase Price may be charged 
for every 14 calendar days past the initial 
21-calendar-day period. If Buyer fails either 
to timely remove the purchased lots from 
Zachys' premises or make timely arrange-
ments with New York Fine Wine Storage or 
Newcorp Logistics to store the purchased 
lots, Zachys may transfer such property to a 
public warehouse for the account, and at the 
risk and expense, of Buyer. If a lot has not 
been collected within 30 calendar days of the 
date of sale and Zachys does not transfer the 
uncollected property to a public warehouse, 
Buyer will be liable to Zachys for interest, 
storage fees, and handling charges of [£2 per 
9 liters of wine].

10
Zachys is not responsible for acts or omis-
sions by itself or others in packing or ship-
ping, whether or not the carrier or packer 
is recommended by Zachys. Packing and 
handling of purchased lots are entirely at 
the risk of Buyer. Zachys may, at the request 
and direction of Buyer and for an admin-
istrative fee, make arrangements for the 
consolidated shipment by common carrier 
of the purchased lots, provided that Zachys 
is not liable in any way therefor.

11
If Buyer fails to comply with any of these 
Conditions of Sale, Buyer will be in default 
and Zachys may avail itself of all remedies 
available by law, including, without limita-
tion, the right to (i) hold such defaulting 
Buyer liable for the Purchase Price includ-
ing all fees, charges and expenses, (ii) 
cancel the sale of that lot and any other 
property sold to Buyer, (iii) resell the prop-
erty without

Reserve at public auction or privately on 
reasonable notice to the Buyer, (iv) pay the 
Consignor an amount equal to the net pro-
ceeds payable in respect of the amount bid 
by the defaulting

Buyer and then resell the property to a third 
party without Reserve at public auction 
or privately on reasonable notice to such 
Buyer, and/or (v) take such other action 
as Zachys deems necessary or appropri-
ate. If Zachys resells the property pursuant 
to clause (iii) or (iv) above, the defaulting 
Buyer shall be liable for the payment of any 
deficiency between the Purchase Price and 
the price obtained upon resale pursuant to 
clause (iii) and (iv) above and all costs and 
expenses, including, without limitation, 
warehousing, the expenses of both sales, 
reasonable attorneys' fees, commissions, 
incidental damages and all other charges 
due hereunder. In the event that such Buyer 
pays a portion of the Purchase Price for any 
or all lots purchased, Zachys shall apply the 
payment received to such lot or lots that 
Zachys, in its sole discretion, deems appro-
priate. Any Buyer who fails to comply with 
these Conditions of Sale will be deemed to 
have granted Zachys a security interest in, 
and Zachys may retain as collateral secu-
rity for such Buyer's obligation to it, any 
property in Zachys' possession owned by 
such Buyer. Zachys shall have the benefit 
of all rights of a secured party under the 
Uniform Commercial Code or applicable 
law adopted in the jurisdiction where the 
auction is held.

12

Payment will not be deemed to have been 
made in full until Zachys has collected 
good funds. In the event Buyer fails to pay 
any or all of the Purchase Price for any lot 
within 30 calendar days of sale and Zachys 
nonetheless elects to pay the Consignor 
any portion of the sale proceeds, Buyer 
acknowledges that Zachys shall have all 
of the rights of the Consignor to pursue 
the Buyer for any amounts paid to the 
Consignor, whether at law, in equity, or 
under these Conditions of Sale.

13
Notwithstanding any other terms of these 
Conditions of Sale, if within 3 calendar 
days of the date of delivery of the property, 
Buyer notifies Zachys in writing of a claim 
that any lot is short, ullaged, or has suffered 
breakage, then Zachys in its sole discretion 
will decide any such claim as between the 
Consignor and Buyer and may rescind the 
sale and refund all or part of the Purchase 
Price received. This does not affect any 
other rights of the Buyer at law or under 
these Conditions of Sale.

Notwithstanding any other terms of these 
Conditions of Sale, if a Buyer purchased 
property that is inauthentic and returns such 
property to Zachys within 90 calendar days 
of the date of delivery, then Zachys agrees 
to rescind the sale and refund the Purchase 
Price received.

The benefit of this Condition of Sale 13 is 
not assignable and shall be applicable only 
to the original Buyer of the lot and not to 
subsequent assigns, buyers, heirs, owners or 
others who have acquired or may acquire 
an interest therein.

At its discretion, Zachys will not always 
cut the bands on original packaging of 
younger wines. In such cases, Zachys will 
not accept returns for any issues the Buyer 
might discover after the band is cut.

14
Alcoholic beverage products sold at auction 
may be subject to laws governing export 
from the jurisdiction where the auction 
was held and import restrictions of foreign 
countries. Buyers should always check 
whether an export license is required before 
exporting alcoholic beverage products. It is 
the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain any 
relevant export or import license. A delay 
in obtaining licenses shall neither justify 
the rescission of any sale nor excuse delay 
in providing full payment for the lot. Local 
laws may prohibit the importation of some 
property and/or may prohibit the resale of 
some property in the country of importa-
tion; no such restriction shall

justify the rescission of any sale or delay in 
making full payment for the lot.

15
Prospective Buyers are also reminded that 
various jurisdictions impose limitations on 
the quantity of alcoholic beverage prod-
ucts which may be purchased and brought 
into their jurisdiction by a purchaser from 
another jurisdiction, without requiring the 
purchaser, a consignor or shipper to pos-
sess certain licenses or permits. Zachys 
and Consignor shall not as a condition of 
sale assume any obligation or bear any 
responsibility whatsoever for applying for or 
obtaining the requisite permits or licenses 
in the event the quantity purchased exceeds 
said limitations.

Therefore, all prospective Buyers are 
strongly advised to investigate the possibil-
ity of such

limitations and to determine the manner in 
which alcoholic beverages shall be brought 
into the jurisdiction so as to comply with 
all local requirements.

16a
For auctions that are held not in Hong 
Kong, the District of Columbia or the 
United Kingdom, the respective rights and 
obligations of the parties with respect to the 
Conditions of Sale and the conduct of the 
auction shall be governed by and interpret-
ed in accordance with the laws of the State 
of New York. By participating in an auction, 
whether present in person or by agent, by 
absentee bid, telephone bid, internet bid 
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or other means, Buyer shall be deemed to 
have consented to the exclusive jurisdiction 
of the State Courts of, and the Federal Courts 
sitting in, the State and County of New York.  
For such auctions, Buyer's sole and exclusive 
remedy against Zachys and/or the Consignor 
for any dispute or injury related to the auction 
or the property listed in the catalog shall be 
the rescission of the sale and the refund of the 
original Purchase Price paid for the lot. This 
remedy shall be in lieu of any other remedy 
which might otherwise be available to Buyer as 
a matter of law or at equity, and neither Zachys 
nor the Consignor shall be liable, in whole or 
in part, for any indirect, special, punitive, inci-
dental or consequential damages, including, 
without limitation, loss of profits.  

16b
For auctions that are held in Hong Kong, the 
respective rights and obligations of the parties 
with respect to the Conditions of Sale and the 
conduct of the auction shall be governed by 
and interpreted in accordance with the laws of 
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region.  
By participating in an auction, whether pres-
ent in person or by agent, by absentee bid, 
telephone bid, internet bid or other means, 
Buyer shall be deemed to have consented to 
the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of Hong 
Kong Special Administrative Region.  For such 
auctions, Buyer's sole and exclusive remedy 
against Zachys and/or the Consignor for any 
dispute or injury related to the auction or the 
property listed in the catalog shall be the rescis-
sion of the sale and the refund of the original 
Purchase Price paid for the lot. This remedy 
shall be in lieu of any other remedy which 
might otherwise be available to Buyer as a 
matter of law or at equity, and neither Zachys 
nor the Consignor shall be liable, in whole or 
in part, for any indirect, special, punitive, inci-
dental or consequential damages, including, 
without limitation, loss of profits. 

16c
For auctions that are held in the District of 
Columbia, the respective rights and obligations 
of the parties with respect to the Conditions 
of Sale and the conduct of the auction shall 
be governed by and interpreted in accordance 
with the laws of the District of Columbia.  By 
participating in an auction, whether present in 
person or by agent, by absentee bid, telephone 
bid, internet bid or other means, Buyer shall 
be deemed to have consented to the exclu-
sive jurisdiction of the District of Columbia 
courts  and the United States District Court for 
the District of Columbia.  For such auctions, 
Buyer's sole and exclusive remedy against 
Zachys and/or the Consignor for any dispute 
or injury related to the auction or the property 
listed in the catalog shall be the rescission of 
the sale and the refund of the original Purchase 
Price paid for the lot. This remedy shall be in 
lieu of any other remedy which might otherwise 
be available to Buyer as a matter of law or at 
equity, and neither Zachys nor the Consignor 
shall be liable, in whole or in part, for any 
indirect, special, punitive, incidental or conse-
quential damages, including, without limitation, 
loss of profits. 

16d
For auctions that are held in the United 
Kingdom, the respective rights and obligations 
of the parties with respect to the Conditions of 
Sale and the conduct of the auction shall be 
governed by and construed in accordance with 
the laws of England and Wales. By participat-
ing in an auction, whether in person or by 
agent, absentee bid, telephone bid, online bid 
or other means, the Buyer irrevocably agrees 
that the courts of England and Wales shall have 
exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute or 
claim (including non-contractual disputes or 
claims) arising out of or in connection with 
these Conditions of Sale, the Buyer & Bidding 
Information or their subject matter or formation. 
For such auctions, Buyer's sole and exclusive 
remedy against Zachys and/or the Consignor 
for any dispute or injury related to the auction 
or the property listed in the catalog shall be 
the rescission of the sale and the refund of the 
original Purchase Price paid for the lot. This 
remedy shall be in lieu of any other remedy 
which might otherwise be available to Buyer as 
a matter of law or at equity, and neither Zachys 
nor the Consignor shall be liable, in whole or 
in part, for any indirect, special, punitive, inci-
dental or consequential damages, including, 
without limitation, loss of profits.

In the event of any dispute relating to any 
purchases made online, the Buyer may refer to 
guidance regarding online alternative dispute 
resolution published by the National Trading 
Standards at  
www.nationaltradingstandards.uk/contact.

17
All offers and sales of alcoholic beverage prod-
ucts by Zachys are subject to the local laws 
governing the sale of alcoholic beverage prod-
ucts in the jurisdiction in which the auction 
takes place.

18
District of Columbia and New York State law 
requires that Buyers of alcoholic beverages 
must be at least 21 years of age. Hong Kong 
and English law requires that Buyers of alcohol-
ic beverages must be at least 18 years of age. 
Buyers should observe and comply with the 
applicable laws relating to the purchase of alco-
holic beverages in the jurisdiction where the 
auction is held. By participating in the auction, 
each Buyer represents and warrants to Zachys 
that he, she or it has the legal capacity to pur-
chase, receive, and possess any lot purchased.

19
Zachys does not ship alcoholic beverage prod-
ucts. As an accommodation to Buyers, Zachys 
may arrange to have property packed, insured 
and delivered at Buyer's expense and direction, 
but (other than as provided in Condition of 
Sale 8) Zachys shall have no liability or obliga-
tion for shipping alcoholic beverage products. 
Zachys makes no representation, and assumes 
no obligation, with respect to the legality of 
shipment of alcoholic beverage products into 
any jurisdiction. Zachys urges all Buyers to 
investigate and understand the alcoholic bever-
age products shipping laws and regulations of 
the jurisdiction to which they intend the alco-
holic beverage products to be shipped prior to 
the purchase of alcoholic beverage products at 
auction.

20
By participating in the auction, Buyer agrees 
with Zachys and the Consignor that these

Conditions of Sale, together with any instrument 
captioned (i) Buying & Bidding Information and

(ii) General Catalog Notes published by Zachys 
and in effect from time to time and which are 
incorporated herein by reference as part of this 
Condition of Sale, shall become the legal, valid, 
and binding obligation of the Buyer, enforce-
able in accordance with their terms by Zachys 
and the Consignor (who is both a party hereto 
and, with respect to portions hereof between 
Buyer and Zachys, an intended third-party ben-
eficiary).

21
In the event any one or more of the provisions, 
or any part or parts of a provision, of these

Conditions of Sale and/or the Buying & Bidding 
Information is determined to be invalid or 
unenforceable in any respect, the validity and 
enforceability of all remaining provisions and 
parts of provisions shall not in any way be 
affected or impaired.

22
If there is any inconsistency between the 
English and translated version of the General 
Catalog Notes, the Buying & Bidding 
Information, the Conditions of Sale or all other 
relevant documents, forms, website or emails, 
the English version shall prevail.
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General Catalog Notes

Labels and capsules can become soiled, stained, or otherwise marked, especially with wines over 20 years of age. Unless oth-
erwise noted, label conditions will be appropriate for age, but Buyers should note that normal staining, discoloration or other 
conditions may not be noted if such conditions are appropriate for the age of the label. Potential Buyers are invited to make 
appointments to inspect wines personally.

Level/Ullage Descriptions & Interpretations
IN  Into Neck: Excellent for a wine of any age.

BN Bottom Neck: Excellent for a wine of 10 years or older.

VTS Very Top Shoulder: Normal for any wine 10 years or older.

TS Top Shoulder: Normal for any wine 25 years or older.

JBTS Just Below Top Shoulder: Normal for any wine 30 years  
 or older.

US Upper Shoulder: Slight natural reduction through easing of  
 cork and evaporation through cork and capsule. Very good  
 for any wine over 40 years old. Excellent for any wine over  
 50 years of age.

UMS  Upper-Mid Shoulder: Good for any wine 50-60 years  
 of age.

MS  Mid Shoulder: Probably some weakening of the cork. Very 
good for wines over 50-60 years of age. Estimates usually 
take this into account. 

LS  Low Shoulder: Some weakening of cork acceptable if wine 
or label is exceptionally rare or interesting. 

Because of the slope of shoulder, it is imprac-
tical to describe levels of Burgundy-shaped 
bottles as into neck, etc. Wherever appropriate, 
the level between capsule and wine will be 
measured and cataloged in centimeters.

The condition and drinkability of Burgundy are 
less affected by ullage than its equivalent from 
Bordeaux. For example, a 5 to 7cm. ullage in a 
50 year old Burgundy can be considered normal, 
indeed good for that age; and 3.5 to 4cm., excel-
lent for that age.

Champagne bottle measurements are done from 
the bottom of the foil to the level of the wine.

Label & Capsule Conditions

BN
IN

TS
JBTS

VTS

US

MS
UMS

LS

3cm

4cm

5cm
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Special Notices

Though every effort is made to describe 
or measure the levels of older vintages, 
corks over 20 years old begin to lose 
their elasticity and levels can change 
between cataloguing and sale. Old corks 
have also been known to fail during 
or after shipment. We therefore repeat 
that there is always a risk of cork failure 
with old wines, and Zachys assumes no 
responsibility for this. 

Under no circumstances can an adjust-
ment of price or credit be made after 
delivery, except as provided in Paragraph 
13 of the Conditions of Sale in this cata-
log.

Unless otherwise stated, Bordeaux are  
Château bottled.

It is Zachys' general policy to describe 
levels for vintages prior to 1990. Unless 
otherwise noted, ullage levels will be 
appropriate for age. 

At Zachys discretion, we will not 
always cut the bands on original pack-
aging of younger wines. In such cases 
all wines are sold AS IS and will not 
accept returns for any issues the buyer's 
might discover after the band is cut.

At times, bottle numbers will be cov-
ered in photos to protect consignor 
anonymity.

Tasting Notes & Comments

Quotations marked AG are by Antonio 
Galloni from www.vinous.com

Quotations marked AJ are from ‘The 
New France,' copyright 2002, by Andrew 
Jefford, published by Octopus Publishing 
Group.

Quotations marked BH are by Allen 
Meadows from www.burghound.com.

Quotations marked CC are from ‘Côte 
d'Or', copyright 1997, ‘The Vine' publi-
cation by Clive Coates, or ‘Grand Vin', 
copyright 1995.

Quotations marked JBG are from  
‘View From the Cellar' by John Gilman,  
copyright 2006-2020, available from  
jbgilman@ix.netcom.com.

Quotations marked JL are from 
‘California Wine', copyright 1999, 
published by Wine Spectator Press by 
James Laube.

Quotations marked JS are by James 
Suckling from www.jamessuckling.com. 

Quotations marked MB are from 
‘Vintage Wine' by Michael Broadbent 
published by Harcourt, text copyright 
Michael Broadbent, 2002.

Quotations marked RH are from Roy 
Hersh from www.fortheloveofport.com.

Quotations marked RJ are from The 
Richard Juhlin Champagne Club by 
Richard Juhlin at www.champagneclub.
com.

Quotations marked RN are from ‘The 
Great Domaines of Burgundy' by 
Remington Norman, published by Henry 
Holt & Company, 1st American edition 
1993.

Quotations marked RP are by Robert 
M. Parker, Jr. from ‘Wines of the Rhône 
Valley' written by Robert M. Parker, 
Jr. published by Simon & Schuster, 
copyright 1997; ‘Bordeaux' written 
by Robert M. Parker, Jr. published by 
Simon & Schuster, copyright 1998; 
‘Parker's Wine Buyer's Guide' or ‘The 
World's Greatest Wine Estates', pub-
lished by Simon & Schuster, copyright 
2005.

Quotations marked WA are from The 
Wine Advocate all by Robert M. Parker, 
Jr. and tasting note dated.

Quotations marked WS are from Wine 
Spectator's ‘Ultimate Guide to Buying 
Wine', copyright 1998, from Wine 
Spectator magazine or Wine Spectator 
online, all published by M. Shanken 
Communications, Inc.

Quotations by Zachys affiliates are 
marked as follows:

AM = Andrew McMurray
AS = Alberto Soriano
CA = Charles Antin
CE = Christine Erickson
CW = Ching Wong
DK = Dora Kam
EB = Edouard Berry
ER = Emily Rosenberg
FH = Fritz Hatton
GT = Geoffrey Troy
JB = Julia Banks
JY = Josephine Young
JZ = Jeff Zacharia
MM = Michael Moser
NU = Nathan Ung
RL = Raymond Lai
SC = Simon Choi
SJ = Stu Jakub
TT = Terrence Tang 

Tasting notes are included in this catalog 
as a courtesy to bidders. Zachys cannot 
be held responsible for any errors or 
omissions.
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Collection, Delivery & Storage of Wine
Newcorp Logistics 
Wine purchased at Zachys auctions in 
London is stored at Newcorp Logistics 
located in Rotterdam, The Netherlands. The 
professional wine warehouse is equipped 
with a state-of-the-art alarm system that is 
monitored 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. A 
refrigeration system provides ideal tempera-
ture, and all wines are protected with a tem-
perature alarm system, as well as a backup 
generator. Rates are competitive, and the 
merchandise will not have to be moved to 
another location.

Purchases will be stored free of charge for 
the first 90 days after the auction at which 
the wine is purchased. After 90 days, clients 
will begin to incur storage fees.

Pickup
Wines can be picked up from Newcorp 
Logistics warehouse during working hours, 
provided that payment for the lots has been 
received. Buyers can arrange to collect their 
wine by appointment by phoning Zachys at 
+44.20.34758455. Please provide at least 
72 hours notice before coming to collect 
your purchases.

Newcorp Logistics

Sikkel 13

3274 KK Heinenoord 

The Netherlands

Attention: Stefan van Beek

Stefan van Beek stefan@newcorplogistics.nl

Delivery
Purchases will not automatically be shipped. 
Once payment has been received, arrange-
ments can be made to deliver the wines to 
the Buyer to the primary shipping address on 
the account. For further information or col-
lection and delivery assistance, please call 
+44.20.34758455 or email auction@zachys.
com.

Original wooden cases and original cartons, 
when available, will be shipped automatically 
at £1 per case, unless instructed otherwise.

Zachys can assist you in making arrange-
ments to have the wine purchased at auction 
shipped.

All shipments will be subject to a 1% 
Protection Fee charge. This Protection Fee 
provides protection against only breakage, 
loss, theft or fire and other losses as covered 
by Zachys insurance while in transit to the 
Buyer’s declared point of destination.  Zachys 

and its forwarding agents cannot be held 
responsible for any other changes to the wines 
during shipment. Loss or breakage resulting 
from shipping that Zachys has arranged must 
be reported to Zachys in writing within three 
days of delivery of the property, which must 
be examined in the presence of the carrier on 
arrival. If Buyer elects to decline the protec-
tion afforded by the Protection Fee, Buyer 
thereupon assumes full risk and responsibility 
for the lot while in transit.

To ensure the safety of the wines, it may be 
necessary in some shipments to repack the 
wines in protective shipping containers and to 
ship the wooden cases separately at an addi-
tional charge. Buyers are also reminded that 
various jurisdictions impose limitations on the 
quantity of alcoholic beverages which may 
be purchased and brought into their jurisdic-
tion by a purchaser from another jurisdiction, 
without requiring the purchaser, a consignor 
or shipper to possess certain licenses or per-
mits. Zachys makes no representation, and 
assumes no obligation, as to the legality of 
shipment of alcoholic beverages into any 
jurisdiction. Zachys urges all Buyers to inves-
tigate and understand the wine shipping laws 
and regulations of the jurisdiction to which 
they intend the wine to be shipped prior to 
the purchase of wines at auction. The protec-
tion afforded by the Protection Fee does not 
cover confiscation by any government or law 
enforcement agency as a result of alleged vio-
lations of applicable laws by Sellers or Buyers.

Zachys will take precaution to ensure the 
safety of wines against inclement weather 
conditions. This may include delaying ship-
ments during times of extreme high or low 
temperatures.

Delivery Charges

The wines in this auction are lying in Zachys 
warehouse in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, 
and are duty paid. Zachys offers free storage 
in our Rotterdam warehouse for 90 days. 
After 90 days, Zachys offers competitive 
storage, please inquire.

Delivery Charges within Europe

Quotes vary based upon quantity and desti-
nation. Please contact us at auction@zachys.
com or 914.448.3026 to obtain a quote.

International Deliveries

Zachys can assist with shipments to many 
international destinations. Quotes vary 
based upon quantity and destination. Please 
contact us at auction@zachys.com to obtain 
a quote.

Consolidated Shipments

Rotterdam – London 
Zachys offers a free consolidated shipment 
to London, as well as subsidized dedicated 
shipping to the UK at a rate of GBP20/case.

Rotterdam – New York 
Zachys offers a free consolidated sea ship-
ment to White Plains, and subsidized air ship-
ping to Zachys White Plains warehouse at a 
rate of GBP100/case.

All tariffs will be the responsibility of the cus-
tomer. Please contact auction@zachys.com 
for more information. 

Zachys also offers clients based in the US 
competitive storage options and rates.  Please 
inquire at auction@zachys.com for more 
information. 

Rotterdam – Hong Kong
Air Shipments to Hong Kong 
Zachys offers subsidized air shipping to 
Zachys Hong Kong warehouse at a rate of 
GBP100/case. Please contact 914.448.3026 
or auction@zachys.com for further informa-
tion. 
 
Sea Shipments to Hong Kong 
Zachys offers free consolidated shipping from 
Rotterdam to Zachys Hong Kong warehouse 
several times a year. Please contact auction@
zachys.com for more information.

Customer Pickups 
Pickups can be arranged at either the Zachys 
Wine Auction warehouse in Rotterdam, 
located at Newcorp Logistics, Sikkel 13, 3274 
KK Heinenoord, The Netherlands.

For pickups, any additional packaging and/or 
handling that is required or requested will be 
subject to processing fees.

Please Note: 
• We are unable to ship via common carrier 
to Alabama, Illinois, Kentucky, Mississippi and 
Utah, as these states impose various limita-
tions. Please contact us at auction@zachys.
com to discuss approved methods. 
• Split lots are available upon request for 
a fee. Please contact our Customer Service 
Department for more information. 
• Delivery charges will include any appli-
cable sales tax as required by state laws.

Zachys is not responsible for any acts or omis-
sions of any shipper with whom Buyer, not 
Zachys, has made arrangements to pack, ship 
or deliver purchased lots, including, without 
limitation, any packing, shipping or delivery 
of purchased lots.

Adult signature is required  
for all shipments.
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Please fax the Collection & Delivery Form to +44-20-34758525 in 
order to arrange for payment and expedite the shipment of your  
purchases. Purchases will not be shipped automatically. For further 
information or collection and delivery assistance, please call  
+44-20-34758455 or email at auction@zachys.com.

Delivery
To expedite the delivery of your wine, please supply the following 
information as soon as possible after the auction. A lot can be deliv-
ered to one address only.

Payment

Our payment terms are 14 days from the date of the sale and may be 
subject to additional fees as stated in Section 10 in our Conditions of 
Sale. Payment may be made to Zachys Wine Auctions, Inc. by credit 
card, check, cash, money order or bank wire transfer. Cash payments are 
only accepted at Zachys Wine and Liquor located at 16 East Parkway in 
Scarsdale, New York. Once payment is settled, Zachys will be able to 
release wine to the Buyer.

Checks should be payable to:  
Zachys Europe Limited
3rd Floor, 1 Ashley Road,  
Altrincham, Cheshire, WA14 2DT

HHHCredit card charges may not exceed US$20,000, HK$200,000 or 
GBP 20,000 per auction

Credit Card charges may not exceed US$20,000, HK$200,000 or 
GBP 20,000 per auction.
Type of Delivery
Please allow 3-5 business days for delivery instructions  
to be processed.H
❑  Rotterdam - London Free Consolidated 
❑ Rotterdam - London Subsidized 
❑ Rotterdam - New York Free Sea Consolidated 
❑ Rotterdam - New York Subsidized Air
❑ Rotterdam - Hong Kong Free Sea Consolidated
❑ Rotterdam - Hong Kong Subsidized Air
❑ Customer Pickup in Rotterdam
❑ Rotterdam - Europe 
❑ Other (Please Specify in Special Intructions) 

Please indicate pickup date (allow at least 5 business daysH): 

H  Please Note: Due to the high volume of shipping requests, we can-
not guarantee dates for ground shipments. 

HH  Please Note: On the first week after the sale, due to the high vol-
ume of requests for shipments, it may take longer than 5 business 
days for deliveries/pickups to be processed.

Delivery Instructions
❑  Ship Original Wooden Cases and/or Original Cartons If AvailableH  

£15 per case. (Hcases will be shipped automatically unless you 
request that we do not ship your original wooden cases)

❑ Please do not ship owc ❑ Please do not ship oc

Collection & Delivery Form

Payment for purchasesHHH(including any other fees and applicable sales tax)

❑ American Express           ❑ Visa          ❑ MasterCard             ❑ Discover 

❑ Check                  ❑ Money Order                ❑ Wire Transfer

Credit Card Number                                     Expiration Date        CVV

Card Member Signature

Name as it appears on card 

Billing address for credit card

Payment for shipping 

❑ American Express     ❑ Visa  ❑ MasterCard        ❑ Discover

❑ Check         ❑ Money Order  ❑ Wire Transfer          ❑ Same As Above

Credit Card Number Expiration Date

Card Member Signature

Name as it appears on card 

Billing address for credit card

Today’s Date Invoice Number

Name Client Number

Attention

Delivery Address

City State Zip

Daytime Telephone

Email Address

Adult signature required for all shipments and deliveries.

Special Instructions



Invoice Information : (Applicable sales tax will be charged at time of shipment)

Family Name Given Name 

Name (as it will appear on the invoice)  Sale ID Client Number

Street Address City State Zip Code Country

Daytime Telephone Fax Number Email address

Shipping Address (applicable sales tax will be charged at time of shipment) 
Purchases will not be shipped automatically. Please fax the Collection & Delivery Form to +44-20-34758525, +852.3014.3838 or +1.914.313.2350 in order to arrange for 
payment and expedite the shipment of your purchases.  
For further information, please call +44-20-34758455, 852.2530.1971 or +1.914.448.3026 or email asia@zachys.com / auction@zachys.com.

 Same  as invoice address  Address if different from above

Family Name Given Name 
Name (as it will appear on the invoice) 

Address City State Zip Code Country

Daytime Telephone Fax Number  Email address

Tax Exempt (Proper documentation required to waive taxes)

 New  York  California

Credit Information
Buyers are expected to pay for purchases within 14 calendar days after the auction. At the end of this 14 day period, Zachys reserves the right to charge the Buyer's credit card on file for any 
amounts still due. All amounts remaining due after this 14 day period will be subject to a 2% per month late charge. In addition, any pay- ments in default after 21 days will incur a penalty 
equal to 3% of the purchase price. Additional late fees equal to 3% of the total purchase price may be charged for every 14 days past the initial 21 day period. All payments are payments on 
account until all invoices and all balances due are paid in full. Please submit the Collection & Delivery Form provided in this catalog to expedite payment and delivery for auction purchases.

To  avoid  delays  in the release of your purchases, prospective Buyers are requested to supply bank references prior to the auction. All charges are subject to acceptance by Zachys and the 
applicable credit card company. Zachys will accept Visa, MasterCard, Discover (US only), American Express, and Union PayH (HK only). The maximum allowed to be charged on credit cards is 
limited to HK$200,000, US$20,000 or GBP 20,000 per auction. Zachys reserves the right to charge Buyer's  credit card and to immediately assess a 3% late penalty charge, should payment be 
past the due date, notwithstanding that the amount of such charge may exceed HK$200,000, US$20,000 or GBP 20,000.

In the event a charge or check is not accepted by the appropriate financial institution, Buyer remains liable for all amounts owed on the dates due. 
HCard must be present upon payment 
First Time Buyers 
First time buyers may settle invoices by wire transfer or check only. Zachys requires front and back copies of all credit cards for new buyers along with picture identification. If a 
business organization registers for this sale, a Business Registration or a certificate of incorporation and proof of director may  
be required in addition to this form.

 HKID Card Driver's License ID Number:  ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Please charge my card for purchases up to US10,000/HK$200,000/GBP 20,000 automatically after the sale.

 Amex   Visa  MC  Discover (US Only)   Union PayH (HK Only)    Passport                Other 
HCard must be present upon payment

Number Expiration Date CVV

Name as it appears on card Billing address for credit card

Bank Name Contact Branch

Account Number Telephone

 I authorize the above bank to release account information to Zachys 

Approximately how high a credit authorization do you want for this sale? £

I agree (either in writing or electronically) that I will bid and buy subject to, and hereby agree to be bound by, Zachys' “Buying & Bidding Information,” “Conditions of Sale,” and “General 
Catalog Notes” set forth in the catalog. This agreement shall apply to this auction and, unless and until the “Buying & Bidding Information,” “Conditions of Sale,” and/or “General Catalog 
Notes” are amended, all future auctions in which I bid. In the event of any amendment of the “Buying & Bidding Information,” “Conditions of Sale,” and/or “General Catalog Notes,” I will 
agree (either in writing or electronically) to bid and buy subject to, and agree to be bound by, such amended version of the “Buying & Bidding Information,” “Conditions of Sale,” and “General 
Catalog Notes.”

Signature (required) Date

Trade: Invoice Name and Address must agree with your state or local sales tax exemption certificate and liquor license.

Bidder Pre-Registration
For internal use only. 

2009EU
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Absentee Bid Form
Zachys is requested to bid on the following lots 
up to the price stated. All lots are to be pur-
chased at the lowest possible price, subject to 
other absentee bids and competitive bidding of 
those in attendance. I understand that if my bid 
is successful, the purchase price payable will be 
the sum of the final bid, a Buyer’s Premium of 
24% of the final bid, and a 1% Protection Fee 
when applicable, together with any state, local 
or other taxes due thereon. 

All bids shall be treated as offers made on the 
terms of and subject to the Conditions of Sale 
and Buying & Bidding Information set forth in 
this catalog. 

In the event of duplicate bids, the earliest bid 
takes priority. Absentee bids will be accepted 
until the deadline noted at the top of this form.  
Telephone bids are also accepted and are  
subject to the same deadline. To place  
absentee bids online, please visit  
www.zachys.com/auctions.

Buyers are expected to pay for purchases within 
14 calendar days after the auction. At the end 
of this 14 day period, Zachys reserves the right 
to charge the Buyer’s credit card on file for any 
amounts still due. All amounts remaining due 
after this 14 day period will be subject to a 2% 
per month late charge. In addition, any payments 
in default after 21 days will incur a penalty equal 
to 3% of the purchase price. Additional late fees 
equal to 3% of the total purchase price may be 
charged for every 14 days past the initial 21 day 
period. All payments are payments on account 
until all invoices and all balances due are paid in 
full. Please submit the Collection & Delivery Form 
provided in this catalog to expedite payment and 
delivery for auction purchases. Auction purchases 
will not automatically be shipped. 

To avoid delays in the release of your pur-
chases, prospective buyers are requested to 
supply bank references prior to the auction. All 
charges are subject to acceptance by Zachys 
and the applicable credit card company. Zachys 
will accept Visa, MasterCard, Discover and 
American Express. The maximum allowed to be 
charged on credit cards is limited to US$20,000, 
HK$200,000 or GBP 20,000 per auction. Zachys 
reserves the right to charge Buyer’s credit card 
and to immediately assess a 3% late penalty 
charge, should payment be past the due date, 
notwithstanding that the amount of such charge 
may exceed US$20,000, HK$200,000 or GBP 
20,000.

In the event a charge or check is not accepted 
by the appropriate financial institution, Buyer 
remains liable for all amounts owed on date due.

Zachys offers this absentee bid service 
without charge as a convenience and with the 
understanding that Zachys is not responsible for 
any failure to execute bids or any errors  
or omissions in connection therewith.

Bids must be received no later than 5:00 PM ET the day prior to the auction start date. 
Email your bids to bid@zachys.com or fax to +44-20-34758525.

Bids will be confirmed by email no later than 5:00 PM ET the day prior to the auction. If you 
do not receive confirmation, please call +44-20-34758455. Bids submitted after this deadline 
may not be confirmed.

Invoice Information

Billing Name (Invoice details cannot be changed after the sale) Sale ID Client Number

Address

Address

City State Zip Country

Daytime phone Fax (For Bid Confirmation) 

Evening or Mobile Phone Email Address

Shipping Information (applicable sales tax will be charged at time os shipment)
Purchases will not be shipped automatically. Please fax the Collection & Delivery Form to  
+44-20-34758525 in order to arrange for payment and expedite the shipment of your purchas-
es. For further information, please call +44-20-34758455 or email auction@zachys.com.

 Same as invoice address  Address if different from above

Name

Address

City State Zip Country

Daytime Telephone Fax Number Email Address

Credit information
Please note that, unless indicated below, your credit card will not be charged immediately, except if 
payment is not received within fourteen days after the auction.

Please charge my card for purchases up to US$20,000, HK$200,000 or GBP 20,000 
automatically after the sale.

Name of Bank(s) Account Number(s)

Name of Account Officer(s) Bank Telephone Number

Credit Card Number   Expiration Date     CVV 
We accept American Express, Visa, MasterCard, and Discover. 

Name as it appears on card Billing address for credit card

 I authorize the above bank to release account information to ZWA. 

I agree (either in writing or electronically) that I will bid and buy subject to, and hereby agree to be bound 
by, Zachys’ “Buying & Bidding Information,” “Conditions of Sale,” and “General Catalog Notes” set forth 
in the catalog.   This agreement shall apply to this auction and, unless and until the “Buying & Bidding 
Information,” “Conditions of Sale,” and/or “General Catalog Notes” are amended, all future auctions in 
which I bid.  In the event of any amendment of the “Buying & Bidding Information,” “Conditions of Sale,” 
and/or “General Catalog Notes,” I will agree (either in writing or electronically) to bid and buy subject to, 
and agree to be bound by, such amended version of the “Buying & Bidding Information,” “Conditions of 
Sale,” and “General Catalog Notes.”

Signature (required) Date
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NAME (required)   

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN BLOCK LETTERS AND PLACE BIDS IN SEQUENTIAL ORDER. 

Please use the bid increments provided below. Any bids placed out of the increment will be rounded up to the next increment. 
HUse middle column (“# OF LOTS REQUIRED”) only when placing bids for parcel lots. Please visit zachys.com to see any addenda  
to the catalog.

HPlease refer to Buying and Bidding Information for an explanation of Parcel Lots.

Zachys offers this absentee bid service without charge as a convenience and with the understanding that Zachys is not responsible for any failure 
to execute bids or any errors or omissions in connection therewith.

FIRST TIME BUYERS
First time buyers may settle invoices by wire transfer or check only. Zachys requires front and back copies of all credit cards for new buyers along 
with picture identification. If a business organization registers for this sale, a Business Registration or a certificate of incorporation and proof of 
director may be required in addition to this form. 

Bid Increments
The auctioneer retains the right to call bids 
at his own discretion but the following give 
Buyers an indication of the bid steps used in 
the auction and required for all absentee bids. 

up to £500 by 20's

£500-£1,000 by 50's

£1,000-2,000 by 100's

£2,000-5,000 by 200's

£5,000-10,000 by 500's

£10,000-20,000 by 1000's

£20,000-50,000 by 2000's

£50,000-100,000 by 5000's

£100,000-200,000 by 10,000's

£200,000-500,000 by 20,000's

£500,000-1,000,000 by 50,000's

£1,000,000 and above by 100,000's

PARCEL LOTS ONLY:

Lot # # of lots  
 requiredH

Maximum Bid  
in £ per lot  

as cataloged

PARCEL LOTS ONLY:

Lot # # of lots  
 requiredH

Maximum Bid  
in £ per lot  

as cataloged

PARCEL LOTS ONLY:

Lot # # of lots  
 requiredH

Maximum Bid  
in £ per lot  

as cataloged

2009EU
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Alsace

DoMaine ostertag

1990 Riesling SGN Vieilles Vignes Muenchberg Ostertag (375ml) ...................628

Australia

PenfolDs

1990 Penfolds Grange (750ml) ........................................................................863 
1997 Penfolds Grange (750ml) ........................................................................864 

Bordeaux

angélus

2000 Château Angélus (1.5L) ...........................................................................132

ausone

2000 Château Ausone (1.5L) ................................................................................1
 Château Ausone (750ml) .............................................................................2
2005 Château Ausone (750ml) .............................................................................3
2008 Château Ausone (1.5L) ................................................................................4
2009 Château Ausone (1.5L) ................................................................................6
 Château Ausone (6L) ...................................................................................5
2010 Château Ausone (750ml) .............................................................................9
 Château Ausone (1.5L) ................................................................................8
 Château Ausone (6L) ...................................................................................7
2015 Château Ausone (750ml) ...........................................................................10
2016 Château Ausone (750ml) ...........................................................................11

Bellevue MonDotte

2005 Château Bellevue Mondotte (750ml) .......................................................133

Cheval BlanC

1982 Château Cheval Blanc (750ml) .................................................................12
2000 Château Cheval Blanc (6L) ........................................................................13
2009 Château Cheval Blanc (750ml) .................................................................15
 Château Cheval Blanc (1.5L) .....................................................................14
2010 Château Cheval Blanc (1.5L) .....................................................................16
 Château Cheval Blanc (750ml) .................................................................17
2016 Château Cheval Blanc (750ml) .................................................................18

Cos D'estournel

2010 Château Cos d'Estournel (1.5L) ...............................................................134

gruauD-larose

1928 Château Gruaud-Larose (750ml) .............................................................138

haut-Brion

1959 Château Haut-Brion (750ml) .....................................................................19
1989 Château Haut-Brion (750ml) .....................................................................20
2000 Château Haut-Brion (1.5L) .................................................................... (137)
 Château Haut-Brion (6L) ...........................................................................21
 Château Haut-Brion (750ml) .........................................................(136), 135
2005 Château Haut-Brion (750ml) .....................................................................23
 Château Haut-Brion (1.5L) ........................................................................22
2009 Château Haut-Brion (750ml) .....................................................................26
 Château Haut-Brion (6L) ...........................................................................24
 Château Haut-Brion (1.5L) ........................................................................25
2010 Château Haut-Brion (1.5L) ........................................................................27
 Château Haut-Brion (750ml) .....................................................................28

2015 Château Haut-Brion (750ml) .....................................................................29
 Château Haut-Brion Blanc (750ml) .........................................................192
2016 Château Haut-Brion (750ml) .....................................................................30
 Château Haut-Brion Blanc (750ml) .........................................................193

l'eglise Clinet

2000 Château L`Eglise Clinet (1.5L) .................................................................176
2005 Château L`Eglise Clinet (750ml) ..............................................................177
2009 Château L`Eglise Clinet (1.5L) .................................................................178

l'evangile

2000 Château L'Evangile (1.5L) ........................................................................180

la Clusière

2000 Château La Clusière (750ml) ...................................................................140
 Château La Clusière (1.5L) ......................................................................139

la Conseillante

1982 Château La Conseillante (750ml) ............................................................141

la fleur Pétrus

2005 La Fleur Pétrus (750ml) ...........................................................................142

la Mission haut-Brion

1975 Château La Mission Haut-Brion (750ml) .................................................143
1982 Château La Mission Haut-Brion (750ml) .................................................144
2000 Château La Mission Haut-Brion (6L) .......................................................145
 Château La Mission Haut-Brion (750ml) .................................................147
 Château La Mission Haut-Brion (1.5L) ....................................................146
2005 Château La Mission Haut-Brion (750ml) .................................................148
2009 Château La Mission Haut-Brion (750ml) .................................................150
 Château La Mission Haut-Brion (1.5L) ....................................................149
2010 Château La Mission Haut-Brion (1.5L) ....................................................151
 Château La Mission Haut-Brion (750ml) .................................................152
2012 Château La Mission Haut-Brion Blanc (750ml) ..................................... (194)
2014 Château La Mission Haut-Brion Blanc (750ml) ..................................... (194)
2015 Château La Mission Haut-Brion (750ml) .................................................153
2016 Château La Mission Haut-Brion (750ml) .................................................154

la MonDotte

2010 La Mondotte (750ml) ..............................................................................156
 La Mondotte (1.5L) .................................................................................155

lafite rothsChilD

1918 Château Lafite Rothschild (750ml) ............................................................31
1947 Château Lafite Rothschild (750ml) ............................................................32
1953 Château Lafite Rothschild (1.5L) ...............................................................33
1957 Château Lafite Rothschild (1.5L) ...............................................................34
1961 Château Lafite Rothschild (750ml) ............................................................35
1982 Château Lafite Rothschild (750ml) ............................................................36
1986 Château Lafite Rothschild (750ml) ............................................................38
 Château Lafite Rothschild (1.5L) ...............................................................37
1996 Château Lafite Rothschild (1.5L) ...............................................................39
 Château Lafite Rothschild (750ml) ............................................................40
2000 Château Lafite Rothschild (750ml) ............................................................42
 Château Lafite Rothschild (1.5L) ...............................................................41
2005 Château Lafite Rothschild (750ml) ............................................................44
 Château Lafite Rothschild (1.5L) ...............................................................43
2006 Château Lafite Rothschild (750ml) ............................................................45
2009 Château Lafite Rothschild (750ml) ............................................................48
 Château Lafite Rothschild (1.5L) ...............................................................47
 Château Lafite Rothschild (6L) ..................................................................46
2010 Château Lafite Rothschild (1.5L) ...............................................................49
 Château Lafite Rothschild (750ml) ............................................................50

Index By Region & Producer
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2015 Château Lafite Rothschild (750ml) ............................................................51
2016 Château Lafite Rothschild (750ml) ............................................................52

lafleur

1975 Château Lafleur (750ml) .........................................................................157
1982 Château Lafleur (750ml) .........................................................................159
 Château Lafleur (1.5L) .............................................................................158
1990 Château Lafleur (750ml) .........................................................................160
2000 Château Lafleur (750ml) .........................................................................161
2005 Château Lafleur (750ml) .........................................................................162
2009 Château Lafleur (750ml) .........................................................................165
 Château Lafleur (1.5L) .............................................................................164
 Château Lafleur (6L) ................................................................................163
2016 Château Lafleur (750ml) .........................................................................166

latour

1947 Château Latour (750ml) ............................................................................53
1953 Château Latour (750ml) ............................................................................54
1971 Château Latour (750ml) ............................................................................55
1975 Château Latour (1.5L) ...............................................................................56
1982 Château Latour (1.5L) ...............................................................................57
 Château Latour (750ml) ............................................................................58
1990 Château Latour (750ml) ............................................................................59
2000 Château Latour (750ml) ................................................................(135), 136
 Château Latour (1.5L) ........................................................................... (137)
2005 Château Latour (750ml) ............................................................................61
 Château Latour (1.5L) ...............................................................................60
2009 Château Latour (1.5L) ...............................................................................63
 Château Latour (6L) ..................................................................................62
2010 Château Latour (1.5L) ...............................................................................65
 Château Latour (6L) ..................................................................................64

le Pin

1979 Le Pin (750ml) ........................................................................................167
1982 Le Pin (750ml) ........................................................................................168
1989 Le Pin (750ml) ........................................................................................169
1990 Le Pin (750ml) ........................................................................................170
1998 Le Pin (750ml) ........................................................................................171
2000 Le Pin (1.5L) ...........................................................................................172
 Le Pin (750ml) ........................................................................................173
2005 Le Pin (750ml) ........................................................................................174
2010 Le Pin (750ml) ........................................................................................175

léoville las Cases

2010 Château Léoville Las Cases (1.5L) ...........................................................179

Margaux

1928 Château Margaux (750ml) ........................................................................66
1929 Château Margaux (750ml) ........................................................................67
1961 Château Margaux (1.5L) ............................................................................68
1982 Château Margaux (1.5L) ............................................................................69
 Château Margaux (750ml) ........................................................................70
2000 Château Margaux (750ml) ............................................................(136), 135
 Château Margaux (1.5L) ..................................................................(137), 72
 Château Margaux (6L) ...............................................................................71
2005 Château Margaux (750ml) ........................................................................74
 Château Margaux (1.5L) ............................................................................73
2009 Château Margaux (1.5L) ............................................................................75
2010 Château Margaux (1.5L) ............................................................................76
 Château Margaux (750ml) ........................................................................77
2016 Château Margaux (750ml) ........................................................................78

Mouton rothsChilD

1934 Château Mouton Rothschild (750ml) ........................................................79
1941 Château Mouton Rothschild (750ml) ........................................................80
1945 Château Mouton Rothschild (750ml) ........................................................81
1946 Château Mouton Rothschild (750ml) ........................................................82
1947 Château Mouton Rothschild (750ml) ........................................................83
1948 Château Mouton Rothschild (750ml) ........................................................84

1949 Château Mouton Rothschild (750ml) ........................................................85
1950 Château Mouton Rothschild (750ml) ........................................................86
1953 Château Mouton Rothschild (750ml) ........................................................87
1959 Château Mouton Rothschild (750ml) ........................................................88
1982 Château Mouton Rothschild (750ml) ........................................................89
1985 Château Mouton Rothschild (1.5L) ............................................................90
1986 Château Mouton Rothschild (750ml) ........................................................91
1988 Château Mouton Rothschild (1.5L) ............................................................92
1990 Château Mouton Rothschild (1.5L) ............................................................93
2000 Château Mouton Rothschild (750ml) ........................................................95
 Château Mouton Rothschild (1.5L) ............................................................94
2005 Château Mouton Rothschild (1.5L) ............................................................96
2006 Château Mouton Rothschild (1.5L) ............................................................97
2009 Château Mouton Rothschild (1.5L) ............................................................99
 Château Mouton Rothschild (6L) ...............................................................98
2010 Château Mouton Rothschild (1.5L) ..........................................................101
 Château Mouton Rothschild (6L) .............................................................100
 Château Mouton Rothschild (750ml) ......................................................102
2015 Château Mouton Rothschild (750ml) ......................................................103

PaPe CléMent

2005 Château Pape Clément (750ml) ...............................................................181

Pavie

2000 Château Pavie (1.5L) ............................................................................. (182)
 Château Pavie (750ml) .......................................................................... (182)
2005 Château Pavie (750ml) ............................................................................183
2010 Château Pavie (750ml) ............................................................................184
2015 Château Pavie (750ml) ............................................................................185
2016 Château Pavie (750ml) ............................................................................186

Pétrus

1924 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................104
1926 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................105
1930 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................106
1945 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................107
1953 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................108
1961 Pétrus (1.5L) ............................................................................................109
 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................110
1969 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................111
1970 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................112
1971 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................113
1975 Pétrus (1.5L) ............................................................................................114
1978 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................115
1979 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................116
1982 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................117
1989 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................118
1990 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................119
1995 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................120
1998 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................122
 Pétrus (1.5L) ............................................................................................121
2000 Pétrus (1.5L) .......................................................................................... (137)
 Pétrus (750ml) ...............................................................................(135), 136
2001 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................123
2005 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................124
2008 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................125
2009 Pétrus (1.5L) ............................................................................................127
 Pétrus (6L) ...............................................................................................126
2010 Pétrus (1.5L) ............................................................................................128
 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................129
2015 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................130
2016 Pétrus (750ml) .........................................................................................131

PiChon-Baron

1989 Pichon-Baron (750ml) .............................................................................187

PiChon lalanDe

1918 Château Pichon Longueville Comtesse de Lalande (750ml) ....................188
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trotanoy

1998 Château Trotanoy (750ml) ..................................................................... (189)
2003 Château Trotanoy (750ml) ..................................................................... (189)
2009 Château Trotanoy (1.5L) ..........................................................................190
2010 Château Trotanoy (750ml) ..................................................................... (189)

valanDrauD

2000 Château Valandraud (750ml) ................................................................. (191)
2010 Château Valandraud (750ml) ................................................................. (191)

yqueM

1924 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................195
1928 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................196
1929 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................197
1935 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................198
1936 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................199
1937 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................200
1947 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................201
1950 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................202
1955 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................203
1959 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................204
1969 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................205
1980 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................206
1983 Château d'Yquem (750ml) .................................................................... (207)
 Château d'Yquem (1.5L) ....................................................................... (207)
1986 Château d'Yquem (1.5L) ....................................................................... (208)
 Château d'Yquem (750ml) .................................................................... (208)
1988 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................209
1991 Château d'Yquem (750ml) .................................................................... (217)
1997 Château d'Yquem (750ml) .................................................................... (217)
1998 Château d'Yquem (750ml) .................................................................... (217)
2003 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................210
2007 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................211
2009 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................213
 Château d'Yquem (1.5L) .........................................................................212
2010 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................214
2013 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................215
2014 Château d'Yquem (750ml) ......................................................................216

Burgundy
af gros

2012 Richebourg A-F Gros (750ml) .................................................................319
2013 Richebourg A-F Gros (750ml) .................................................................320
 Echézeaux A-F Gros (750ml) ...................................................................317
2014 Richebourg A-F Gros (750ml) .................................................................321
2015 Richebourg A-F Gros (750ml) .................................................................322
2016 Richebourg A-F Gros (750ml) .................................................................323
2017 Echézeaux AF Gros (750ml) ....................................................................318
 Richebourg AF Gros (750ml) ...................................................................324

anne gros

2017 Richebourg Anne Gros (750ml) ...............................................................326
 Clos Vougeot Le Grand Maupertui Anne Gros (750ml) ...........................325

arManD rousseau

1985 Chambertin Armand Rousseau (1.5L) ......................................................453
1995 Chambertin Clos de Bèze Armand Rousseau (750ml) .............................456
2007 Chambertin Armand Rousseau (1.5L) ......................................................454
2008 Chambertin Clos de Bèze Armand Rousseau (750ml) .............................457
 Charmes-Chambertin Armand Rousseau (750ml) ....................................462
2009 Mazis-Chambertin Armand Rousseau (750ml) ........................................473
 Charmes-Chambertin Armand Rousseau (750ml) ....................................463
 Chambertin Armand Rousseau (1.5L) ......................................................455
2010 Charmes-Chambertin Armand Rousseau (750ml) ....................................464
2012 Charmes-Chambertin Armand Rousseau (750ml) ....................................465
 Mazy-Chambertin Armand Rousseau (750ml) .........................................474

 Chambertin Clos de Bèze Armand Rousseau (750ml) .............................458
2013 Chambertin Clos de Bèze Armand Rousseau (750ml) .............................459
 Mazis-Chambertin Armand Rousseau (750ml) ........................................475
 Charmes-Chambertin Armand Rousseau (750ml) ....................................466
 Clos de la Roche Armand Rousseau (750ml) ..........................................469
2014 Chambertin Clos de Bèze Armand Rousseau (750ml) .............................460
 Charmes-Chambertin Armand Rousseau (750ml) ....................................467
 Clos de la Roche Armand Rousseau (750ml) ..........................................470
 Ruchottes-Chambertin Clos des Ruchottes Armand Rousseau (750ml) ....478
 Mazy-Chambertin Armand Rousseau (750ml) .........................................476
2015 Chambertin Clos de Bèze Armand Rousseau (750ml) .............................461
 Ruchottes-Chambertin Clos des Ruchottes Armand Rousseau (750ml) ....479
 Mazy-Chambertin Armand Rousseau (750ml) .........................................477
 Charmes-Chambertin Armand Rousseau (750ml) ....................................468
 Clos de la Roche Armand Rousseau (750ml) ..........................................471
2016 Clos de la Roche Armand Rousseau (750ml) ..........................................472

Bruno Clair

2017 Bonnes-Mares Bruno Clair (750ml) .........................................................225

CathiarD

2012 Vosne-Romanée Les Malconsorts Sylvain Cathiard (750ml) ....................222
 Nuits St Georges Aux Murgers Sylvain Cathiard (750ml) .........................218
2013 Vosne-Romanée Les Malconsorts Sylvain Cathiard (750ml) ....................223
 Nuits St Georges Aux Thorey Sylvain Cathiard (750ml) ...........................219
 Romanée-St-Vivant Sylvain Cathiard (750ml) ..........................................220
2015 Vosne-Romanée Les Malconsorts Sylvain Cathiard (750ml) ....................224
2017 Vosne-Romanée Aux Reignots Sylvain Cathiard (750ml) .........................221

ChristoPhe rouMier

2009 Charmes-Chambertin Aux Mazoyeres Christophe Roumier (750ml) ........445
2015 Ruchottes-Chambertin Christophe Roumier (750ml) ...............................452

ClauDe Dugat

2013 Charmes-Chambertin Claude Dugat (750ml) ..........................................297

Clos De tart

2013 Clos de Tart Domaine du Clos de Tart (750ml) ........................................226
2014 Clos de Tart Domaine du Clos de Tart (750ml) ........................................227
2016 Clos de Tart Domaine du Clos de Tart (750ml) ........................................228

CoChe-Dury

1988 Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury (1.5L) .................................................487
1990 Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury (750ml) ..............................................488
1995 Meursault Perrières Coche-Dury (750ml) ................................................520
1996 Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury (750ml) ..............................................489
1999 Puligny-Montrachet Enseignères Coche-Dury (750ml) ............................523
 Meursault Perrières Coche-Dury (750ml) ................................................521
2000 Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury (750ml) ..............................................490
2002 Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury (750ml) ..............................................491
2005 Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury (750ml) .........................................511
2008 Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury (750ml) ..............................................492
 Meursault Caillerets Coche-Dury (750ml) ...............................................498
2009 Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury (750ml) .........................................512
 Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury (750ml) ..............................................493
2010 Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury (750ml) .........................................513
 Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury (750ml) ..............................................494
2012 Meursault Coche-Dury (750ml)...............................................................504
 Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury (750ml) .........................................514
 Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury (750ml) ..............................................495
2013 Meursault Coche-Dury (750ml)...............................................................505
 Meursault Caillerets Coche-Dury (750ml) ...............................................499
 Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury (750ml) .........................................515
 Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury (750ml) ..............................................496
 Meursault Genevrières Coche-Dury (750ml) ...........................................508
2014 Meursault Perrières Coche-Dury (750ml) ................................................522
 Puligny-Montrachet Enseignères Coche-Dury (750ml) ............................524
 Meursault Caillerets Coche-Dury (750ml) ...............................................500
 Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury (750ml) .........................................516
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 Corton-Charlemagne Coche-Dury (750ml) ..............................................497
2015 Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury (750ml) .........................................517
 Puligny-Montrachet Enseignères Coche-Dury (750ml) ............................525
 Meursault Caillerets Coche-Dury (750ml) ...............................................501
 Meursault Rouge Coche-Dury (750ml) ....................................................230
 Meursault Genevrières Coche-Dury (750ml) ...........................................509
2016 Meursault Coche-Dury (750ml)...............................................................506
 Puligny-Montrachet Enseignères Coche-Dury (750ml) ............................526
 Meursault Caillerets Coche-Dury (750ml) ...............................................502
 Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury (750ml) .........................................518
2017 Meursault Caillerets Coche-Dury (750ml) ...............................................503
 Meursault Coche-Dury (750ml)...............................................................507
 Meursault Les Rougeots Coche-Dury (750ml) .........................................519
 Meursault Genevrières Coche-Dury (750ml) ...........................................510
 Bourgogne Blanc Coche-Dury (750ml) ...................................................486
 Meursault Côte de Beaune Rouge Coche-Dury (750ml) ..........................229

Colin

2012 Montrachet Marc Colin (750ml) ..............................................................528
2016 Montrachet Marc Colin (750ml) ..............................................................529
2017 Bâtard-Montrachet Marc Colin (750ml)...................................................527

CoMte De vogüé

1999 Musigny Vieilles Vignes Comte Georges de Vogüé (750ml) .....................481
2005 Musigny Vieilles Vignes Comte Georges de Vogüé (750ml) .....................482
2009 Musigny Vieilles Vignes Comte Georges de Vogüé (750ml) .....................483
2015 Musigny Vieilles Vignes Comte Georges de Vogüé (750ml) .....................484
2017 Bonnes-Mares Comte Georges de Vogüé (750ml) ...................................480
 Musigny Vieilles Vignes Comte Georges de Vogüé (750ml) .....................485

CoMtes lafon

2012 Meursault Perrières Comtes Lafon (750ml) ..............................................545
 Montrachet Comtes Lafon (750ml) ..........................................................550
2013 Montrachet Comtes Lafon (750ml) ..........................................................551
2014 Meursault Perrières Comtes Lafon (750ml) ..............................................546
2015 Montrachet Comtes Lafon (750ml) ..........................................................552
 Meursault Charmes Comtes Lafon (750ml) .............................................541
 Meursault Genevrières Comtes Lafon (750ml) ........................................543
2016 Meursault Genevrières Comtes Lafon (750ml) ........................................544

D'auvenay

1998 Mazis-Chambertin Domaine d`Auvenay (750ml) ....................................248
1999 Criots Bâtard-Montrachet Domaine d`Auvenay (750ml) ..........................532
2000 Bonnes-Mares Domaine d`Auvenay (750ml) ...........................................245
2002 Criots Bâtard-Montrachet Domaine d`Auvenay (750ml) ..........................533
 Chevalier-Montrachet Domaine d`Auvenay (750ml) ...............................530
2008 Bonnes-Mares Domaine d`Auvenay (750ml) ...........................................246
2009 Meursault Les Narvaux Domaine d`Auvenay (750ml) .............................534
 Chevalier-Montrachet Domaine d`Auvenay (750ml) ...............................531
2011 Mazis-Chambertin Domaine d`Auvenay (750ml) ....................................249
2013 Mazis-Chambertin Domaine d`Auvenay (750ml) ....................................250
2014 Puligny-Montrachet Les Folatières Domaine d`Auvenay (750ml) .............535
 Bonnes-Mares Domaine d`Auvenay (750ml) ...........................................247

Denis Mortet

2014 Bonnes-Mares Denis Mortet (750ml) ..................................................... (395)
2015 Gevrey-Chambertin Lavaux St Jacques Denis Mortet (750ml) .................398
 Bonnes-Mares Denis Mortet (750ml) ..................................................... (395)
2016 Gevrey-Chambertin Lavaux St Jacques Denis Mortet (750ml) .................399
 Bonnes-Mares Domaine Denis Mortet (750ml) ..................................... (395)
 Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Denis Mortet (750ml) .................................397
2017 Clos de Vougeot Denis Mortet (750ml) ...................................................396
 Gevrey-Chambertin Lavaux St Jacques Denis Mortet (750ml) .................400

DoMaine De la roManée-Conti

1978 La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...................................258
1981 Romanée-St-Vivant Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (6L) .........................289
1985 Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ........................276
 La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...................................259

 Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (1.5L) ...........................275
1990 Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ........................277
1995 Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ................278, 279
1996 La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...................................260
 Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ........................280
1999 Richebourg Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...............................271
 Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ........................281
2000 La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...................................261
 Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ........................282
 Montrachet Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...............................536
2005 Grands Echézeaux Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ....................256
 La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...................................263
 Richebourg Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (1.5L) ..................................272
 La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (1.5L) ......................................262
 Romanée-St-Vivant Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (1.5L) ......................290
2009 Richebourg Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...............................273
 La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...................................264
 Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (1.5L) ...........................283
2010 Corton Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ......................................251
 La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...................................265
 Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ........................284
2011 Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ........................285
2012 Corton Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ......................................252
 La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...................................266
 Richebourg Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...............................274
 Romanée-St-Vivant Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...................291
2013 La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...................................267
 Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ........................286
 Romanée-St-Vivant Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...................292
2014 Corton Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ......................................253
 Echézeaux Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ................................254
 La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...................................268
 Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ........................287
 Romanée-St-Vivant Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...................294
 Romanée-St-Vivant Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (1.5L) ......................293
2015 La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...................................269
 Romanée-St-Vivant Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...................295
 Echézeaux Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ................................255
 Grands Echézeaux Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ....................257
 Romanée-Conti Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ........................288
 Montrachet Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...............................537
2016 La Tâche Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (750ml) ...................................270

DoMaine Des laMBrays

2014 Clos des Lambrays Domaine des Lambrays (750ml) ................................346
2015 Clos des Lambrays Domaine des Lambrays (1.5L) ...................................347
2016 Clos des Lambrays Domaine des Lambrays (750ml) ................................348
2017 Clos des Lambrays Domaine des Lambrays (750ml) ................................349

DoMaine leflaive

2016 Puligny-Montrachet Les Folatières Domaine Leflaive (750ml) ............... (553)
 Puligny-Montrachet Les Pucelles Domaine Leflaive (750ml) ................. (553)

Dugat

1996 Griotte-Chambertin Claude Dugat (750ml) .............................................298
2005 Charmes-Chambertin Claude Dugat (750ml) ..........................................296

Dugat-Py

1999 Mazis-Chambertin Dugat-Py (750ml) ......................................................303
2005 Charmes-Chambertin Dugat-Py (750ml) .................................................300
2010 Mazis-Chambertin Dugat-Py (750ml) ......................................................304
2014 Chambertin Dugat-Py (750ml) ................................................................299
 Mazis-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes Dugat-Py (750ml) ...............................305
2015 Chassagne-Montrachet Morgeots Trés Vieilles Vignes Dugat-Py (750ml) (538)
2016 Charmes-Chambertin Dugat-Py (750ml) .................................................301
 Mazis-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes Dugat-Py (750ml) ...............................306
 Chassagne-Montrachet Morgeots Trés Vieilles Vignes Dugat-Py (750ml) (538)
2017 Charmes-Chambertin Dugat-Py (750ml) .................................................302
 Mazis-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes Dugat-Py (750ml) ...............................307
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 Chassagne-Montrachet Morgeots Trés Vieilles Vignes Dugat-Py (750ml) (538)

DujaC

2010 Clos de la Roche Dujac (750ml) .............................................................309
2015 Clos de la Roche Dujac (750ml) .............................................................310
2016 Clos de la Roche Dujac (750ml) .............................................................311
 Charmes-Chambertin Dujac (750ml) ......................................................308
 Vosne-Romanée Aux Malconsorts Dujac (750ml) ...................................312

DuPlessis

2017 Chablis Les Clos Gerard Duplessis (750ml) .............................................539

e. rouget

2008 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget (1.5L) ......................424
 Echézeaux Emmanuel Rouget (1.5L) .......................................................414
2010 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget (750ml) ...................425

fontaine gagnarD

2013 Montrachet Fontaine-Gagnard (750ml) ...................................................540

fourrier

2013 Griotte-Chambertin Vieille Vigne Domaine Fourrier (750ml) ...................315
2014 Gevrey-Chambertin Clos St Jacques Vieille Vigne Domaine Fourrier (750ml) 
314
2017 Griotte-Chambertin Vieille Vigne Domaine Fourrier (750ml) ...................316
 Gevrey-Chambertin Clos St Jacques Domaine Fourrier (750ml) ..............313

henri jayer

1979 Richebourg Henri Jayer (1.5L) .................................................................328
1982 Richebourg Henri Jayer (1.5L) .................................................................329
 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Henri Jayer (1.5L) .................................333
1983 Vosne-Romanée Les Beaumonts Henri Jayer (750ml) ..............................341
 Richebourg Henri Jayer (750ml) ..............................................................330
1985 Vosne-Romanée Les Beaumonts Henri Jayer (750ml) ..............................342
 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Henri Jayer (750ml) ..............................334
 Richebourg Henri Jayer (750ml) ..............................................................331
1986 Richebourg Henri Jayer (750ml) ..............................................................332
1989 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Henri Jayer (750ml) ..............................335
 Vosne-Romanée Les Beaumonts Henri Jayer (750ml) ..............................343
1990 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Henri Jayer (750ml) ..............................337
 Echézeaux Henri Jayer (750ml) ...............................................................327
 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Henri Jayer (1.5L) .................................336
1993 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Henri Jayer (750ml) ..............................338
 Vosne-Romanée Les Beaumonts Henri Jayer (750ml) ..............................344
1995 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Henri Jayer (750ml) ..............................339
1999 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Henri Jayer (1.5L) .................................340

huBert lignier

2002 Clos de la Roche Hubert Lignier (750ml) ................................................365
2015 Clos de la Roche Hubert Lignier (750ml) ................................................366
2016 Clos de la Roche Hubert Lignier (750ml) ................................................367
 Chambolle-Musigny Les Baudes Hubert Lignier (750ml) .........................364

jean jaCques Confuron

1999 Romanée-St-Vivant J J Confuron (1.5L) ....................................................233
2005 Romanée-St-Vivant JJ Confuron (750ml)..................................................235
2009 Romanée-St-Vivant JJ Confuron (750ml)..................................................236
2015 Romanée-St-Vivant J J Confuron (750ml) ................................................234

jj Confuron

2012 Romanée-St-Vivant JJ Confuron (1.5L) .....................................................237
2013 Romanée-St-Vivant JJ Confuron (750ml)..................................................239
 Romanée-St-Vivant JJ Confuron (1.5L) .....................................................238
2014 Romanée-St-Vivant JJ Confuron (1.5L) .....................................................240
2016 Romanée-St-Vivant JJ Confuron (750ml)..................................................242
 Romanée-St-Vivant JJ Confuron (1.5L) .....................................................241
2017 Romanée-St-Vivant JJ Confuron (750ml)..................................................244
 Romanée-St-Vivant JJ Confuron (1.5L) .....................................................243
 Clos Vougeot JJ Confuron (750ml) ...........................................................232

 Clos Vougeot JJ Confuron (1.5L) ..............................................................231

lafon

2000 Montrachet Comtes Lafon (750ml) ..........................................................547
2002 Meursault Genevrières Comtes Lafon (750ml) ........................................542
2009 Montrachet Comtes Lafon (750ml) ..........................................................548
2010 Montrachet Comtes Lafon (750ml) ..........................................................549

laMarChe

2009 La Grande Rue Lamarche (750ml) ........................................................ (345)
2010 La Grande Rue Lamarche (750ml) ........................................................ (345)

leflaive

1993 Montrachet Domaine Leflaive (750ml) ....................................................556
1996 Bâtard-Montrachet Domaine Leflaive (750ml) .........................................554
 Chevalier-Montrachet Domaine Leflaive (750ml) ....................................555
1999 Montrachet Domaine Leflaive (750ml) ....................................................557
2002 Puligny-Montrachet Les Pucelles Domaine Leflaive (750ml) ...................561
2009 Montrachet Domaine Leflaive (750ml) ....................................................558
2012 Montrachet Domaine Leflaive (750ml) ....................................................559
2013 Montrachet Domaine Leflaive (750ml) ....................................................560

leroy (DoMaine)

1996 Corton Renardes Domaine Leroy (750ml) ...............................................352
1999 Corton Renardes Domaine Leroy (750ml) ...............................................353
2007 Richebourg Domaine Leroy (750ml) .......................................................357
2008 Corton-Charlemagne Domaine Leroy (750ml) ........................................562
2009 Nuits St Georges Aux Lavieres Domaine Leroy (750ml) ..........................355
2013 Gevrey-Chambertin les Combottes Domaine Leroy (750ml) ...................354
2014 Savigny Les Beaune Les Narbantons Domaine Leroy (750ml) .................358
 Pommard Les Vignots Domaine Leroy (750ml)........................................356
 Clos de Vougeot Domaine Leroy (750ml) ................................................351
 Chambolle-Musigny Les Fremieres Domaine Leroy (750ml) ...................350

liger Belair

2014 Nuits St Georges Clos des Grandes Vignes Liger-Belair (750ml) ..............360
2016 Nuits St Georges Les Cras Liger-Belair (750ml) .......................................361
2017 Vosne-Romanée Liger-Belair (750ml) ......................................................363
 Echézeaux Liger-Belair (750ml) ...............................................................359
 Nuits St Georges Les Cras Liger-Belair (750ml) .......................................362

Méo-CaMuzet

1996 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................386
 Richebourg Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................................................373
1999 Richebourg Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................................................374
 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................387
2002 Richebourg Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................................................375
 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parentoux Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................388
2005 Clos de Vougeot Méo-Camuzet (750ml) ..................................................368
 Echézeaux Les Rouges Bas Méo-Camuzet (750ml) ............................... (372)
 Richebourg Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................................................376
 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................389
2009 Richebourg Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................................................377
 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................390
2010 Richebourg Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................................................378
2012 Clos de Vougeot Méo-Camuzet (750ml) ..................................................369
 Echézeaux Les Rouges du Bas Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .......................... (372)
 Vosne-Romanée Aux Brûlées Méo-Camuzet (750ml) ............................ (384)
 Richebourg Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................................................379
 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................391
2013 Vosne-Romanée Les Brûlées Méo-Camuzet (750ml) ............................. (384)
 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................392
 Richebourg Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................................................380
2014 Richebourg Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................................................381
2015 Vosne-Romanée Aux Brûlées Méo-Camuzet (750ml) ............................ (384)
 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................393
 Richebourg Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................................................382
2016 Corton Clos Rognet Méo-Camuzet (750ml) ............................................371
 Clos de Vougeot Méo-Camuzet (750ml) ..................................................370
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 Vosne-Romanée Aux Brûlées Méo-Camuzet (750ml) ..............................385
 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................394
 Richebourg Méo-Camuzet (750ml) .........................................................383

Morey

2009 Chevalier-Montrachet Marc Morey (750ml) ............................................564
2012 Bâtard-Montrachet Marc Morey (750ml) .................................................563

Mugnier (jaCques-freDeriC)

1999 Musigny JF Mugnier (750ml) ...................................................................402
2005 Musigny JF Mugnier (750ml) ...................................................................403
2009 Musigny JF Mugnier (750ml) ...................................................................404
2010 Musigny JF Mugnier (750ml) ...................................................................405
2014 Nuits St Georges Clos de Marechale Blanc JF Mugnier (750ml) ............ (565)
2016 Nuits St Georges Clos de la Marechale Blanc JF Mugnier (750ml) ........ (565)
2017 Chambolle-Musigny Les Fuees JF Mugnier (750ml) .................................401

Perrot - Minot

2005 Chambertin Clos de Bèze Vieilles Vignes Perrot-Minot (750ml) ............ (406)
2009 Chambertin Clos de Bèze Vieilles Vignes Perrot-Minot (750ml) ............ (406)
2010 Chambertin Clos de Bèze Vieilles Vignes Perrot-Minot (750ml) ............ (406)

Ponsot

2005 Chambertin Domaine Ponsot (750ml) .....................................................409
2010 Corton-Charlemagne Domaine Ponsot (1.5L) ..........................................566
2012 Clos de la Roche Vieilles Vignes Domaine Ponsot (750ml) .....................410
2015 Montrachet An Zero Laurent Ponsot (750ml) ...........................................568
 Montrachet An Zero Laurent Ponsot (1.5L) ..............................................567
2016 Chambertin Clos de Bèze Cuvée du Frene Laurent Ponsot (1.5L) ............407
 Chambertin Cuvée du Chene Laurent Ponsot (1.5L) ................................408
 Clos Vougeot Cuvée du Cedre Laurent Ponsot (1.5L)...............................412
 Clos St Denis Cuvée du Merisier Laurent Ponsot (1.5L) ...........................411

raMonet

1996 Montrachet Domaine Ramonet (750ml) ..................................................569
2002 Montrachet Domaine Ramonet (750ml) ..................................................570

raveneau

2014 Chablis Montée de Tonnerre Raveneau (750ml) ......................................574
2015 Chablis Montée de Tonnerre Raveneau (750ml) ......................................575
 Chablis Valmur Raveneau (750ml) ..........................................................578
2016 Chablis Butteaux Raveneau (750ml)........................................................571
 Chablis Valmur Raveneau (750ml) ..........................................................579
2017 Chablis Butteaux Raveneau (750ml)........................................................572
 Chablis Les Clos Raveneau (750ml) ........................................................573
 Chablis Montée de Tonnerre Raveneau (750ml) ..............................576, 577

rouget

1993 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget (750ml) ...................421
1995 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget (1.5L) ......................422
2005 Echézeaux Emmanuel Rouget (750ml) ....................................................413
 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget (750ml) ...................423
2009 Echézeaux Emmanuel Rouget (750ml) ....................................................415
2012 Echézeaux Emmanuel Rouget (750ml) ....................................................416
 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget (750ml) ...................426
2013 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget (750ml) ...................428
 Echézeaux Emmanuel Rouget (750ml) ....................................................418
 Vosne-Romanée Les Beaumonts Emmanuel Rouget (750ml) ...................432
 Echézeaux Emmanuel Rouget (1.5L) .......................................................417
 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget (1.5L) ......................427
2015 Vosne-Romanée Emmanuel Rouget (750ml) ...........................................431
 Echézeaux Emmanuel Rouget (750ml) ....................................................419
 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget (750ml) ...................429
2016 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux Emmanuel Rouget (750ml) ...................430
 Echézeaux Emmanuel Rouget (750ml) ....................................................420

roulot

2012 Meursault Clos des Bouchères Domaine Roulot (750ml) ........................580
2013 Meursault Clos des Bouchères Domaine Roulot (750ml) ........................581

rouMier

1990 Musigny Georges Roumier (1.5L) ............................................................449
2007 Bonnes-Mares Georges Roumier (750ml) ................................................433
2009 Bonnes-Mares Georges Roumier (750ml) ................................................434
2012 Bonnes-Mares Georges Roumier (750ml) ................................................435
 Corton-Charlemagne Georges Roumier (750ml) .....................................582
 Ruchottes-Chambertin Christophe Roumier (750ml) ...............................450
2013 Ruchottes-Chambertin Christophe Roumier (750ml) ...............................451
 Bonnes-Mares Georges Roumier (750ml) ................................................436
2014 Morey St Denis Clos de la Bussière Georges Roumier (750ml) ...............446
 Chambolle-Musigny Les Cras Georges Roumier (750ml).........................442
 Bonnes-Mares Georges Roumier (750ml) ................................................437
2015 Bonnes-Mares Georges Roumier (750ml) ................................................438
 Chambolle-Musigny Les Cras Georges Roumier (750ml).........................443
 Morey St Denis Clos de la Bussière Georges Roumier (750ml) ...............447
 Chambolle-Musigny Combottes Georges Roumier (750ml) .....................440
2016 Chambolle-Musigny Les Cras Georges Roumier (750ml).........................444
 Morey St Denis Clos de la Bussière Georges Roumier (750ml) ...............448
 Bonnes-Mares Georges Roumier (750ml) ................................................439
 Chambolle-Musigny Georges Roumier (750ml) ......................................441

California

Bryant faMily

1997 Bryant Family Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon (750ml) ..............................838

Colgin

1997 Colgin Herb Lamb Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon (750ml) ......................839

Dalla valle

1990 Dalla Valle Vineyards Maya (750ml) .......................................................840
2014 Dalla Valle Vineyards Maya (750ml) .......................................................841

harlan

2000 Harlan Estate (750ml) .............................................................................842
2004 Harlan Estate (750ml) .............................................................................843
2012 Harlan Estate (1.5L) .................................................................................844
2013 Harlan Estate (750ml) .............................................................................845
2014 Harlan Estate (750ml) .............................................................................846

oPus one

1979 Opus One (750ml) ..................................................................................847
1983 Opus One (750ml) ..................................................................................848
1985 Opus One (750ml) ..................................................................................849
1990 Opus One (750ml) ..................................................................................850
2015 Opus One (750ml) ..................................................................................851

sCreaMing eagle

1994 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon (750ml) ........................................852
1997 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon (750ml) ........................................853
2001 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon (750ml) ........................................854
2004 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon (1.5L) ...........................................855
 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon (750ml) ........................................856
2006 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon (1.5L) ...........................................857
2007 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon (750ml) ........................................858
2008 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon (1.5L) ...........................................859
2011 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon (750ml) ........................................860
2012 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon (750ml) ........................................861
2013 Screaming Eagle Cabernet Sauvignon (750ml) ........................................862

Champagne

Krug

1979 Krug Collection (750ml) ..........................................................................618
1982 Krug Collection (750ml) ..........................................................................619
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1983 Krug Clos du Mesnil (750ml) ..................................................................610
1985 Krug Collection (750ml) ..........................................................................620
1988 Krug Collection (750ml) ..........................................................................621
1989 Krug Collection (750ml) ..........................................................................622
1995 Krug Clos du Mesnil (750ml) ..................................................................611
 Krug Clos d`Ambonnay (750ml) ..............................................................608
1996 Krug (750ml) ...........................................................................................607
 Krug Clos du Mesnil (1.5L) .....................................................................612
 Krug Clos du Mesnil (750ml) ..................................................................613
1998 Krug Clos du Mesnil (750ml) ..................................................................614
2002 Krug Clos du Mesnil (750ml) ..................................................................615
 Krug Clos d`Ambonnay (750ml) ..............................................................609
2003 Krug Clos du Mesnil (750ml) ..................................................................616
2004 Krug Clos du Mesnil (750ml) ..................................................................617

salon

1982 Salon Blanc de Blancs Le Mesnil (750ml) ...............................................623
1983 Salon Blanc de Blancs Le Mesnil (750ml) ...............................................624
1988 Salon Blanc de Blancs Le Mesnil (750ml) ...............................................625
2006 Salon Blanc de Blancs Le Mesnil (750ml) ...............................................626
2007 Salon Blanc de Blancs Le Mesnil (750ml) ...............................................627

Italy

antinori

1978 Tignanello Antinori (5L) ..................................................................698, 699
1981 Tignanello Antinori (5L) ..........................................................................700
1989 Solaia Antinori (750ml) ...........................................................................680
1996 Solaia Antinori (750ml) ...........................................................................681
1997 Solaia Antinori (1.5L) ..............................................................................682
2000 Il Caberlot Il Carnasciale (1.5L) ............................................................. (711)
2004 Solaia Antinori (750ml) ...........................................................................683
2005 Solaia Antinori (750ml) ...........................................................................684
 Il Caberlot Il Carnasciale (1.5L) ............................................................. (711)
2007 Solaia Antinori (750ml) ......................................................................... (685)
 Solaia Antinori (1.5L) ............................................................................ (685)
 Guado Al Tasso Antinori (1.5L) ................................................................676
2008 Solaia Antinori (750ml) ...........................................................................686
2009 Solaia Antinori (750ml) ...........................................................................687
 Matarocchio Guado Al Tasso (1.5L).........................................................677
2010 Solaia Antinori (750ml) ...........................................................................688
2011 Matarocchio Guado Al Tasso (6L)............................................................678
2012 Solaia Antinori (750ml) ...........................................................................689
2013 Solaia Antinori (750ml) ...........................................................................691
 Solaia Antinori (1.5L) ..............................................................................690
2014 Solaia Antinori (750ml) ...........................................................................692
2015 Solaia Antinori (1.5L) ..............................................................................694
 Solaia Antinori (3L) .................................................................................693
 Solaia Antinori (750ml) ...................................................................695, 696
 Matarocchio Guado Al Tasso (1.5L).........................................................679
2016 Solaia Antinori (750ml) ...........................................................................697

BionDi santi

1958 Brunello di Montalcino Riserva Biondi Santi (750ml) ..............................705
1964 Brunello di Montalcino II Greppo Riserva Biondi Santi (750ml) ..............701
1971 Brunello di Montalcino Biondi Santi (750ml) ........................................ (702)
1975 Brunello di Montalcino II Greppo Riserva Biondi Santi (750ml) ............ (702)
1985 Brunello di Montalcino Riserva Biondi Santi (750ml) ..............................706
1990 Brunello di Montalcino Riserva Biondi Santi (750ml) ..............................707
1997 Brunello di Montalcino II Greppo Riserva Biondi Santi (750ml) ..............703
2001 Brunello di Montalcino II Greppo Riserva Biondi Santi (750ml) ..............704
2010 Brunello di Montalcino Riserva Biondi Santi (750ml) ..............................708

Casanova Di neri

2001 Brunello di Montalcino Cerretalto Casanova di Neri (1.5L) .....................709
2006 Brunello di Montalcino Cerretalto Casanova di Neri (750ml)..................710

CerBaiola

1985 Brunello di Montalcino Cerbaiola di Giulio Salvioni (750ml) ............... (762)

Dal forno roMano

1995 Amarone della Valpolicella Dal Forno Romano (750ml) .........................793
1998 Amarone della Valpolicella Dal Forno Romano (750ml) .........................794
2001 Amarone della Valpolicella Dal Forno Romano (750ml) .........................795
2009 Amarone della Valpolicella Vigneto Monte Lodoletta Dal Forno  
 Romano (750ml) .....................................................................................796

il CarnasCiale

2009 Il Caberlot Il Carnasciale (1.5L) ............................................................. (711)
2010 Il Caberlot Il Carnasciale (1.5L) ............................................................. (711)
2011 Il Caberlot Il Carnasciale (1.5L) ............................................................. (711)
2015 Il Caberlot Il Carnasciale (1.5L) ............................................................. (711)
2016 Il Caberlot Il Carnasciale (1.5L) ............................................................. (711)

luCe Della vite

2015 Lux Vitis Luce della Vite (3L) ...................................................................712

Monte vertine

1990 Le Pergole Torte Montevertine Riserva (6L) ..............................................755
2006 Le Pergole Torte Montevertine (750ml) ....................................................754

nonino

1984 UE Picolit Murrina Nonino (750ml) ................................................808, 809
1985 UE Picolit Canne d'Organo Nonino (700ML) ..........................................801
1987 UE Picolit Baccarat Incisione Nonino (700ML) .......................................800
1988 UE Picolit Incalmo Nonino (700ML) .......................................................806
1989 UE Picolit Versi di Turoldo Nonino (700ML) ...........................................824
1991 UE Picolit Alambicco Arabo Nonino (700ML) ........................................797
1992 UE Picolit Uccello Alchemico Nonino (700ML) ......................................823
1993 UE Picolit Murrina Nonino (700ML) .......................................................815
1994 UE Picolit Albero Della Vite Nonino (750ml) ..........................................798
1995 UE Picolit L'Acqua Nonino (700ML) .......................................................810
1996 UE Picolit Decanter Cent'Anni (700ML) .................................................819
1997 UE Picolit Spirale Mistica (700ML)..........................................................822
1998 UE Picolit Lo Spirito (700ML) .................................................................814
1999 UE Picolit Anima Mundi (700ML) ...........................................................799
2000 UE Picolit Opera Alchemica B. (700ML) .................................................816
 UE Picolit Opera Alchemica N. (700ML) ................................................817
 UE Picolit Opera Alchemica R. (700ML) .................................................818
2001 UE Picolit Le Guna Rajas (700ML) ..........................................................811
 UE Picolit Le Guna Sattva (700ML) .........................................................812
 UE Picolit Le Guna Tamas (700ML) .........................................................813
2002 UE Picolit Ying Yang Ametista (700ML) ...................................................825
 UE Picolit Ying Yang Verde Me (700ML) ..................................................826
2003 UE Picolit Scala Creazione AM (700ML) .................................................820
 UE Picolit Scala Creazione RO (700ML) .................................................821
2004 UE Picolit Hyle Verde Smerald (700ML) ..................................................802
 UE Picolit Hyle Zaffiro Acqua (750ml) ....................................................803
2006 UE Picolit Acquamare (750ml) ................................................................804
 UE Picolit Ametista (750ml) ....................................................................805
2007 UE Picolit Athanor Ambra (750ml) ..........................................................807
2008 UE Picolit Ziqqurat Rosso (700ML) .........................................................827

ornellaia

1989 Masseto (1.5L) .........................................................................................713
1990 Masseto (1.5L) .........................................................................................714
1995 Masseto (750ml) .....................................................................................715
 Ornellaia (750ml) ...................................................................................756
1996 Masseto (750ml) .....................................................................................716
1997 Ornellaia (750ml) ...................................................................................757
 Masseto (750ml) .....................................................................................717
1998 Masseto (3L) ............................................................................................718
 Masseto (1.5L) .........................................................................................719
 Masseto (750ml) .....................................................................................720
1999 Masseto (750ml) .....................................................................................721
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2000 Masseto (750ml) .....................................................................................722
2001 Masseto (3L) ............................................................................................723
 Masseto (1.5L) .........................................................................................724
2004 Masseto (750ml) .....................................................................................726
 Masseto (1.5L) .........................................................................................725
2005 Masseto (750ml) .....................................................................................727
2006 Masseto (750ml) .....................................................................................728
2007 Ornellaia (750ml) ...................................................................................758
 Masseto (750ml) .....................................................................................732
 Masseto (6L) ............................................................................................729
 Masseto (3L) ............................................................................................730
 Masseto (1.5L) .........................................................................................731
2008 Masseto (750ml) .....................................................................................734
 Masseto (3L) ............................................................................................733
2009 Masseto (750ml) .....................................................................................735
2010 Masseto (750ml) .....................................................................................739
 Masseto (1.5L) .........................................................................................738
 Masseto (3L) ....................................................................................736, 737
2011 Masseto (750ml) .....................................................................................741
 Masseto (1.5L) .........................................................................................740
2012 Masseto (750ml) .............................................................................742, 743
2013 Masseto (750ml) .....................................................................746, 747, 748
 Masseto (3L) ............................................................................................745
 Masseto (15L) ..........................................................................................744
2014 Masseto (750ml) .............................................................................752, 753
 Masseto (1.5L) .........................................................................................751
 Masseto (3L) ............................................................................................750
 Masseto (15L) ..........................................................................................749

PaCenti

1999 Brunello di Montalcino Siro Pacenti (1.5L) ..............................................759

reD

1988 Brunello di Montalcino Cerbaiola di Giulio Salvioni (750ml) ............... (762)

san giusto

1988 Percarlo San Giusto a Rentennano (1.5L) ................................................761
2001 Percarlo San Giusto a Rentennano (1.5L) .............................................. (760)
2004 Percarlo San Giusto a Rentennano (1.5L) .............................................. (760)

tenuta Di Biserno

2015 Lodovico Tenuta di Biserno (750ml) ........................................................790

tenuta Di trinoro

2016 Trinoro Tenuta di Trinoro (750ml) ............................................................791

tenuta san guiDo

1972 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................763
1978 Sassicaia (1.5L) .......................................................................................764
1980 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................765
1984 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................766
1986 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................767
1987 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................768
1988 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................769
1989 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................770
1990 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................771
1991 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................772
1992 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................773
1995 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................774
1996 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................775
1997 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................776
1998 Sassicaia (1.5L) ..................................................................................... (777)
 Sassicaia (750ml) .................................................................................. (777)
1999 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................778
2000 Sassicaia (750ml) .................................................................................. (779)
 Sassicaia (1.5L) ..................................................................................... (779)
2001 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................780
2002 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................781
2005 Sassicaia (1.5L) .......................................................................................782

2007 Sassicaia (750ml) .................................................................................. (783)
 Sassicaia (1.5L) ..................................................................................... (783)
2009 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................784
2010 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................785
2012 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................786
2013 Sassicaia (750ml) .................................................................................. (787)
 Sassicaia (1.5L) ..................................................................................... (787)
2015 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................788
2016 Sassicaia (750ml) ....................................................................................789

tua rita

2007 Redigaffi Tua Rita (750ml) ..................................................................... (792)
2009 Redigaffi Tua Rita (750ml) ..................................................................... (792)
2015 Redigaffi Tua Rita (750ml) ..................................................................... (792)

Piedmont
alDo Conterno

2015 Barolo Romirasco Aldo Conterno (750ml) ..............................................629

Bartolo MasCarello

1971 Barolo Bartolo Mascarello (750ml) .........................................................662
1990 Barolo Bartolo Mascarello Artist Label (1.5L) ..........................................663
1993 Barolo Bartolo Mascarello Artist Label (1.5L) ..........................................664
1997 Barolo Bartolo Mascarello Artist Label (1.5L) ..........................................665
2006 Barolo Artist Label Bartolo Mascarello (1.5L) ..........................................666

Bruno giaCosa

2008 Barolo Riserva Rocche del Falletto Red Label Bruno Giacosa (750ml) ....661
2011 Barbaresco Asili Riserva Bruno Giacosa (750ml) .....................................658
2014 Barbaresco Asili Riserva Bruno Giacosa (750ml) .....................................660
 Barbaresco Asili Riserva Bruno Giacosa (1.5L) ........................................659

g MasCarello

2006 Barolo Monprivato Ca d'Morissio Riserva Mascarello (750ml) ................667
2010 Barolo Monprivato Giuseppe Mauro Mascarello (750ml)........................668
 Barolo Riserva Ca d'Morissio Giuseppe Mauro Mascarello (1.5L) ...........670
2013 Barolo Monprivato Giuseppe Mauro Mascarello (750ml)........................669

gaja

1971 Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja (750ml) .............................................645
1978 Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja (750ml) .............................................646
1982 Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja (750ml) .............................................647
1985 Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja (750ml) .............................................648
1989 Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja (750ml) .............................................649
1990 Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja (750ml) .............................................650
1997 Sori San Lorenzo Gaja (750ml) ...............................................................655
1999 Sori San Lorenzo Gaja (750ml) ...............................................................656
2000 Sori San Lorenzo Gaja (750ml) ...............................................................657
2013 Sori San Lorenzo Gaja (750ml) ...............................................................651
2014 Sori San Lorenzo Gaja (750ml) ...............................................................652
2015 Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja (750ml) .............................................653
2016 Barbaresco Sori San Lorenzo Gaja (750ml) .............................................654

giaCoMo Conterno

1978 Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno (750ml) ..........................630
1985 Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno (750ml) ..........................631
1990 Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno (750ml) ..........................632
1995 Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno (750ml) ..........................633
1996 Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno (750ml) ..........................634
1997 Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno (750ml) ..........................635
2000 Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno (750ml) ..........................636
2006 Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno (1.5L) .............................637
2008 Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno (750ml) ..........................638
2010 Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno (750ml) ..........................640
 Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno (1.5L) .............................639
2013 Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno (750ml) ..................643, 644
 Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno (1.5L) .............................642
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 Barolo Monfortino Riserva Giacomo Conterno (3L) ................................641

giusePPe rinalDi

2015 Barolo Tre Tine Giuseppe Rinaldi (750ml) ...............................................672
 Barolo Brunate Giuseppe Rinaldi (750ml) ...............................................671

roagna

2011 Barbaresco Crichet Paje Roagna (750ml) ................................................673
2012 Barolo La Pira Vecchie Vigne Roagna (750ml) ........................................675
2014 Barbaresco Paje Vecchie Viti Roagna (750ml) .........................................674

Rhône

BeauCastel

2010 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Hommage à Jacques Perrin  
 Château Beaucastel (750ml) ...................................................................583
2011 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Hommage à Jacques Perrin  
 Château Beaucastel (750ml) ...................................................................584
2012 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Hommage à Jacques Perrin  
 Château Beaucastel (750ml) ...................................................................585
2013 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Blanc Roussanne Vieilles Vignes  
 Château Beaucastel (750ml) ...................................................................604
2015 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Hommage à Jacques Perrin  
 Château Beaucastel (750ml) ...................................................................586
2016 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Blanc Roussanne Vieilles Vignes  
 Château Beaucastel (750ml) ...................................................................605

ChaPoutier

2010 Ermitage Le Pavillon Chapoutier (750ml) .............................................. (588)
 Ermitage L`Ermite Chapoutier (1.5L) ........................................................590
2015 Ermitage Blanc L`Ermite Chapoutier (750ml) ........................................ (606)
 Ermitage L`Ermite Chapoutier (750ml) .................................................. (589)
 Ermitage Le Pavillon Chapoutier (750ml) .............................................. (588)
 Ermitage Blanc Cuvée de l'Oree Chapoutier (750ml) ............................ (606)
 Ermitage L`Ermite Chapoutier (1.5L) ........................................................591
2016 Ermitage Le Méal Rouge Chapoutier (750ml) ..........................................587
 Ermitage Le Pavillon Chapoutier (750ml) .............................................. (588)
 Ermitage L`Ermite Chapoutier (750ml) .................................................. (589)

guigal

1985 Côte-Rôtie La Turque Guigal (750ml) ......................................................602
1986 Côte-Rôtie La Turque Guigal (750ml) ......................................................603

jean louis Chave

1988 Hermitage JL Chave (750ml) ...................................................................592
1990 Hermitage JL Chave (750ml) ...................................................................593
2003 Hermitage JL Chave (750ml) ...................................................................594
2009 Hermitage JL Chave (750ml) ...................................................................595
2011 Hermitage JL Chave (750ml) ...................................................................596
2012 Hermitage JL Chave (750ml) ...................................................................597
2013 Hermitage JL Chave (750ml) ...................................................................598
2015 Hermitage JL Chave (750ml) ...................................................................599
2016 Hermitage JL Chave (750ml) ...................................................................600
2017 Hermitage JL Chave (750ml) ...................................................................601

Spain

alvario PalaCios

1995 L'Ermita Velles Vinyes Alvaro Palacios (750ml) ........................................828
1996 L'Ermita Palacios (750ml) ........................................................................829

Pingus

1995 Pingus (750ml) ........................................................................................830
2000 Pingus (750ml) ........................................................................................831
2004 Pingus (750ml) ........................................................................................832
2007 Pingus (750ml) ........................................................................................833

2010 Pingus (750ml) ........................................................................................834
2013 Pingus (750ml) ........................................................................................835

vega siCilia 

1972 Vega Sicilia Único (750ml) .....................................................................836
1985 Vega Sicilia Único (750ml) .....................................................................837
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